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Abstract
This thesis provides an exploratory investigation into how stakeholder identity and brand identity is 

reciprocally co-created in a sharing economy context. The Airbnb brand was applied as a case 

brand. Further, the sharing economy context studied in this thesis focuses on a context where the 

access-facilitating brand does not provide the accessed object, but solely facilitate the connections 

between the consumers and the producers. What makes this an interesting research area is the 

assumption that the sharing economy, as a phenomenon, works according to similar driving forces 

as in a process-based view of brand identity, which is argued to be theoretically rooted in sociology, 

and particularly intersubjective social constructionism.  

Based on a review of  current research on brand identity, a careful examination of identity theory, as 

well as a review on performative approaches to branding and the concept of the sharing economy,  

this master thesis applies a performativity theory perspective. The result is based on eight in-depth 

interviews with Airbnb hosts, as well as corresponding netnography in the form of reviews left by 

guests on the Airbnb public online platform.  

Derived from the findings, ten Airbnb-specific brand performances exemplifying how stakeholder 

identity and brand identity are reciprocally co-created were identified. From these ten Airbnb-

specific performances, the authors conclude that stakeholder identity and brand identity is 

reciprocally co-created in the sharing economy through processes of various stakeholder 

performances, namely through four generic performances. The performances are: (1) Expanding 

one’s horizon; (2) Preparing the accessed object; (3) Giving feedback; and (4) Entrepreneuring. 

Further implications of how stakeholder identity and brand identity are co-created were identified; 

(1) social interactions between the consumers and producers play a crucial role in the identity co-

creation process; (2) the most prevailing role of the brand is to facilitate the performances; (3) 

stakeholders, particularly producer, may be seen as manifestations of the brand; (4) brand identity is 

performed both online and offline, as well as pre, during and after the consumption experience; and 

(5) many different versions of the brand identity is performed.  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“Maybe I should have become an anthropologist instead”  

Ron, Interviewee, 2018.  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Background 

The nature of the current market environment is characterised by an increasingly dynamic speed of 

innovation, where transformation is becoming exceedingly difficult to forecast, and where 

unexpected mutating developments are occurring (Da Silveira, Lages, & Simões, 2013; Csaba & 

Bengtsson, 2006). Also, the marketing discipline is advancing into a new logic, where relationships 

and reciprocal exchange processes between the brand and stakeholders are central in the 

interpretation and creation of brands (Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Iglesias & Bonet, 2012). Viewing 

brands along this line of thought, where brand identity develops from continuous dynamic 

stakeholder interactions, differs substantially from traditional perspectives on brands.  

Branding, in the traditional sense, is highly controlled by management and take place as 

communicative practices the company defines, where brands are seen merely as names or signs of 

the producer (Wider et.al., 2018; Kapferer, 2004; Aaker 1996). The concept of identity within brand 

management literature has been viewed in many different ways, which has developed into a pool of 

rather inconsistent definitions of the concept (Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006). Traditional views on 

brand identity may be summarised into four assumptions: (1) defined by brand strategist; (2) 

enduring and static; (3) essential; and (4) distinction between internal and external (e.g. Aaker 1996; 

de Chernatony, 2001; Kapferer, 2004; Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000).  

These traditional assumptions on brand identity are challenged by Csaba and Bengtsson (2006) for 

their lack of theoretical depth and with failure to consider the theoretical roots of identity, which are 

suggested to be within cultural studies, sociology and organisational research (ibid). Hence, new 

challenges and developments of the market environment, together with the new marketing logic, 

call for modernised insights into the conceptualisation of brand identity (Da Silveira et.al., 2013). 

By recognizing theoretical roots of identity, namely from sociology and social theories, traditional 

conceptualization of brand identity may be reconsidered in the same light (Csaba & Bengtsson, 

2006).  

Based on groundwork from Goffman’s (1956; 1967), Da Silveira et.al., (2013) propose the 

construction of brand identity to be a dynamic and social process, where stakeholders are actively 
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involved in co-creating the brand identity. Hence, in the dynamic, social and process-oriented logic 

of branding, brand identity is co-created in collaboration with the brand, its consumers and other 

stakeholders through social interactions at different brand touchpoints (e.g. Csaba & Bengtsson, 

2006; Iglesias, & Bonet, 2012; Da Silveira et.al., 2013).  

Furthermore, drawing implications from important groundwork on performativity theory (Austin, 

1962; Butler, 2010; Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015, Onyas & Ryan, 2015), von Wallpach et.al. (2017a), 

suggest that brand identity is performatively co-created by various stakeholder performances in 

social reciprocal process. These reciprocal processes take place in various contexts and develops 

over time (von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). Accordingly, this thesis views brand identity as dynamic, 

socially constructed process-based phenomenon, reciprocally co-created through continuous social 

interactions and brand related performativities, among multiple stakeholders (von Wallpach et.al., 

2017a; von Wallpach et.al., 2017b).  

Area of Interest  

To the knowledge of the authors of this paper, previous research on the dynamic, reciprocally co-

created view on brand identity resulting from social interactions, has to this date only been explored 

in contexts such as consumer goods, brand communities and political brands (von Wallpach et. al, 

2017a; Kornum, et. al., 2017; Voyer, et al., 2017). However, no current research has explored how 

brand identity may be co-created within a context where the brand mainly serves as a facilitator of 

the consumption experience.  

One may argue, a context where the brand mainly serves as a facilitator of the consumption 

experience, is the context of the sharing economy. The emergence of the sharing economy can also 

be understood from the viewpoint of performativity theory, where the sharing economy may be 

viewed as a process of social and collaborative performances, that are shaped by various actors in 

social co-creative processes (Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015). Within these processes, brands 

within the sharing economy facilitate social connections between consumers and producers, who 

exchange an object of access (Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015). Further, the social connections 
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between the consumers and producers are argued to be important in shaping participant’s individual 

identity within the sharing economy (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). 

Problem Statement  

However, research on identity within the context of the sharing economy has mainly explored 

motivational drivers for participation (Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Zhang, 2018b; Festila & 

Dueholm Müller, 2017), as well as how individual identity projects may be reciprocally co-

constructed (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). Thus, presumingly, no previous research has 

explored how brand identity in the context of the sharing economy is reciprocally co-created, 

contributing to both the individual stakeholders identity project, as well the brand’s identity.  

The authors propose, by individual’s participation in the sharing economy would presumably 

contribute to not only the individual stakeholders identity projects, but also brand identity. Thus, 

what would be interesting to understand in more depth is how stakeholder identity and brand 

identity is reciprocally co-created in the context of the sharing economy. 

By drawing implications from important groundwork on performativity theory (Austin, 1962; 

Butler, 2010) and how it can be applied on the co-creation of brand identity (Lucarelli & Hallin, 

2015, Onyas & Ryan, 2015; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a), this research focuses on identifying 

elements of social interactions and brand related performativities among stakeholders within a 

sharing economy context, applied to the case of Airbnb. 

Research Question 

This master thesis investigates how stakeholder performances in the sharing economy not only 

contribute to the reciprocal identity constructions of stakeholders, but also brand identity. 

Accordingly, proposing the following research question, with accompanying sub-questions to assist 

answering the main research question: 
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• How is stakeholder identity and brand identity reciprocally co-created in the sharing economy? 

a. What are the performativities of the various stakeholders involved in reciprocal identity co-

creation within the sharing economy? 

b. How do these performativities contribute to the reciprocal co-creation of stakeholder 

identity and brand identity?  

Delimitations 

The umbrella term sharing economy is a wide concept, including several related business and 

consumption contexts (e.g. Belk, 2014; Botsman & Rogers, 2011; Scaraboto, 2015). Therefore, this 

master thesis does not intend to examine stakeholder identity and brand identity co-creation in all 

these business and consumption contexts. Instead, this thesis focuses on a sharing economy context 

where the access-facilitating brand does not provide the accessed object, but solely facilitate the 

connections between the consumers and the producers. Hence, a sharing economy context with a 

strong emphasis on the social collaborative co-creation between the consumers and producers.  

Within the defined sharing economy context, the research of this thesis focus primarily on the social 

interactions between the consumers and producers. However, these social interactions have not been 

observed by the authors. Instead, the social interaction that occurred in the consumption experience 

have been re-told by the interviewees. Also, potential social interactions were interpreted by the 

authors via the netnography data. Hence, acknowledging that some over/under interpretations of the 

social interactions may occur.   

Further, both consumers and producers have not been interviewed. Instead, producers have been 

interviewed, and consumer’s comments have been collected via netnography. On the one hand, this 

research method has allowed the authors to reconstruct the social interactions between the 

consumers and producers who actually have interacted. On the other hand, identity-constructing 

performances have been examined from mainly a producer-point of view. Hence, this thesis mainly 

discuss stakeholder identity and brand identity co-creation from a producer-perspective.  
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Project Outline 

This master thesis is structured as follows: 

Figure 1 - Project Outline 

First, theory and literature that will serve as a foundation for the following analysis, is presented in 

the literature review. The literature review is divided into four sub chapters. Chapter 1 reviews 

literature on brand identity. Chapter 2 introducers performativity theory and how it has been applied 

on branding and brand identity studies. Chapter 3 describes the context of the sharing economy. 

Lastly, chapter 4 synthesises the three previous chapters, demonstrating how brand identity, as well 

as the sharing economy, can be viewed as social and processual phenomenon, as well as be studied 

from a performativity perspective.  

Further, the chosen chosen methodology for this thesis is presented, and the case brand Airbnb is 

introduced. The next chapter interprets the findings of the study, followed by a discussion. Lastly, 

the research is concluded and suggestions for future research are presented.  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Literature Review 
The purpose of this chapter is to synthesise theory and literature that will serve as a foundation for 

the following analysis. Further, to argue for the relevance of studying stakeholder identity and 

brand identity in the context of the sharing economy.  

The literature review is divided into four sub chapters. Chapter 1 reviews literature on brand 

identity. Chapter 2 introducers performativity theory and how it has been applied on branding and 

brand identity studies. Chapter 3 describes the context of the sharing economy. Lastly, chapter 4 

synthesises the three previous chapters, demonstrating how brand identity, as well as the sharing 

economy, can be viewed as social and processual phenomena, as well as be studies from a 

performativity perspective.  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Chapter 1 - Brand Identity

The View of Brands as Processual Phenomena 

The nature of the current market environment is characterised by its increasingly dynamic speed of 

innovation, where transformation is becoming exceedingly difficult to forecast and where 

unexpected mutating developments are occurring (Da Silveira, Lages, & Simões, 2013; Csaba & 

Bengtsson, 2006). Also, the marketing discipline is advancing into a new logic where relationships 

and reciprocal exchange processes between the brand and stakeholders are central in the 

interpretation and creation of brands (Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Iglesias & Bonet, 2012).  

In this new logic, brands are perceived as dynamic and social processes, where multiple 

heterogeneous stakeholders together co-create the brand in brand-related communities or networks 

(e.g. Merz, He & Vargo, 2009; Iglesias, Ind & Alfaro, 2013; Vallaster & von Wallpach, 2013; Wider, 

von Wallpach & Mühlbacher, 2018). Hence, the brand is not solely created between the firm and the 

individual consumers, but between all stakeholders (Merz, et.al., 2009). According to the new 

processual brand logic, social interactions are key drivers for shaping the brand (Wider et.al., 2018). 

Brands are constructed by ongoing interactive processes of social relations, interactions and 

conversations between the brand and multiple stakeholders (e.g. Ballantyne & Aitken, 2007; Merz, 

et.al., 2009; Vallaster and Lindgreen, 2011). Brands are also constructed between individuals, 

concepts and objects (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; Onyas & Ryan, 2015).  

The conceptualisation of the dynamic, complex and processual phenomenological view on brands 

consider brands to be unstable entities, or rather processes, that transform over time and space. 

Thus, implying brands have different meanings to different stakeholders (Merz et.al., 2009; Iglesias, 

Ind & Alfaro, 2013; Vallaster & von Wallpach, 2013), where management control is very difficult 

and sometimes lost (Wider et.al., 2018). Viewing brands along this line of thought, where a brand 

develops from continuous dynamic stakeholder interactions, differs substantially from traditional 

perspectives where brands are seen merely as names or signs of the producer. Branding, in the 

traditional sense, is highly controlled by management and take place as communicative practices 

the company defines (Wider et.al., 2018; Kapferer, 2004; Aaker 1996).  
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Traditional Perspectives of Brand Identity

The concept of identity within brand management literature has been viewed in many different 

ways, which has developed into a pool of rather inconsistent definitions of the concept (Csaba & 

Bengtsson, 2006). Identity in traditional brand management literature is characterised by being 

initiated from within the company by the brand strategist on the senders side, and interpreted as 

brand image by the audience on the receiver’s side (Kapferer, 2004; Aaker 1996; de Chernatony, 

2001). Brand identity from the traditional view is made up from a timeless “brand essence” which is 

the single notion that captures the soul of the brand and is accompanied by unique associations that 

constitutes what the brand stands for (Aaker, 1996; Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). Furthermore, 

brand identity is believed to be created through a mix of various internal brand identity elements 

(such as: brand vision, culture, positioning, personality, relationship and presentation), which is then 

communicated as the essence to the audience including consumers and other stakeholders (de 

Chernatony 2001).  

Four central assumptions lay behind these traditional views on identity within brand management 

literature, namely (1) defined by brand strategist; (2) enduring and static; (3) essential; (4) 

distinction between internal and external (Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006). These traditional assumptions 

on brand identity are challenged by Csaba and Bengtsson (2006) for their lack of theoretical depth 

and with failure to consider the theoretical roots of identity, which are suggested to be within 

cultural studies, sociology and organisational research (ibid).  

Theorising The Concept of Dynamic Brand Identity 

The challenges and developments of the market environment, together with the new marketing 

logic, call for modernised insights into the conceptualisation of brand identity (Da Silveira et.al., 

2013). By recognising theoretical roots of identity, namely from sociology and social theories, 

traditional conceptualisation of brand identity may be reconsidered in the same light (Csaba & 

Bengtsson, 2006). Examining work within social theory and sociology, one may begin to disclose 

how these unconventional conceptualisations of brand identity have emerged.  
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The sociologist Erving Goffman (1959, 1967), in the field of linguistics, argue that any linguistic 

activity humans participate in, must be seen as social actions, rather than pure semantic. He 

symbolises human interactions with “dramaturgical performances”, where interactions are social 

actions an individual uses to improve her publicly perceived self-image. Identity is the sense of who 

an individual is, thus, a theatrical performance that is adjusted depending on the situation of the 

context, the role of the self, and with whom the interaction occurs (Goffman, 1959).  

The implications of Goffman’s (1959; 1967) work on identity has been summarised by Da Silveira 

et.al. (2013) in four key arguments, as an attempt to highlight the theoretical roots of brand identity.  

First, identity is a performance. Goffman’s definition of a “performance” entails the notion that all 

actions an individual undertake, that influences other participants during the encounter, are 

occasions for social performances (Goffman, 1959). Thus, in brand management, one may view 

identity as something the brand “does” or “performs”, rather than something the brand “has” (von 

Wallpach, Hemetsberger & Espersen, 2017a). Brand identity is developed over time, through 

reciprocal contributions from various social actors, consisting of brand strategists, consumers and 

other stakeholders (Da Silveira et.al., 2013).  

Second, identity is socially constructed. An individual's identity is established by the display of 

various masks she enacts in different roles, and that stages and controls the way she appears to 

others in order to present the ideal version of herself (Goffman, 1959). Hence, the role an individual 

has chosen for herself in a given situation, through social encounters, essentially becomes her 

identity, and is thus socially constructed (Da Silveira et.al., 2013) and continuously formed through 

a dialectic process (Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006). Individual identity is constructed through social 

interactions with others. Hence, brand identity is likewise constructed through social interactions, 

although perpetually initiated by the brand management, but also developed and re-interpreted by 

reciprocal inputs from several interacting stakeholders (Da Silveira et.al., 2013).  

Third, identity is a dynamic process. Da Silveira et.al., (2013) arrive at this notion through 

Goffman’s (1967) discussion about the face. The face refers to the definition of the individual’s self-
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image that has been approved by other social actors. An individual experiences strong social 

pressure to maintain her own face, but also the face of other participants in the encounter. When 

faces are maintained, mutual acceptance of the roles the participants have chosen for themselves 

occur. The basic component of social face-to-face interaction is this kind of mutual acceptance 

(Goffman, 1967). Hence, identity is in constant need of development and unfolding in order to 

maintain the individual and audience face consistency, thus advocating the dynamic aspect of 

identity (Da Silveira et.al., 2013). However, even though identity is created at some point, the 

creation does not stop. It is constantly under development (Callon, 2007). Transposing to brand 

identity, the role the brand desires to play intertwine with the role the brand actually plays in the 

marketplace, which ultimately evolve into the brand identity itself (Da Silveira et.al., 2013).  

Fourth, self identity seeks to balance the expressions the individual gives and the expressions the 

individual gives off. Communication may be intentional or unintentional in the form of either 

“expressions given” and “expressions given off”. When there is agreement between these two, 

symmetry occurs (Goffman, 1956). In brand management, when there is a balance between 

expressions given and expressions given off, the gap between brand identity and perceived brand 

image is small (Da Silveira et.al., 2013).  

Brand Identity as a Dynamic, Social and Reciprocal Process 

Based on Goffman’s (1956; 1967) work, Da Silveira et.al., (2013) propose the construction of brand 

identity to be a dynamic and social process, where stakeholders actively are involved in co-creating 

the brand identity. Hence, in the dynamic, social and process-oriented logic of branding, brand 

identity is co-created in collaboration with the brand, its consumers and other stakeholders through 

social interactions at different brand touchpoints (e.g. Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006; Iglesias, & Bonet, 

2012; Da Silveira et.al., 2013). Because of these many sources of brand identity, all brand 

experiences and brand touchpoints play important roles in brand building. Thus, implying brand 

identity is not created unilaterally from brand management, but negotiated, interpreted and co-

created from a large network of stakeholders (e.g Iglesias & Bonet, 2012; von Wallpach etl.al, 

2017a; Voyer, Kastanakis, & Rhode, 2017). 
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Reciprocal brand identity creation refers to when various stakeholders and the brand contribute to 

shaping one another's identity process. Stakeholders involved in the brand have their own identity 

creation processes, while they simultaneously shape and contribute to the identity of other involved 

stakeholders as well as the brand’s identity (Voyer et.al., 2017). By taking into account the 

reciprocal manner in which brand identity and stakeholder identity is co-created, Voyer et.al., 

(2017) conceptualise the new logic of branding to be “a two-way process in which brands 

contribute to the co-creation of identity of various stakeholders, who in turn shape the identity of 

the brand” (ibid, p.400). Reciprocal identity co-creation means brands and stakeholders contribute 

to each others identity creation, by using inputs from one another to create their own identity. 

Hence, the identity co-creation process applies at both individual and collective levels (Voyer, et.al., 

2017; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). The notion of identity on an individual level refers to the sense 

of self an individual (consumer, employee) uses to differentiate herself from others. Collective/

social levels of identity refers to the individual's sense of self that comes from her supposed 

membership of a social group (brand/non-brand communities, collaborators, partners, network 

intermediaries, corporate identity), in combination with the attributed value and emotional 

importance ascribed to that membership (Kornum, Gyrd-Jones, Al Zagir & Brandis, 2017). 

Summarising The Dynamic View on Brand Identity and Extending the Notion

By acknowledging the social nature of brand identity, recent literature suggest brand identity to be 

co-created through a continuous dynamic, social and reciprocal process, among multiple 

stakeholders (Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a; von 

Wallpach, Voyer, Kastanakis, & Mühlbacher 2017b). Possible influencing factors that may affect 

the outcome of the brand identity is the cultural background of the involved stakeholders (Voyer 

et.al., 2017), how involved the stakeholders are in the brand and the brand’s value offerings/

products (Black & Veloutsou, 2017; Kornum et.al., 2017; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a) and the 

environment where the brand interactions occur (Kornum et.al., 2017; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). 

Introducing Brand Identity from the Performativity Perspective 

von Wallpach et.al., (2017a) further extends the research on brand identity, and suggest reciprocal 

co-creation of brand identity to be explained through the lens of performativity theory. According to 
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this view, brand identity is something the brand does (or performs) (Goffman, 1967; Butler 1990). 

Brand managers must understand brand identity as partially managerially intended, as such, always 

performed by management, however additionally re-interpreted and re-performed by stakeholders 

who perform their own identity needs (von Wallpach et.al, 2017a; Korum et,al, 2017; Da Silveira 

et.al., 2013). Hence, when interacting with the brand, various stakeholders perform their own 

identities, while also enacting brand identity (von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). This thesis applies a 

performative lens on brand identity. Therefore, next chapter will discuss performativity theory, and 

how it has been applied and developed within economies, marketing and branding studies.  
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Chapter 2 - Performative Brand Identity

Previous research has examined the reciprocal brand identity co-creation from the lens of 

performativity theory, viewing brand identity as something being performed by multiple 

stakeholders in a dynamic and reciprocal manner over various contexts and times (Lucarelli & 

Hallin, 2015; von Wallpach, Hemetsberger & Espersen, 2017).  

Performativity Theory 

Performativity theory can be traced back to sociologist Austin’s (1962) concept of “performative 

utterances”, which are speech acts that, instead of simply describing the reality, actually performs 

that reality. Austin (1962) defines the act of saying something, hence the literal meaning of the 

utterance, as the performance of a locutionary act. The underlying meaning of that utterance, or 

what the statement really means, is referred to as the illocutionary act. The illocutionary act is then 

the act in saying something, and is characterised by a particular illocutionary force, described as the 

senders´ true intention of the utterance. This can for example be a warning, a promise or a 

command. Lastly, the effect the utterance has on the audience's feelings, thoughts or actions, hence 

what the illocutionary force makes the audience do (or do not make) as a response to the utterance, 

is referred to as the perlocutionary act.  

However, the effects from the perlocutionary act can only occur if the right, or, ‘felicitous 

conditions’ are met (Austin, 1962; Callon, 2007). Thus, the success of the performed perlocutionary 

act is dependant on external conditions, like an appropriate surrounding environment, to achieve a 

certain effect (Butler, 2010; Callon, 2007). Butler (2010) gives the following example:  

“A politician may claim that ‘a new day has arrived’ but that new day only has a chance of 

arriving if people take up the utterance and endeavour to make that happen. The utterance 

alone does not bring about the day, and yet it can set into motion a set of actions that can, 

under certain felicitous circumstances, bring the day around.” (Butler, 2010, p. 147–148).  
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In this example, the performance is based on a verbal utterance. However, performativity is not 

necessarily only specific speech acts, or linguistic utterances (Butler, 2010). Instead, more than 

linguistic utterances can be performative. Non linguistic performances can be viewed as activities 

or a material operations, performed by materialities including places, spaces, and materials (Butler 

1990; Callon; 1998; Callon, 2007, Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006; Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; von 

Wallpach et.al., 2017a).  

Extended Work on Performativity Theory 

Butler (1990), further extends Austin’s work on performativity in gender studies, describing gender 

as a doing, and not something a person has. The gender is described as a socially constructed 

process, which develops through a continuous series of performative acts. Examples include the 

manner in which boys and girls are specifically spoken to, the toys a certain gender is given, or the 

profession a certain gender chooses to have. Performativity then, is the process of formation of a 

subject, occurring through linguistic means as well as via other social practices (Cavanaugh, 2005).  

The performative viewpoint has been further applied to the creation process of markets and 

economies (Callon, 1998 ;2007; Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006), as well as on marketing practices 

(Hagberg & Kjellberg, 2010). Callon (1998) popularised the performativity concept, and argued that 

theories, ideas, people, skills and techniques perform, shape and format the economy (Callon, 

1998). Together, these theories, ideas, skills, and techniques perform the economies through 

different means, such as through different models or formulas. This type of performativity is viewed 

as an activity or a material operation, and can therefore include much more than just language 

(Callon, 2007). The role of materialities, also referred to as socio-technical arrangements 

(arrangements of diverse and heterogeneous actors, such as people, technical systems, materials, 

and statements etc.) also play an important role in the process of performativity (ibid).  

The economy is therefore performatively co-created by a variety of these socio-technical 

arrangements, (Callon, 2007), who all engage in more or less visible market practices, that to some 

extent shape the market (Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006). With various actors at play, they may enact 

multiple (and sometimes conflicting) ideas, which are involved in the performativity of shaping 
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realities. These multiple ideas may then participate in shaping multiple versions of the same entity, 

such as different versions of a market. On the one hand, these inconsistencies do not need to be 

incompatible (Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006). On the other hand, since the perlocutionary effects 

may be multiple, misfirings may be expected (from a managerial point of view) (Hagberg & 

Kjellberg, 2010). What is known, however, is when multiple actors collectively perform, they will 

be more performative than if being alone (Hagberg & Kjellberg , 2010). The work of Callon (2007), 

Kjellberg and Helgesson (2006) and Hagberg and Kjellberg (2010) shed an important light on how 

markets and marketing practices are collectively performed by various actors. Because multiple 

actors are engaged, the result is processual and multiple, and in some cases hard to predict.  

Performativity and Brand Identity 

Research in the field of branding have also explored how brands and brand identity may be viewed 

in the light of performativity theory. Similar to markets and economies, it is argued that brands and 

brand identities are performatively co-created by the brand and by various stakeholders (Onyas & 

Ryan, 2015; Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a).   

According to this view, brand identity is something the brand does (or performs) (Goffman, 1967; 

Austin, 1990). When interacting with the brand, various stakeholders perform their own identities, 

while also enacting brand identity (von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). 

Multiple Actors Enact Multiple Versions of the Brand

The change-process of brand identity, also referred to as brand regeneration, is argued to be 

processual, multiple and political, as opposed to traditional views on brand identity creation that see 

the process as linear, isolated, rather harmonic and uncomplicated. Hence, brand identity is an 

ongoing co-construction, performed by different stakeholders from different sociocultural and 

economic levels, that take place in various contexts and over time (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015). 

Further, the processual, multiple and political elements of the brand regeneration process may be 

viewed as dimensional, where the various dimensions make up the brand identity (ibid). Since 

brands emerge from different dimensions of relational and social actions between various 

stakeholders, disagreements between the actors may occur, which may lead to the existence of 
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many versions of the same brand, at the same point in time (Lury, 2009; Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; 

Onyas & Ryan, 2015; Voyer et.al., 2017).  

Furthermore, performative co-creation of brand identity may be seen in the light of the new brand 

logic and can be described as a reciprocal process (von.Vallpach et.al., 2017a). When many 

stakeholders engage in reciprocal co-creation of brands and brand identity, these stakeholders will 

enact their own individual identities, which contribute to the performance of overall brand identity. 

Hence, the co-created brand identity is strongly connected to the stakeholders’ own identity 

construction (Onyas & Ryan, 2015, von Wallpach et.al., 2017a; Voyer, et.al., 2017). The 

individual’s identity construction, can just as brand identity construction, be described as a dynamic 

performative process characterised by social interactions (Goffman, 1959;1967, Da Silveira et.al., 

2013) Because of this open nature of many enacted identities, where many stakeholder’s own 

identities enact the brand identity, there is no certainty of the outcome of the performatively co-

created brand identity (Onyas & Ryan, 2015, von Wallpach et.al., 2017a).  

Performativities - Both Linguistic and Non Linguistic 

The co-creation of brands and brand identity is performed through other means than solely 

linguistic performativities (Onyas & Ryan, 2015; Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; von Wallpach et.al., 

2017a). Onyas and Ryan (2015) extend the work of Callon (2007), and demonstrate that brands are 

symbolically and materially performatively co-created by socio-technical arrangements. These 

socio-technical arrangements may include human actors and physical materialities of the brand. 

This view is supported by Lucarelli and Hallin (2015), who demonstrate that brand identity is 

performatively co-created by materialities such as human actors, as well as through brand materials, 

like flyers and logos. Hence, demonstrating the importance of social relations as well as other more 

tangible brand materialities, in the co-creation of brand identity (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; Onyas & 

Ryan, 2015). In the same line of thought, Von Wallpach et.al., (2017a) demonstrate that brand 

identity is co-created by various stakeholder performances through both linguistic and nonlinguistic 

performances. Von Wallpach et.al., (2017a) further demonstrate that brand identity is also developed 

through institutions, places and spaces, as well as developed for and from brand performativity (von 

Wallpach et.al., 2017a).  
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Performativity and Branding - Summary 

To summarise, previous research has demonstrated that traditional concept of performativity theory 

(Austin, 1962) can be successfully applied to the creation of economies and markets (e.g Callon, 

2007; Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006) and more importantly, on the co-creation of brand identity 

(Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; Onyas & Ryan, 2015; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). From the viewpoint of 

performativity theory, brand identity is performatively co-created by various stakeholder 

performances in social reciprocal processes, that take place in various contexts and develops over 

time. Due to the reciprocal nature of the co-creation, many versions of the same brand identity can 

exist in the same point of time. Brand identity can further be co-created through both linguistic, as 

well as non linguistic performances (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a).  

From a managerial perspective, brands may be understood as the result of actions far beyond the 

fixed brand organization, alliance or manager-brand-consumer relationship (Lucarelli & Hallin, 

2015). Managers should not underestimate the performativity of the brand, but instead welcome its 

ability to create new market possibilities (Onyas & Ryan, 2015). It is further important to highlight 

that strong interrelatedness of both management and stakeholders acting as agents of brand 

performance occurs. Therefore, brand managers should act as guardians, performers and facilitators 

of the co-construction of brand identity (von Wallpach et.al., 2017a). 
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Chapter 3 - The Sharing Economy

Introduction to The Sharing Economy 

Sharing is an essential topic within consumer research. It is an ancient form of distribution, and 

distinct from marketplace commodity exchange (buying something in a store for money) and gift 

giving (Belk 2010; 2014). Implications of sharing, in comparison to alternative forms of 

distribution, are that sharing may facilitate and build communities, reduce resource consumption 

and foster certain collaborations and synergies between entities. Before the commercial 

development of the internet, sharing was a fundamental part of life that occurred mostly within 

one's immediate family (Belk, 2007). However, mediated by recent marketplace developments and 

conditions, such as technology, environmental concerns, global recession and community 

enactment, new industries, centred around the concept of sharing, have emerged. Namely, the 

phenomenon of the sharing economy (Selloni, 2017; Latitude, 2010; Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012). 

The concept of the sharing as a consumption practise was recognised by Rifkin (2000) as the “new 

era”, where networks formed around access-based consumption were replacing ownership-

consumption. This consumption practice has been termed sharing economy, both in academia and 

practise (Zhang, Gu & Jahromi, 2018a). The term sharing economy may be used as an umbrella 

term for several related business and consumption practices (Selloni, 2017). To name a few, that are 

interpreted under the idea of the sharing economy: collaborative consumption (Belk, 2014; Botsman 

& Rogers, 2011); peer-to-peer renting (Philip, Ozanne & Ballantine, 2015); micro-

entrepreneurialism (Stabrowski, 2017); the mesh economy (Gansky, 2010); and the hybrid economy 

(Scaraboto, 2015). However, research on these concepts remains scarce, and lack thorough 

theorisation, due to the contemporary nature of the sharing economy (Bardhi, & Eckhardt, 2012). 

Although, there are a few underlying notions of these terms in order for them to be understood 

under the concept of the sharing economy. First, property in the sharing economy is not owned, 

rather accessed and used under a limited period. Although, the object of access is owned by some 

entity, there is no transfer of ownership in the sharing economy (Bardhi, & Eckhardt, 2012; Philip 
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et.al., 2015; Rifkin, 2000). The distribution of access can either be for profit, through fees or other 

compensation, or for non profit purposes (Belk, 2014; Botsman & Rogers, 2011). The exchange 

taking place in the sharing economy may also be referred to as access based consumption practices 

(e.g Bardhi, & Eckhardt, 2012; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017) Second, the exchange can take 

place between a variety of participants in collaborative consumer-producer networks (Scaraboto, 

2015). These networks may be of different interaction approaches, such as business-to-consumer, 

peer-to-peer, peer-to-business, business-to-business, and government-to-government (Selloni, 

2017). Third, online platforms facilitate and support the exchange of access under the sharing 

economy (Botsman & Rogers, 2011; Selloni, 2017; Richardson, 2015).  

How The Sharing Economy Works - From a Performative Perspective 

The Emergence of The Sharing Economy 

The emergence of the sharing economy can be understood from the viewpoint of performativity 

theory (Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015). Building on work from Callon (2007) and Kjellberg 

and Helgesson (2006), Scaraboto (2015) argues that sharing economies emerge when 

performativities of different modes of exchange that usually compete, meet to shape the sharing 

economy together. These competing forces are marketplace exchange, hence performativities of 

self-interests and profit, and non market exchange, such as gift giving and sharing (Scaraboto, 

2015). However, the degree of these competing forces, and thus the degree of market mediation, 

may vary from case to case (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012), since all stakeholders may have different 

underlying motivations for engaging in sharing economy consumption practices (Philip, et.al., 

2015). Nevertheless, the sharing economy emerges in the combination of the seemingly 

contradictory forces of ‘competition and profit’ and ‘genuine collaboration’ (Richardson, 2015). 

Tensions from these competing performatives require the participants to combine logics from both 

market-based and non-market based exchange, into a hybrid mode of exchange (Scaraboto, 2015).  
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Socio-Technical Arrangements Performing The Sharing Economy 

Socio-technical arrangements play an important role in the performatively co-creation of the 

sharing economy (Scaraboto, 2015). The socio-technical arrangements are contextualised in 

arrangements of e.g. people, materials, statements and technical systems (Callon, 2007; Scaraboto; 

2015). Combining these socio-technical arrangements, one can see the sharing economy can be 

explained as series of performances, rather than a coherent stream of economic practices 

(Richardson, 2015). Examples of socio-technical arrangements involved in the co-creation of a 

sharing economy are:  

  

The actual object being accessed; such as apartments, spare bedrooms, cars, bikes, textbooks, 

intellectual property, music, film, clothing and much more (Scaraboto, 2015; Bardhi & Eckhardt, 

2012). It differs how access to these objects is gained, achieved or obtained. For example, products 

or services owned by a company can be accessed via memberships to clubs or organizations. Access 

may also be in the form of redistribution, via peer-to-peer networks. Less tangible assets may be 

accessed through networks of people sharing a particular lifestyle or interest, where time, skills and 

space may be exchanged. Further, access to the object may be either long-term (memberships or 

subscriptions) or short-term (one time transactions like renting), and may also vary depending on 

the length of object usage, such as long-term leasing of a car, or limited hourly usage. The temporal 

variations in access-based consumption have important implications for the how consumer-

producer relationship are formed and sustained (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012).  

Technological elements; such as websites and discussion forums (Scaraboto, 2015). Technological 

elements can be used to facilitate connections and social relations between the stakeholders within 

the sharing economy. For example, the house sharing platform Airbnb uses its website to facilitate 

for its users to connect and meet. Technological elements may also include tools that enforce the 

regulatory power of the (potential) access-facilitating brand, such as member checks upon 

registration, and official rules and responsibilities for the involved consumers and producers. 

However, the regulatory power of the access-facilitating company may vary depending on the level 

of involvement of the brand. This regulatory power may be crucial to facilitate trust between the 

participating stakeholders (Richardson, 2015).  
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People Involved - the Consumers and Producers; The technological elements, websites and forums, 

enable people to connect in communities to exchange the accessed object. The technological 

elements are often set up by the management of the sharing economy, for example the managers of 

Airbnb (Richardson, 2015). However, within communities facilitated by the technological elements, 

sustaining the sharing economy is more or less dependent on the participation of the individuals to 

“contribute to something larger than themselves” (Richardson, 2015, p.124). Therefore, an 

important socio-technical arrangement within the sharing economy is the people involved in the 

performatively co-creation (ibid). The people within the sharing economy may switch between the 

roles of being consumers or producers. For example, an Airbnb host may also be an Airbnb guest at 

some point in time (Richardson, 2015). These roles of consumers and producers are to collaborate 

to produce and provide exchange of access in the sharing economy. Hence, both collaborative 

production and consumption occurs (Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015).  

The Sharing Economy as Social Interactive Processes of Identity Co-creation

Processes of Social Interactions

It is suggested that taking part of access-based consumption practices within the sharing economy 

entails different derived values for the participants. This means the “value” consumers and 

producers obtain from participating in the sharing economy mean different things to different 

participants (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). Within the sharing economy, value is co-created 

between the the consumers and producers in processes that often takes place pre, during and after 

the consumption experience (Zhang, Jahromi & Kizildag, 2018b; Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017). 

The sharing economy is suggested to be performed in processes of community enactments and 

connectivity, which are only possible if people participate through the facilitated online platforms. 

Hence, participants interact, and by thus, contribute to something of value, more extensive than 

their individual self (Richardson, 2015). Along this line, one may suggest that a reciprocal sense of 

mutual ownership between the producer and consumer over the accessed object occurs, as well as 

reciprocal interpersonal exchanges. For eg. the act of being a producer (host) with Airbnb is 

suggested to be social in nature and entails inviting consumers (guests) into the privacy of the 
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producers home, which may be perceived as an act of kindness due to the display of trust, even 

though monetary compensation is involved (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). One of the reasons 

consumers would choose the option of Airbnb when traveling, is the desire for an authentic and 

unique experience with a local citizen (Richardson, 2015). Hence, in reciprocating the act of 

kindness and thankfulness for the authentic experience, the consumer might feel bound to eg. clean 

after themselves, leave a thank-you note or invite the host for dinner (Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; 

Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017).  

However, some consumers are by no means motivated by “authentic and unique experiences”, nor 

do they feel compelled to leave a thank you note. On the contrary, a dominant motivational factor 

for guests when choosing Airbnb is the combination of price and location offered to a better value 

via Airbnb (Richardson, 2015; Guttentag, Smith, Potwarka & Havitz, 2017; Camilleri & Neuhofer, 

2017; Festila & Dueholm Mülle). Also, a great portion of Airbnb guests do not seek to socially 

interact with hosts, nor do they feel potential reciprocal obligations that might emerge when 

sharing. They are simply after a utilitarian value, rather than a social (Eckhardt & Bardhi, 2015; 

Guttentag et.al., 2017). Nevertheless, taking part in access-based consumption practices within the 

sharing economy requires the participants to socially interact with other participants. At least online, 

virtually, and in most cases also physically face-to-face. Regardless of the various motivational 

factors and value drivers for participating in the sharing economy, and Airbnb, there is indeed a 

form of reciprocity occurring, in the sense that producers and consumers must collaborate and work 

together to produce an outcome of value for both parties (Richardson, 2015).  

Value Driven Individual Identity Construction 

Historically, ownership has been perceived as the ultimate expression of ones identity (Bardhi & 

Eckhardt, 2012). When individuals own something and have long-term interactions with objects, 

these objects become crucial for displaying and transforming the self over time (Belk, 1988). Thus, 

ownership has provided an internal sense of freedom and security, and functioned as means to 

signal wealth and responsibility (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012). However, due to developments of both 

technology, societies and ideological interests, the consumption practise of sharing is becoming 
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more common (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012; Selloni, 2017) and is increasingly important in shaping 

individuals’ identity (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017).  

Access-based consumption practices within the sharing economy, particularly in contexts that are in 

the middle between sharing and marketplace exchange, like Airbnb (Botsman & Rogers, 2011), are 

argued to be “paved with signs of the self” that acts as means for generating cultural meanings 

(Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017, p.56). This means even though one merely gains access to an 

object, the material object is seen as a mechanism for validating one’s social claims, thus 

contributing to one's own identity project (ibid). Moreover, it is understood the accessed physical 

object is not used alone for individual identity construction. Ideas, experiences, people, places and 

group possessions also contribute to the understanding and the construction of the self. Thus, the 

things, people and places humans surround themselves with, as well as the experiences they gain 

from them, embodies and represents the self perception and the individual's social identity (Belk, 

1988; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017).  

Consumption in the sharing economy may have both symbolic and functional values, leading to the 

consumers’ and producers’ identity construction. For example, those motivated by ideological 

motives use the consumption experience to construct their identity as hip, concussion and green 

consumers (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). These findings are in line with Bhardi and Eckhardts 

(2012) suggestion that the involved consumers and producers in the sharing economy may use the 

consumption practice as articulation for their political standpoint or ideological interest (Bardhi & 

Eckhardt, 2012). A large amount of the people who choose to engage in consumption and/or 

production under the sharing economy have a high concern for sustainability (Latitude, 2010; 

Selloni, 2017), suggesting environmentalism is an important reason for participating in the sharing 

economy. Movements of anti-consumption may also be reasons to why people choose to be 

involved in the sharing economy (Philip, et.al., 2015). Participants in the sharing economy may also 

be motivated by more pragmatic motives, such as value for money and ease of use (Guttentag et.al., 

2017; Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). These participants may for 

instance use the pragmatic motives to construct their identity as “economically-savvy” individuals 

(Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017).  
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Value Driven Reciprocal Identity Co-creation 

As argued, in an access-based consumption situation, consumers and producers interact and 

exchange physical objects, spaces, experiences and ideas, which ultimately produces something of 

value for both parties. This interaction is suggested to be a process of reciprocal co-creation 

between the stakeholders, and facilitated by the brand who may provide the platform or the space to 

meet. Thus, in this technology-mediated consumption context, the consumption experience is based 

in both virtual and physical dimensions, which enables mass collaboration between stakeholders, 

and regeneration of community values and shared meanings. Hence, online virtual interaction as 

well as the individual’s need for the interaction to be physically anchored in real life is suggested to 

contribute to and shape consumer’s identity projects (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). 

Social interactions between consumers and producers are the essence of the sharing economy, and 

will always occur to some extent (e.g: Richardson; 2015; Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Guttentag, 

et.al., 2017). Recent research on the consumption practices within Airbnb suggests many of the 

guests (consumers) enjoy the social interactions with the hosts (producers) (Guttentag et.al., 2017). 

Hence, arguing for the important role producers play in shaping the way in which consumer 

perceive their experience (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). The social aspects of the Airbnb 

experience is also important for consumer satisfaction and their intentions to use Airbnb again 

(Zhang, et.al., 2018b). Thus, the human interaction and the interpersonal exchange are core 

discourses related to the Airbnb brand (Yannopoulou, Moufahim & Bian, 2013).  

Examples of interpersonal exchange within the Airbnb experience may include interactions such as 

the host giving instructions to the guest of how to find the house, the host welcoming the guest and 

giving advices activities to do, the host and guest sharing a meal, or the host and guest engaging in 

meaningful conversations (Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). Hence, 

the social producer-consumer interactions that occur in the access-based consumption context of 

Airbnb go beyond monetary motivated values and foster a sense of belonging to a community and 

social embeddedness (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017), which means that consumers and 

producers form networks of social relationships (Granovetter, 1985). Thus, suggesting that identity 

construction, in the act of hosting, is “reciprocated beyond monetary value leading to interpersonal 
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exchanges” (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017, p.58). Hence, the access-based consumption practice 

is suggested to be perceived as an expression of deeper values, even though monetary value drivers 

are involved (ibid).  

Summarising the Social Interactive Processes of The Sharing Economy 

To summarise, the concept of the sharing economy can be viewed as a series of performances 

(Richardson, 2015) enabled by socio-technical arrangements, such as technical elements, the 

accessed object, and stakeholders (for example consumers and producers) (Callon, 2007; Bardhi & 

Eckhardt, 2012; Scaraboto, 2015). The consumers and producers play a crucial part in the sharing 

economy, since their social interactions foster collaborations, which in turn lead to a co-created 

outcome of value. This co-creation of value takes places in processes of interpersonal exchange, 

which highlights the fact that the sharing economy exist on the basis of a set of collaborative and 

highly social processes (Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015). Moreover, these co-created interactive 

collaborations within the sharing economy argue for the notion that a certain amount of reciprocity 

occurs, regardless of the various value drivers participants may have for taking part in the sharing 

economy (Richardson, 2015; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017).  

However, it is further argued, not only does a reciprocal co-creation of value occur between 

participants in the sharing economy, the social consumer-producer interactions have various value 

drivers also reciprocally contribute to and shape the individual’s identity constructions (Festila & 

Dueholm Müller, 2017; Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012; Richardson, 2015). The access-based 

consumption practice within the sharing economy is constructed by social interactive processes that 

form networks of social relationships between participants, and one may thus argue, the access-

based consumption practices may have greater impact on their identity projects, rather than being 

directed solely by functional value drivers.  
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Chapter 4 - Brand Identity and The Sharing Economy as Processual 
Phenomena 

Understanding The Sharing Economy as a Process-based Phenomenon 

Technical elements, the accessed object, and stakeholders perform, shape and form the sharing 

economy through different processes of social exchange (Callon, 1998; Scaraboto; 2015). The 

sharing economy is therefore viewed as a series of collaborative performances, that are shaped by 

various actors in social co-creative processes (Richardson, 2015). The outcome of these socially 

interactive consumer-producer processes lead to a reciprocal co-creation of the individuals identity 

construction (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017; Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012; Richardson, 2015). 

However, the reason why an individual would choose to participate in the sharing economy, hence 

the value drivers of someone to socially interact in consumer-producer collaborative processes 

within the sharing economy, may be various and of different nature. It is argued that the socially 

interactive consumer-producer processes in the sharing economy are driven by functional and 

symbolic motives that contribute to an individual's identity projects. In the consumption context of 

Airbnb, drivers of the processes may be both monetary and location values, as well as community 

belongingness, interpersonal exchange and a desire to be a conscious consumer (Festila & Dueholm 

Müller, 2017). Hence, one may argue the value derived from participating in the sharing economy 

may lie in satisfying individuals’ own identity needs, either functional, symbolic, or both.  

One may thus further argue the sharing economy may be perceived as a phenomena made up of 

various social processes, where multiple stakeholders’ social interactions lead to collaborations, 

driven by various values and motives, that ultimately produce an outcome of value, and also shape 

individual identity construction. In other words, individual identity construction within the sharing 

economy may be seen as a phenomenon of socially interactive process of stakeholder collaboration. 

As argued in earlier chapters, identity may be acknowledged as something of social nature, in 

constant need of development and unfolding, hence dynamic, as well as something an individual 

“does” or “performs” (Goffman, 1959; Da Silveira et.al., 2013). Hence, implying the notion social 

interactive processes that co-create identity within the sharing economy are in line with the view of 

social constructionism, which sees the world as co-created and focuses on the discourses 
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constructing reality (Löbler, 2011). Thus, which, according to Löbler (2011) implies that these 

socially interactive consumer-producer processes in the sharing economy work under the notion of 

intersubjectivity, where value is created intersubjectively by people through social interaction 

(Ibid).  

The Role of Brands in The Sharing Economy  

The authors have now argued for the assumption that the sharing economy may be viewed as a 

phenomenon of socially interactive processes that contribute to individuals reciprocal co-created 

identity projects. Hence, arguing for the notion that identity construction within the sharing 

economy is a process-based phenomenon. One may argue, however, that the role of brands in the 

sharing economy has not yet been identified.  

In the sharing economy, the access-facilitating companies behind the brands, are not directly 

involved in the actual value exchange. Instead much of the consumption experience is created 

solely between the stakeholders consumers and producers (Scaraboto, 2015; Bardhi & Eckhardt, 

2012). For instance, the access-facilitating company Airbnb offers a platform where consumers and 

producers can exchange access between one another through social interaction and communication. 

Airbnb however, is not present in these processes that occur between the consumers and the 

producers (Airbnb, 2018a). In the new processes-based view of brands, it is argued that brands only 

offer the value propositions, and do not deliver the actual value. Instead, stakeholders are always the 

co-creators of value (Merz, He and Vargo, 2009). Despite this, brands play an important role in the 

value co-creation process in the sharing economy, which is argued to be a technology-mediated 

consumption context. Brands provide the technological elements, such as online platforms, thus the 

virtual dimension of the consumption experience (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017; Botsman 

Rogers, 2011; Selloni, 2017; Richardson, 2015; Scaraboto, 2015). The platforms enable consumers 

and producers to connect, engage in social relations and interactions, revive community values, and 

collaborate over the exchange of the accessed object, which thereby co-creates and sustains the 

sharing economy (e.g Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015). Hence, one may argue that brands in the 

sharing economy need to be able to accomodate for the social interactive processes that occur 

between stakeholders in the sharing economy context, as well as facilitate for consumers and 
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producers co-created identity projects. In order for brands to do this, they need presumily to be 

understood under the metaphor of rhizomes.  

Rhizomic brands refer to the notion that brands are dynamic, complex processual phenomena that 

develops in processes of assembled “heterogeneous and interrelated individuals, objects, and 

concepts in time and space” (Wider et.al., 2018, p.2). Ultimately, rhizomic brands are understood as 

processes of continuous social interaction between interrelated stakeholders that contribute to 

brands’ dynamic, multifaceted existence. The emphasis is put on the social interactions as key 

drivers of the process. Hence, the traditional role of management, being a static, controlled and 

linear approach, is challenged under the perspective of rhizomic brands. Thus, managing brands as 

dynamic, complex, processes of stakeholder, object and concept interactions, requires management 

to create spaces of sociability where these social interactions may be facilitated. In these spaces, 

possibilities for new creative interpretation, imagination, thinking and improvisation needs to be 

supported and encouraged by management (ibid).  

Within the process-based view of brands, as argued in earlier chapters, brand identity is suggested 

to be performatively co-created through a continuous dynamic, social and reciprocal process, 

among multiple stakeholders (Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; von Wallpach, 

et.al., 2017a; von Wallpach, et.al., 2017b). Hence, arguing for the notion that brand identity, is a 

process-based phenomena, driven by linguistic and non linguistic performances, that reciprocally 

contribute to stakeholder identity and brand identity. Thus, one may argue, in order for reciprocal 

stakeholder identity and brand identity to be co-created within the context of the sharing economy, 

which is arguably made up of various socially interactive reciprocal processes of multi-stakeholder 

performances, brand managers need to facilitate and support these social interactions in order for 

them to take place. Hence, adopt the perspective of brands as dynamic, complex processual 

phenomena, and work as brand orchestrators that invite stakeholders to socially interact, as well as 

collaborate and guide these social interactions to work together in harmony (Wider et.al., 2018). 

Thus, brand managers must therefore understand brand identity as partially managerially intended, 

as such, always performed by management, however additionally re-interpreted and re-performed 
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by stakeholders who perform their own identity needs (von Wallpach et.al, 2017a; Korum et,al, 

2017; Da Silveira et.al., 2013).  

Problem Statement: Reciprocal Identity Co-creation as Driving Force of Both 
Processual Phenomena

This literature review now assumes the process-based phenomena of the sharing economy to be 

made up of socially interactive processes that contribute to individuals reciprocal co-created 

identity projects. As well as the notion that brands within the sharing economy need to adopt the 

view that brands are understood as processes of continuous social interaction between interrelated 

stakeholders that contribute to brands’ dynamic, multifaceted existence. Hence, brand management 

need to create spaces that invite, facilitate and support social interactions between stakeholders to 

take place and evolve, and lead to collaborations, driven by various values and motives, that 

ultimately produce an outcome of value and reciprocally shape both stakeholder and brand identity 

co-creation. 

What makes the context of the sharing economy an interesting research area is the assumption the 

sharing economy as a phenomenon works according to similar driving forces as the process-based 

view of brand identity, which is theoretically rooted in sociology, and particularly intersubjective 

social constructionism (e.g. Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Löbler, 2011; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 

2017). Hence, one may argue the two phenomena “fit” very well together, since both are argued to 

be process-based phenomena, value driven and reciprocally co-created through social interactions. 

Further, the context of the sharing economy require brands to be very inviting in order for people to 

actually participate in the social interactive processes, as well as to facilitate for these interactions to 

evolve and change. Then, whatever motivational drivers these stakeholders have to participate, as 

well as how they act in the participation impacts their identity construction, and as argued by the 

authors, the identity of the brand, due to the reciprocal nature of the two phenomena.  
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How the sharing economy and brand identity phenomena ”fit” together, is depicted in Figure 2.  

Figure 2 - Sharing economy and brand identity

However, to the knowledge of the authors of this paper, previous research on the dynamic, 

reciprocally co-created view on brand identity resulting from social interactions, has to this date 

only been explored in contexts such as consumer goods, brand communities and political brands 

(von Wallpach et. al, 2017a; Kornum, et. al., 2017; Voyer, et al., 2017). Thus, no current research 

has explored how brand identity may be co-created within a context where the brand mainly serves 

as a facilitator of the consumption experience. Moreover, research on identity within the context of 

the sharing economy has mainly explored motivational drivers for participation (Camilleri & 

Neuhofer, 2017; Zhang, 2018b; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017), as well as how individual 

identity projects may be reciprocally co-constructed (Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017). Thus, 

presumingly, no previous research has explored how brand identity in the context of the sharing 

economy may be reciprocally co-created, contributing to both the individual stakeholders identity 

project, as well the brand’s identity.  

The authors propose, by individual’s participation in the sharing economy would presumably 

contribute to not only the individual stakeholders identity projects, but also brand identity. Thus, 
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what would be interesting to understand in more depth is how stakeholder identity and brand 

identity is reciprocally co-created in the context of the sharing economy. In order to to gain this 

deeper understanding, the performativity perspective will be used as research approach. From the 

viewpoint of performativity theory, brand identity is performatively co-created by various linguistic 

and non linguistic stakeholder performances in social reciprocal processes (Lucarelli & Hallin, 

2015; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a).  

This master thesis investigates how stakeholder performances in the sharing economy not only 

contribute to the reciprocal identity constructions of stakeholders, but also brand identity. 

Accordingly, proposing the following research question:  

• How is stakeholder identity and brand identity reciprocally co-created in the sharing economy?  

a. What are the performativities of the various stakeholders involved in reciprocal identity co-

creation within the sharing economy?  

b. How do these performativities contribute to the reciprocal co-creation of stakeholder 

identity and brand identity?  
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Methodology 

This chapter presents and argues for the chosen methodology of this thesis. Further, the case brand 

Airbnb is introduced.  
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Research Philosophy

The way in which knowledge is developed, and the nature of that knowledge is dictated by the 

research philosophy one chooses to adopt. Also, the way in which the authors view the world is 

assumed from the adopted research philosophy. Ontology and epistemology are the two major ways 

in which one may think of research philosophy. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009).  

Ontologically, this thesis view brand identity as dynamic, socially constructed process-based 

phenomenon, reciprocally co-created through continuous social interactions and brand related 

performativities, among multiple stakeholders (Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006; 

von Wallpach et.al., 2017a; von Wallpach et.al., 2017b). Hence, acknowledging an intersubjective 

ontological orientation, which view the social world and its meaning as co-created and specifically 

socially constructed. What is considered as reality is the outcome of social relations and interactions 

between people, thus considered intersubjective. An intersubjective viewpoint means that several 

subjective viewpoints, put together, makes up reality (Löbler, 2011). A common example is the 

concept of paper money, which is objectively, pieces of paper. However, paper money has value 

because everybody treats it as something of value (Zanotti, 2007), hence, the value is created 

intersubjectively by people through social interaction (Löbler, 2011).  

Furthermore, this master thesis takes on the philosophy of social constructionism, which sees the 

social world and meanings within it as co-created (Löbler, 2011). Social constructionism moves 

away from result-focused, rational and hierarchical models, and goes towards a way of thinking and 

doing that is more processed-based, participatory and co-creative (Galbin, 2014). Hence, in this 

view, consumers are always co-creators of value, in which the co-creation evolves through social 

and interactive processes, where people's’ personal and conscious experiences are derived from 

social exchange (Löbler, 2011). Social constructionism is thus in line with the idea that brand 

identity is a dynamic, socially constructed process-based phenomenon, reciprocally co-created 

through continuous social interactions, among multiple stakeholders (Csaba & Bengtsson, 2006; Da 

Silveira et.al., 2013; von Wallpach et. al., 2017a; Onyas & Ryan, 2015; Voyer et.al., 2017). Also, 

perceiving the sharing economy as a phenomena made up of various social processes, where 

multiple stakeholders’ social interactions lead to collaborations, driven by various values and 
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motives (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012; Scaraboto, 2015; Festila & Dueholm Müller, 2017), is in line 

with social constructionism.  

Epistemology concerns the nature of knowledge, and particularly the researchers view on what 

constitutes that knowledge and how it is obtained (Saunders et.al., 2009). Epistemologically, form 

the orientation of intersubjective social constructionism, gaining an understanding of the social 

world is assumed to be by establishing a common understanding between the researcher and the 

interactions of the social actors. In order to do so, the researcher needs to assume the position of 

those whose interactions are observed, and aim to find a common understanding. As a researcher, 

you are ultimately looking at the interactions of the social actors, and trying to make a common 

sense of them across the observed cases. The researcher interprets how the social actors view 

reality, while making sure not to impose her understanding of the world on them (Löbler 2011). The 

researchers of this thesis strive to take themselves out of the research, but are aware of the fact that 

they are indeed part of the research by collecting and interpreting the data. However, the focus of 

the data collection is to uncover the subjects interactions with other stakeholders, as well as what 

performativities they carry out within a sharing economy consumption context that co-create 

stakeholder identity and brand identity. Thus, by establishing a common understanding of the 

interactions across the different data cases.  

Additionally, in times of rapid societal changes in the world, social constructionism is suggested to 

be a useful philosophical approach in order to grasp and address changes in a context, generated 

from new forms of practices and human behaviour (Galbin, 2014). This is applicable in the context 

of a sharing economy, which is argued to have emerged because of radical shifts from property 

ownership towards an access-based economic reality (Rifkin, 2000). Due to the applicability of 

social constructionism in addressing rapid societal changes as well as situations that are social, 

processual and co-creative in nature, one may argue the philosophy is a useful approach when 

looking at how brand and stakeholder identity is reciprocally co-created within the context of a 

sharing economy.  
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Research Approach 

Inductive Approach 

Research approaches are often broadly divided into two approaches: deductive and inductive. In the 

inductive approach, the research question guides the research process. Thereafter, data is collected, 

then patterns are detected and explored from interpreting the data, and lastly, moving from specific 

observations, broader general implications and conclusions are developed from the interpretations 

of the data (Saunders et.al., 2009; Trochim, Donnelly, & Arora, 2015).  

The purpose of inductive research is to make sense of the collected data to obtain a deeper 

understanding of the nature of a problem, as well as obtaining an understanding of a situation. 

Research using an inductive approach allows for a deeper contextual research focus, in contrast to a 

particular focus on the variable of the study. Hence, the strength of an inductive approach is that it 

allows to gain an understanding of the way in which humans interpret their social world (Saunders 

et.al., 2009). Since the aim of this master thesis is to understand the role social actors (consumers 

and producers) have in reciprocally co-creating stakeholder identity and brand identity within the 

sharing economy, an inductive research approach will allow for a greater understanding of how 

these actors perceive the social co-creation process, as well as provide an understanding of the 

situation in general. Furthermore, the research question of this thesis  

Exploratory Research Approach 

When aiming to address how a particular phenomenon occurs, too seek new insights, or to view a 

certain phenomenon in a new light, exploratory research is recommended (Saunders et.al., 2009). 

Due to the exploratory nature of the proposed research questions, which aims to deepen the 

understanding how stakeholder identity and brand identity is reciprocally co-created in the sharing 

economy, this thesis is of exploratory nature. 
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Qualitative Research Approach 

If the research philosophy follows the notion that reality is socially constructed, intersubjective and 

changeable, as well as aims to explore humans and their roles as social actors, a qualitative method 

for collecting data is suggested (Saunders et.al., 2009). Qualitative methods indicate that data is 

categorized in a non-numerical manner, generated through techniques such as in-depth interviews 

consisting of small samples (Ibid). Hence, this thesis’ research philosophy, together with the aim to 

deepen the understanding of how different social actors, within the sharing economy, 

performatively co-create both stakeholder and brand identity, argues for the applicability of a 

qualitative data collection method. 

Research Purpose 

By drawing implications from important groundwork on performativity theory (Austin, 1962; 

Butler, 2010) and how it can be applied on the co-creation of brand identity (Lucarelli & Hallin, 

2015, Onyas & Ryan, 2015; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a), this research focuses on identifying 

elements of social interactions and brand related performativities among stakeholders within a 

sharing economy context, applied to the case of Airbnb. The authors assume, from the 

performativity perspective, that stakeholders, such as consumers and producers, perform the Airbnb 

brand identity, as well as stakeholders own identity through linguistic and non linguistic 

perfomativites (Callon, 2007; von Wallpach et.al., 2017a).  

The purpose of this master thesis research project is to uncover how stakeholder identity and brand 

identity is reciprocally co-created in the context of the sharing economy. In order to do so, the 

researchers first intend to uncover what the performativities are of the various stakeholders involved 

in reciprocal identity co-creation within the sharing economy of Airbnb. Then try to identify how 

these performativities contribute to the reciprocal co-creation of stakeholder identity and brand 

identity. Hence, the focus of the research lies in identifying elements of social interactions and 

brand related performativities among stakeholders within a sharing economy context, that 

reciprocally co-create stakeholder identity and brand identity. Next part outline the research strategy 

and research design that will be used to identify elements of social interactions and brand related 

performativities, within the case of Airbnb in the sharing economy.  
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Research Strategy and Design 

Case Study Approach 

This thesis will apply a case study strategy. A case study is suitable when attempting to answer 

research questions such as “what?” and “how” and “why?” and may therefore also be useful in 

exploratory research (Yin, 2006). This is compatible with the exploratory nature of this master 

thesis, as well as the research question that seeks to answer “what” and “how”. A case study further 

allows to study a contemporary social phenomenon within its real life context (ibid). Due to the 

contemporary nature of brand identity (e.g. Da Silveira et.al., 2013; Wallpach, et.al., 2017a) and the 

sharing economy (Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015) a case study can be a useful approach to 

explore brand identity within the real life context of the sharing economy.  

Case studies are sometimes questioned because they provide little basis for generalisation. 

However, a case study can be compared to experiments, which can be generalised to theoretical 

propositions, but not to populations or universes. Hence, the goal with a case study is not to 

generate statistical generalisation, but to expand and generalise theory (Yin, 2006). This is aligned 

with the inductive approach and exploratory nature of this master thesis, aiming to contribute to 

theory rather than make statistical conclusions.  

     

When investigating a unique case that presents the opportunity to analyse a phenomenon that few 

have considered before, and where limited knowledge exist, single case studies are often used (Yin, 

2006). To the knowledge of the authors of this thesis, no previous research has explored brand 

identity co-creation within a sharing economy context. Therefore was a single case study is used.  

The Unit of Analysis 

When defining the unit of analysis, this master thesis applies the following criteria derived from Yin 

(2006): (a) the unit of analysis clearly relates to the research question (i.e. a case brand within the 

sharing economy who attracts multiply stakeholders, who can interact freely with each other and 

serve as producers and consumers of the accessed object); and (b) time boundaries to define the 
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beginning and the end of the case, is possible ( i.e. a case where it is possible to state a start and 

end-point of the investigation).  

This study focus on the brand Airbnb, who meets the above criteria. Airbnb provides a “room 

matching service”, organised through a website, where hosts and guests can connect with each other 

and review each other. Each user is enabled to to play both the role as a host and a guest (Airbnb, 

2018a), hence, take both the roles as producers and consumers (Scaraboto 2015). Further, the social 

connections and the communication is enabled via Airbnb’s website, but the actual interactions 

occur among Airbnb’s users, who can interact freely with each other without the presence of the 

Airbnb management (Airbnb, 2018a). Hence, Airbnb is argued to represent a context within the 

sharing economy that is made up from series of collaborative performances, that are shaped by 

various actors in social co-creative processes. The Airbnb company is highly inviting, and facilitate 

for people to participate in the social interactive processes that evolve and change. Therefore, 

Airbnb relates to the research question, which aims at gain a deeper understanding on how 

stakeholder identity and brand identity is reciprocally co-created within the context of a sharing 

economy. Further, by conducting interviews in March and April 2018, as well as collecting 

netnography posted from April 2014 to April 2018, time boundaries for the case were set.  

Airbnb 

Founded in 2008 in San Francisco, Airbnb is described as one of the pioneering companies within 

the sharing economy (Botsman & Rogers, 2011). Their access facilitating website accommodates 

access to millions of places to stay, in more than 191 countries (Airbnb, 2018c). According to 

Airbnb themselves it is trust between guests, hosts and the company, that makes their whole 

business work (Airbnb, 2018e). Airbnb describe themselves as a “global travel community that 

offers magical end-to-end trips, including where you stay, what you do and the people you 

meet” (Airbnb 2018c), as well as a company who “uniquely leverages technology to economically 

empower millions of people around the world to unlock and monetise their spaces, passions and 

talents to become hospitality entrepreneurs” (ibid). Airbnb further emphasises their aim to be a 

brand built on tolerance for all people: “At the heart of our mission is the idea that people are 

fundamentally good and every community is a place where you can belong” (Airbnb, 2018d).  
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Data Collection

When collecting data for a case study, multiple data collection techniques are often used, hence 

triangulation of multiple data sources occurs (Yin, 2006). Triangulation of multiple data sources 

have been successfully applied in previous studies, aiming at understanding performances of the 

sharing economy (Scaraboto, 2015) and performatively co-created stakeholder identity and brand 

identity (von Wallpach, et.al., 2017a). The use of two primary data sources enhances the credibility 

and validity of the research (Saunders et.al., 2009). Therefore, the data collected for this research 

has been triangulated from both interviews and netnography. The collected data, primarily the 

interviews, were used as means of access to gain an understanding of stakeholders interactions and 

performances in a sharing economy consumption context. The authors suppose interviews, in 

combination with netnography is the most feasible way of gaining an understanding of stakeholders 

interactions and performances, as opposed to for example participatory observations.  

Airbnb hosts were interviewed. They were asked to describe both their and their guests experiences 

and interactions, which aimed at exploring social, brand-related performativities. The interview data 

has been complimented with netnography in form of the guests’ reviews of the interviewed hosts. 

By examining the reviews, the aim was to explore the social, brand related performativities from the 

guest's point of view, as well as examining social interaction between the guest and the host. 

Combining these two data sources allow the authors to gain an understanding of the social, brand-

related performativities of Airbnb from both a guest and a host perspective. Hence, two of Airbnb’s 

main stakeholder groups have been covered in the data collection, which is in line with the aim of 

the research question; to investigate how stakeholder identity and brand identity reciprocally is co-

created in the sharing economy.  

Semistructured In-depth Interviews 

In-depth interview data collection is appropriate when the aim is to deeply explore an area of 

interest, since it allows the interviewee to talk freely about behaviours, events and beliefs in relation 

to the research topic (Saunders et.al., 2009). When studying the consumers’ identity construction in 

relation to brands, in-depth interviews with consumers is the most commonly used method for 

collecting data. Simply asking consumers about their relationship and experiences to the brand in 
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question may provide enough data to explore the brand’s role in the consumer’s life (Bengtsson & 

Ostberg, 2006). However, a common pitfall with in-depth interview data collection is the one of 

assuming that the brand plays a more significant role in the life of the consumer than in reality, 

since the conversation is centred around the brand. Thus, in order to avoid falsely placed meaning 

on the brand product, rather than the brand’s meaning to the consumer, the researcher must treat 

each interview with subjective individuality (ibid). Also, the interview should be centred around the 

person in question, rather than the brand, to uncover the subject’s real identity needs and intentions, 

and how the stakeholders’ and brand’s performance reflects back on the subject’s identity (von 

Wallpach, et.al., 2017a).  

In order to uncover how consumers unfold their real experience with the brand, open, grand-tour 

questions, where the subject is asked to verbally describe important aspects of the experience, 

encourage the subject to open up and talk freely (von Wallpach, et.al., 2017a). The open questions 

in the nature of “why”, “what” and “how” are useful to get rich answers from the interviewee 

(Kvale, 2002). Further, in-depth semistructured interviews, with open, ground-tour questions have 

been applied in previous research with similar aim of exploring enacted and performed brand 

identity within different context (e.g. von Wallpach et al., 2017a, Kornum et, al., 2017). Hence, 

implying the applicability of the method to this research. Therefore, in depth semistructured 

interviews with open, ground-tour questions were used.  

Interview Design 

For semistructured in depth interviews, a general set of questions can be prepared beforehand to 

guide the interview, however the order does not need to be followed, and all questions may not be 

used in all interviews (Saunders et.al , 2009).  

The Airbnb experience can be viewed as a service experience, where interactions between the guest 

and the host occur “pre”, “during” and “after” the guest rents the accessed object (Zhang et.al., 

2018b). Therefore, the interviews were structured around these three phases, with a list of questions 

that could be used for each phase. However, the interviewer would sometimes jump between the 

three phases if the conversation developed in that way. The interview guide can be seen in 
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Appendix 1. All interviews were held face-to-face. One of the authors led the interview. The other 

author was present and filled in with additional questions/follow up questions if she find it needful. 

The interviews lasted for 30-75 minutes and were recorded and transcribed. The transcribed 

interviews can be found in Appendix 2. 

Experiences with a brand may be stored consciously and unconsciously in the mind of the 

interviewee. These experiences may be retrieved by sensory stimuli such as vision, smell and audio 

(von Wallpach & Kreuzer, 2013). To stimulate the memory of the brand related experiences, hence 

the interactions hosts have had with guests, the interviews were held in the hosts’ homes. 

Additionally, when describing the research project to the interviewees, it is important to consider 

the possible biases this information may generate (Ostberg & Bengtsson 2009). Therefore, the 

research purpose was not revealed to the interviewees prior to the interview.  

Netnography 

Netnography is a qualitative marketing research technique applied to examine communication 

between consumers in online communities. Since the researcher does not ask any direct questions, 

netnography is argued to generate more naturalistic answers than for example interviews and focus 

groups (Kozinets, 2002). Therefore, netnography has been used to further support and validate the 

data from the in-depth interviews.  

       

To apply netnography, an online community with the potential to provide valuable insights to 

answer the research question, must first be identified (Kozinets, 2002). In line with the proposed 

research question, the result from the interviews were examined to unfold stakeholder interactions 

as well as stakeholder experiences. Additionally, examining the reviews left by guests enabled the 

researchers to explore the Airbnb experience, thus, the social, brand related performativities from 

the guest's point of view, as well as the social interaction between the guest and the host. The 

reviews of each host can be found in Appendix 3. 
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Sample Selection 

For a research questions where it would be impractical to collect data from a whole population, a 

sample needs to be chosen (Saunders et.al., 2009). Since Airbnb has more than 160 million 

registered users in more than 191 countries (Airbnb, 2018a), a sample was required for this study.  

Sampling Method 

A non-probability sampling method was used. This technique allows the researchers to ground the 

sample selection on their own subjective judgements and may be applied when the research 

question does not require the researcher to make statistical inferences about the population’s 

characteristics (Saunders et.al., 2009). One sample selection method within non- probability 

sampling is judgemental sampling. This method allows for selection based on judgements of whom 

that best can assist in answering the research question, and is suitable for case study research where 

small samples are used (ibid).  

Various judgemental sample selection methods exist, where the logic of how to select the sample 

should be based on the research question. One of these methods is heterogeneous sampling, which 

enables the researcher to explain and describe key themes that can be observed. Even if a sample is 

small, the individual cases may differ substantially (Saunders et.al., 2009). Brand identity is an 

ongoing co-construction, performed by different stakeholders from different sociocultural and 

economic levels, that take place in various contexts and over time (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015). Hene, 

various different stakeholders are part in co-creating brand identity, which argues for a context of 

heterogeneity. Thus, appropriate to use a heterogeneous sample, which further allows to describe 

different key performativities and different types of consumption situations among these different 

stakeholders.  

Sampling Selection 

When selecting the sample for this master thesis, one initial common criteria was used, namely that 

the Airbnb-hosts were situated in Copenhagen. This was important in order to be able to interview 

the hosts in their home, and thereby stimulate the memory of the brand related experiences through 

e.g. vision, smell and audition (von Wallpach & Kreuzer, 2013). 
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To ensure variation within the heterogeneous sample, Saunders et.al., (2009) recommend to identify 

heterogeneous sample selection criteria before selecting the sample. The authors looked for 

different types of hosts, which they assumed would result in different interactive brand related 

contexts between the two stakeholder groups guests and hosts. The differences they searched for 

were: (1) if the host was alone or co-hosting with anyone else; (2) if the guest rented the whole 

apartment or a room in the apartment (thus if the host was at home during the stay) and; (3) the 

interactive process among the guests and the hosts that could be derived by the comments, thus if 

social discourse was described in the comments.  

Based on the selection criteria, the authors contacted different types of hosts via the Airbnb website. 

When the research follows an inductive approach, a “small” sample is recommended. However, for 

all non-probability sampling methods, no exact rules regarding how many participants a sample 

should have, exists (Saunders et. al., 2009). Therefore, the authors had no fixed number of 

participants they wished to interview. After five interviews, the authors were able to briefly identify 

some common themes among the interviewees and their comments. However, to validate these 

themes, three additional interviews were conducted, which resulted in a total of eight interviews and 

eight netnography samples of comments.  

To identify the eight interviewees, as well as to ensure variety in the sample, around 100 Airbnb 

accounts and their comments were examined. Among these, 32 hosts were contacted, 17 hosts 

declined to participate and seven hosts did not answer. Information about the eight participants is 

summarised in Table 1. The names of the participants have been changed to ensure their anonymity.  
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Table 1 - Information about interviewee participants 

Data Analysis 

Analysis Approach 

After collecting the qualitative data, it needs to be analysed in a qualitative manner to develop 

generalisable implications and theory formation (Saunders et.al., 2009). When the research purpose 

is of exploratory nature, an inductive approach to data analysis is suggested. A clear research 

purpose is needed in order to inductively approach the data analysis (ibid). One may argue, the 

inductive approach for analysing data may be suitable for this thesis, since it is of exploratory 

nature, and has a clear research purpose of deepen the understanding of how brand identity and 

stakeholder identity may be reciprocally co-created in the sharing economy. Also, the authors of this 

thesis started the research project with a preliminary research question, which also calls for the 

inductive approach being suitable for analysing the data.  

Prior to approaching the analysis, the authors did not derive any pre-composed categories from the 

literature. Instead, they scrutinised the collected data, from the interviews and netnography, and let 

categories and patterns emerge. This approach to data analysis argues for a purely inductive analysis 

The Host The Accessed Object Reviews 

Name Gender Age Occupation Alone/Co-
hosting

Type of Accessed 
Object

Amount of 
Guest Reviews 

Mary-Jane Female 47 Unemployed Co-hosting Room 32

Dan Man 42 Building manager Alone Room 30

Gustav Man 45 IT consultant Co-hosting Room 103

Pontus Man 24 Student Alone Room 3

Amanda Female 26 Retail Co-hosting Whole apartment 5

Frida Female 33 Own business Alone Whole apartment 5

Chris Man 46 Engineer Alone Room 16

Ron Man 47 On sick leave Co-hosting Room 27
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approach (Saunders et.al., 2009). When analysing qualitative data through an inductive approach, 

there are no standardised procedures to follow. Therefore, one must group the data into certain 

categories. When grouping the data according to the categorisation process, it involves constructing 

categories and attaching meaningful data to these identified categories. The research questions and 

the research purpose guides the identification of categories (ibid). For this research project, the 

categorisation process was implemented, because it allows the authors to categorise different 

performativities of Airbnb hosts and guests that contribute to the reciprocal co-creation of of brand 

identity and stakeholder identity. The data was analysed through the usage of NVivo..  

The Categorisation Process

The categorisation process took place in three stages. After the interview process, all interviews 

were transcribed in NVivo. Further, all reviews from the Airbnb website were imported.  

When all data was collected in NVivo, the authors started the first stage of the categorisation by 

reading each case individually case separately. By individual case, the authors refer to one 

transcribed interview and the corresponding Airbnb reviews derived from the Airbnb online 

platform. By separately, the authors refer to that both authors read the case alone before discussing 

with each other. During the separate reading of each individual case, both authors derived their own 

categories from the data, aiming to identify elements of social interactions and brand related 

performativities among stakeholders. After reading one individual case, the authors discussed the 

derived categories and patterns they had identified, and discussed whether the categories were 

similar or different, and they revised them thereafter. After approaching each individual case in a 

similar manner, the authors discussed the emerged categories in depth and revised them by merging 

or extending categories. Under each category, quotes from both the interviews and the reviews, 

were added. If needed, spelling mistakes were corrected in some of the reviews, to ensure the flow 

of the reading once some of the reviews were added in the analysis.  

Thereafter, the authors started the second-stage categorisation, where they discussed whether 

patterns could be identified, as well as how the categories could be grouped into performativities. 
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From the second-stage categorisation, the authors derived ten Airbnb-brand related performative 

elements.  

Lastly, after analysing the specific observations and implications o from the ten performativities 

relating to the Airbnb brand, the authors discussed common identity needs and related processes. 

From this stage, four broader more generalisable performativities of the sharing economy, were 

derived. The different categories hat emerged in each case are shown in Table 2. The categorisation 

process deriving the performativities is shown Table 3. 

Table 2 - Categories and performativities that emerged in each case

First-stage Categories Subcategories 

Individual identity 

- Don't care
- Values, beliefs, ideas
- Annoyed, bothered
- Change/adapt attitude
- Cleanliness 
- Not too pushy
- Like to learn 
- Like to meet new people

- Cultural values
- Smart consumer 
- Helpfulness
- Give good experience 
- Self fulfillment / feel good 
- Golden rule 
- Tactical / pragmatic 
- Take pride 

Performativities 

- Pre
- During
- After
- Good experiences

- Bad experiences
- Change/adapt behaviour
- Manage expectations 

Social Interactions 

- Welcoming, showing around
- Practicalities
- Deep, interesting conversations
- Fun experiences 

Socio-Technical Arrangements 

- Pre
- During
- After
- Good experiences

Reciprocal Stakeholder identity
- Clash of expectations
- Match between guests and hosts

Reciprocal Brand identity
- Clash of expectations
- Thoughts of Airbnb

Motivation to Participate

Thoughts of Guests

Safety 
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Table 3 - The categorisation process of the perfomativites

Second-stage Performativities  Third-stage Performativities  

- Exchanging world-views and values
- Meeting new people
- Expanding social circle and networking
- Representing own culture

1. Expanding one’s horizon 

- Familiarising and preparing
- Welcoming and inviting

2. Preparing the accessed object

- Reviewing 
- Giving back 

3. Giving feedback

- Monetising
- Managing match between producer and 

consumer
4. Entrepreneuring 
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Interpretations of Findings 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the empirical findings  from a performativity theory 

perspective. The analysis is structured after the ten identified Airbnb-specific performances  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Performance 1: Familiarising and Preparing 

One performativity of the Airbnb experience is the performance of Familiarising and preparing. 

This is enabled through the linguistic performances of familiarisation through social interaction 

between the guest and host, prior to the guest’s stay, as well as the linguistic and nonlinguistic 

performance of preparing for the guests arrival.  

Many hosts familiarise with their guests prior to they stay, in order to ensure a smooth experience. 

One example is the host Gustav, who asks a great deal of question prior to his guests arrival, to find 

out if there is anything special they need:  

“I ask if there is something they need. If they need another pillow because of allergy to 

down. Then I need to find synthetic duvets… I prepare a lot before they come. To see if 

there's anything they need. Because when they walk in, it is the first impression, so if there is 

anything I can to to bend it towards their direction, if they need any brochures, sim-cards, or 

whatever... I try to always hear what they are here for, because then I can help 

them” (Gustav).  

The host Mary-Jane also interacts with her guests prior to their arrival, ensuring they will have a 

good stay: “So we ask them where they are coming from. If they are from The States, or other 

countries where they are going to be jet-lagged. Normally we are quiet, but they might need to 

sleep. Also ask them which time they arrive. I ask these questions to create a smooth 

experience” (Mary-Jane).  

The efforts are highly appreciated by the guests, who acknowledge the hosts performances of 

familiarisation and preparations in their reviews. Gustav, for example, is acknowledged for his 

linguistic performance of interacting prior to the stay, as well as his non linguistic performance of 

preparing and putting things together for the guest: “Gustav was really easy to communicate with, 

and he provided a bunch of things like maps, towels, toiletries, hair dryer ...Wonderful place, 

wonderful hosts 10/10” (Review of Gustav, Lauren, August 2017). Gustav is also acknowledged for 

this linguistic performance of preparing written advice: “We've had such a great time in 
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Copenhagen! Gustav and Sara sure did set the bar for being a good host really high. Before we 

arrived we got a lot of tips from Gustav” (Review of Gustav, Sam, July, 2017).  

Mary-Jane and her co-host Anders are also acknowledged for their considerate preparations: 

“Anders and Mary had such an attention to detail and thought of everything, you can find many 

guides and booklets about the best attractions, a Danish phrasebook, towels, toiletries, charger 

adaptors and even an umbrella for the less prepared traveler. Also, they were really warm and 

respectful when I needed to sleep in.” (Review of Mary-Jane, Aamer, January 2018).  

The performance of Familiarising and preparing thus enrich the guests’ Airbnb experiences, as well 

as the hosts own experience. Gustav explains how he feels enriched: “The happier they are with 

their stay the more I actually get out. Then all the preparations I have made are worth something 

and not for nothing, and I am really enjoying it” (Gustav). Mary-Jane further explains why she likes 

to be acknowledged by her guests for her preparations: It matters because I do like people thinking I 

am an ok person (Mary-Jane). Thus, the performance of familiarising and preparing, as well as 

being acknowledged by the guests, co-constructs the hosts individual identities of being hospitable 

and helpful. One may further suggest that the hosts performances of familiarisation and preparing 

feeds into Airbnb’s intended brand identity of a brand who “empower hospitality entrepreneurs”.  

Performance 2: Welcoming and Inviting 

One strong performativity within the Airbnb experience is the hosts’ performance of Welcoming and 

inviting. To ensure that the guests feel welcome and cared for, the hosts perform non linguistic acts, 

such as cleaning the accessed object and making space in the fridge etc. Some hosts also add extra 

inviting touches, such as leaving free coffee or decorative candles. The welcoming act also involves 

linguistic performances of introducing the guests to the accessed object and the surrounding 

neighbourhood, such as giving advice about what to see or where the nearest grocery stores can be 

found. This may occur either face-to-face, or via an informative document if the host is not present 

during guest check-in. To make the guest feel welcomed and comfortable, hosts who are at home 

during the stay also often have regular conversations with their guests throughout the stay.  
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Mary-Jane, who always lives in her apartment when guests are there, explains what she does to care 

for her guests. She also highlights the importance to make people feel like home in her house: “I am 

a clean freak, so I clean. I would never want to stay somewhere where its sticky, dirty or dusty. I 

clean the bedroom, change cheats... I like to make people feel comfortable, and at home. There will 

be huge different in the experience if someone is friendly to you” (Mary-Jane). 

Ron also emphasise his motivation for making people feel like home: “I think it’s very important to 

make people feel at home… It is so important when people are out of their comfort zone, which is 

what people are when they go travelling. I want people to feel like this is a safe haven and they 

come in and they can sleep and it is quiet and it is nice and relaxed… People should feel that this is 

their base. When I go travelling, that is important for me. If I go travelling, and if I don’t relax, then 

the vacation is kind of ruined” (Ron).  

The above excerpt demonstrate that many hosts like, and find it important, to make their guests feel 

like home. To achieve this, they imagine what they would have wanted for their Airbnb experience. 

The performativity of Welcoming and inviting, thus, constructs hospitality- related stakeholder 

identity, where stakeholders imagine what they might have wished for when travelling, in order to 

make people feel like home.  

The performances of inviting and welcoming are highly appreciated by the Airbnb guests. Many 

guests highlight they really feel at home. One of Mary-Jane’s guests states: “This place is absolutely 

amazing - with great location (probably the best you could get) and clean/cozy room, and 

hospitable hosts!!! Really felt at home and the hosts were great in making sure my stay was 

comfortable and also that I knew how to get around with local tips. This is how Airbnb should 

be!” (Review of Mary-Jane, Nicky, April 2018).  

Another guest emphasise that the host themselves really made his experience worthwhile and made 

him feel welcome: “The best thing I must say was Anders and Mary themselves, they are so 

gracious and warm; they really made me feel instantly welcomed.” (Review of Mary-Jane, Aamer, 

January 2018). A guest of Ron also implies that it was Ron and his wife Lisa who, through their 
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friendly manner, made them feel like home: “Ron and Lisa (and Buster!) are the best hosts we 

could find! They're very kind, funny and talkative, but always giving you your privacy… We really 

felt at home, if we'll go again to Cph we'll stay for sure again here!” (Review of Ron, Martina, 

February, 2018). 

In addition to constructing individual stakeholder identity of being hospitable, one may argue, the 

performance of Welcoming and inviting also constructs Airbnb’s brand identity. The guests 

statements such as “we felt at home” and “this is how Airbnb should be” demonstrate that the host’s 

performances of Welcoming and inviting constructs Airbnb’s brand identity as a travel brand where 

you can “find a home away from home”. Further, the reviews from guests show that hosts were the 

ones making guest's stay enjoyable. The host’s welcoming and friendly engagements and 

interactions, making guests feel at home, implies that hosts themselves play a very important role in 

the Airbnb experience. Thus, hosts are essentially performing as manifestations of the Airbnb brand.  

Performance 3: Reviewing 

Another strong performativity within the Airbnb experience is the linguistic performance of 

Reviewing, which is performed reciprocally from both guests and hosts. Among the interviewed 

hosts, they all find it important to review their guests.  

Dan explains: “I write stuff like we had good communication, a little bit if they cleaned up 

afterwards, and how they were. It is most for other hosts to see, to help other hosts. I like to try to 

help them to get good guests” (Dan). The performativity of Reviewing, and thereby helping other 

hosts get some information about the guests, thus constructs the hosts’ individual identity as helpful 

and collaborative.  

The reviews are indeed helpful for other hosts, who can look at them to get a feeling whether guest 

are reliable. Amanda explains: “I feel Airbnb has a good thing going on with these open public 

reviews that you can not do anything about. For example if someone is stealing or breaking 

something, you will immediately get a bad review… I think it is safe enough platform because of the 

reviews and how the money is handled. I trust the platform” (Amanda).  
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One may further argue the review system is also helpful for guests to ensure that hosts are reliable. 

Guest frequently write that they recommend hosts or that they would stay again, for example: 

“Chris was so welcoming and accommodating. Letting us check in early and leave our luggage til 

the afternoon. The flat was clean, spacious and he was very generous with his time and explained 

how to get to things etc. Highly recommended” (Review of Chris, Yukiko, August 2017). The host 

Chris explains that since he started receiving more five star reviews, he also received the “superhost 

badge”, which require a review rating of 4,8/5 (Airbnb, 2018b).  

With the superhost badge, Chris is experiencing that guests don’t ask him as many questions prior 

to the booking: “It is good, then people don’t ask you so many questions. It is easy and 

straightforward” (Chris). Gustav, who in addition to hosting is also a frequent Airbnb guest, 

confirms that reviews are important for him when booking a place to stay: “Whenever I am looking 

for a place to stay, I look at some pictures, but the next thing I do is to look at reviews to make sure 

the host is good and serious. I usually take the bad ones first. Then I read maybe 10-15 reviews 

before I decide” (Gustav).  

The linguistic performance of Reviewing, facilitated by the Airbnb platform and performed by both 

guests and hosts, represent a stakeholder co-creation of a mutual sense of security and reliability 

among both guests and hosts. The performativity of Reviewing thus reciprocally co-creates 

Airbnb’s brand identity of being a safe and reliable brand to use, feeding in to Airbnb’s intended 

identity of “being built on trust” (Airbnb, 2018e).  

Performance 4: Monetising 

Another strong performativity within the Airbnb context is the non linguistic performance of 

Monetising, hence to make money from being a host. For almost all interviewees, their initial 

motivation for participating in Airbnb was to make some extra money. Thus, satisfying monetary 

motivated values that build on the stakeholders identity project of being economically-savvy Airbnb 

producers.  
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Pontus says: “I was going away for the summer and I just covered the rent for the room… Just to 

break even”. (Pontus). Frida further elaborates on her Airbnb hostesship as purely utilitarian. When 

she was asked what motivates her to be a host, she replied: “Money. And I hate missing out on stuff. 

It seems stupid to have a place empty that you could earn money on” (Frida). This statement further 

argues for participating as an Airbnb host satisfies of stakeholders’ identity need of being 

economically-savvy and efficiently intelligent, by using Airbnb as a mean to make extra money 

when the opportunity to do so arises.  

Furthermore, in relation to constructing one’s identity project of being economically-savvy, Amanda 

states that she is motivated by economic benefits of Airbnb hosting. She was asked what motivates 

her: “Money. A 100%. The first time we did it was when we went to Spain… a long and expensive 

trip. And I knew about Airbnb and I felt it was a good way to get a little back” (Amanda).  

Chris also use Airbnb to make extra money, while he also carefully manage his bookings to not 

exceed the Danish tax limit. When asked what motivates him to be a host, he said: 

“It is many, but mainly the money. I don’t need the money to cover the rent, it is just extra. If 

I would work to get extra money, then I have to make 3000 to make 1000 [after tax]. But in 

this way then I get 1000 straight. That is a lot of money. If I in a good month get 5-6-7000 

extra, it would be the same as if I got 15.000 extra at work. It is a smart solution, I think 

everyone should try to do that. If it fit their lives. And Airbnb is really smart for those who 

already have much money since the first 25.000 is without tax. Therefore, it is something I 

only do in the summers. Because I don’t want to pay a lot of tax - I hate to pay tax.” (Chris). 

Thus, the performativity of Monetising through taking advantages of that Airbnb enable 

stakeholders to make extra money, constructs individual identity of being economically-savvy. 

Further, by using Airbnb to make extra money, because Airbnb is “a good way to make extra 

money” and “a really smart solution”, the performativity of Monetising reciprocally co-constructs 

Airbnb’s brand identity of being an economically smart brand , that further allows stakeholders to 

“monetise their spaces” (Airbnb, 2018c).   
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Additionally, from the guest’s reviews, it appears that some might also see the Airbnb consumption 

as a smart solution, economically. Some reviews mention the feeling of the Airbnb experience being 

“good value for money”. For example: “Very nice & authentic apartment in a very central location. 

Good value for money” (Review of Dan, Thies, February, 2018). Also: “Gustav's place was exactly 

what I was looking for in terms of location & value.” (Review of Gustav, Ramy, October 2016).  

Performance 5: Exchanging World-views and Values

Many of the interviewed subjects who rented out one room in their home, mentioned the many fun, 

deep and interesting conversations they had with guests staying there. A strong linguistic 

performativity in the Airbnb experience, that shows examples of “fun, deep and interesting” 

conversations, is the performance of Exchanging world-views and values. Some Airbnb hosts and 

guest engage in conversations, were they exchange beliefs and understandings of the world.  

Chris comments how Airbnb enables him to interact with guests who want to engage in 

conversations of Exchanging world-views and values, something he really enjoys: “And the good 

things [with Airbnb] is that I meet a lot of people from all over the world… It is very interesting to 

hear how they see the world. And I like that. I listen and think after. And I believe they think the 

same when they come to me” (Chris). Chris further explains that it is the opportunity to learn about 

new cultures that makes Airbnb an interesting brand: “I think Airbnb is a very interesting 

phenomenon… I believe it is a really good way to exchange cultural values and 

experiences.” (Chris).  

Mary-Jane further elaborates on one conversations she had with a guest: “With the guy from 

England we talked about racism... And this is a topic of interest to me. I did not bring it up, but he 

explained how sometimes people forget that we are all human… But these type of conversations I 

enjoy, and they enrich me.” (Mary-Jane). The interviewee mentioned how she enjoys hearing stories 

and like to engaging in deep social interactions with her guests because she “learn[s] something else 

from them that is unique” (Mary-Jane), which then enriches her.  
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The “guy from England” that Mary-Jane mentions, namely Jeremy, left this review after being 

hosted: “I had a fantastic stay at [Mary-Jane’s] and Anders’s place... [Mary-Jane] and Anders were 

very welcoming and we shared a great evening talking and putting the world to rights! It was a 

pleasure to stay in this room and I highly recommend it!” (Review of Mary-Jane, Jeremy, December 

2017). This review demonstrates that both guests and hosts enjoy and are enriched by their 

linguistic co-creative performance of Exchanging world-views and values.  

Furthermore, face-to-face interaction is not required to engage in the linguistic performativity of 

Exchanging world-views and values. Amanda, who rents out her whole apartment and never meets 

her guests, elaborates: “we [Amanda and an Italian guest] had... a good experience. She was from 

Rome and I wrote I had lived there. So we had a nice talk" (Amanda). In this statement, Amanda 

refers to the communication she had with this Italian guest prior to her stay. The conversation was 

held exclusively on the Airbnb facilitated mobile app, and Amanda never saw the Italian guest in 

person. Amanda’s guest Maria confirm their nice communication in the review she left: “Always 

fast and very kind communication with Amanda”. (Review of Amanda, Maria, October, 2017).  

The above excerpt demonstrate that many hosts enjoy to learn about new cultures and people, since 

the conversations “enrich them” that they “like to see how their guests see the world”, and that the 

conversation was “a good experience”. Therefore, one may argue that the performance of 

Exchanging world-views and values with guests, construct stakeholder identity of being an 

inclusive and curious persons with a great multicultural knowledge and understanding.   

Since the hosts express that “the good things with Airbnb is the people you meet” and that Airbnb is 

a ”good way to learn about new cultures”, one may argue that the performativity of Exchanging 

world-views and values between stakeholder co-creates the Airbnb brand identity as an 

multicultural brand where people meet. The performativity of Exchanging world-views and values 

also support stakeholders in integrating an important part of Airbnb’s intended brand identity into 

their self-identity, namely “tolerance for all people” (from: Airbnb, 2018d).  
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Performance 6: Meeting New People 

Another performativity within the Airbnb context is the linguistic performance of Meeting new 

people and engaging in social discourse with them. Within this performativity, the authors of this 

thesis use the phrase “new people” in order to refer to people from different countries and cultures.  

Ron mentions that he loves to welcome different types of people from all over the world, to his 

home: “I like to meet new people, I think that is a very Icelandic thing,... so I think that is good, new 

people-all the time. I enjoy that with the impressions, get this new things all the time. New people, 

new culture” (Ron). Ron further elaborates that he enjoys trying to understand people and figure 

them out: “We are getting a 79 year old German doctor with his 9 year old daughter, coming here in 

May for instance. That is going to be very strange, but also very interesting. And, so what I mean, It 

is interesting for me. Maybe I should have become an anthropologist instead, haha!” (Ron). 

Hence, an important value driver for participating as host through Airbnb is the social need to meet 

new people and learn something from them, as Dan puts it “The main benefit is that I meet new 

people” (Dan). Gustav further agrees that being an Airbnb host enables him learn more about 

people: “It is a great way to learn about cultures, and languages” (Gustav). 

The linguistic performativity of Meeting new people enables Airbnb host to socially interact with 

and learn from new people, something they really enjoy and find very interesting. Therefore one 

may argue this performativity constructs stakeholders’ individual identity of being a cultivated 

individual who knows about many different cultures and who is open for embracing new people and 

their cultural beliefs. The above examples also show that hosts use Airbnb to meet new people and 

learn from them. Therefore, one may argue the performance of Meeting new people through 

Airbnb, co-constructs Airbnb’s brand identity of being a a worldwide travel community that fosters 

community belongingness, acceptance and inclusion.  
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Performance 7: Expanding Social Circle and Networking 

Another identified performativity within the Airbnb experience is Expanding social circle and 

networking, where guests and hosts keep in touch, or have the intention to keep in touch after their 

initial Airbnb experience together.  

The linguistic performativity of expanding one’s social circle and networking is exemplified by 

Gustav, who mentions that he has kept in touch with some guests after the Airbnb experience. “I 

actually have a few who write me on a regular basis… I think it is really nice to keep in touch. And 

to a lot of them I have said that if I come visit their city I should come live with them. And I would 

do that!” (Gustav).  

The desire to develop relationship with guest might be a result of the stakeholder’s desire to 

broaden one’s social network, as Gustav puts it: “It is a good way to get a broader network and to 

open up your social circle to foreigners… It feels really good, and i feel like my social life is 

expanding from having Airbnb guests here.” (Gustav).  

Ron has a similar view, and he explains how he would love the people he host to come back, which 

is why he gives them discounts: “I tell everybody that I really like that when they come back I’ll 

give you 20 % off. Because we would really like to see people again.” (Ron).   

As a result from socially interacting with guests, some hosts mentioned their sense of mutual 

understanding with some of their guests, and that interpersonal relationships had been formed 

during the Airbnb experience. Ron mentions that he got along very well with many of his Italian 

guests, and that he would love to visit them in the future: “I have said to, especially Italians, that if 

we go to like Toscana again we will come and see you in Pisa or something” (Ron). Hence, 

exemplifying a performance of networking, where stakeholder wish to make use of their social 

connections they have made via Airbnb.  

Gustav also mentions that his performance of networking hopefully will lead to him being able to 

stay with one of his guests next time he goes travelling. He explains: “I like to interact with people 
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and to keep the contact as well. Because if I want to go to that place, I know for sure that they 

would do the same for me. Like show me around. I am pretty positive they would” (Gustav).  

One may further argue the Airbnb guests also see the benefits of engaging in the performativity of 

Expanding social circle and networking. One example can be found among the comment’s of Mary-

Jane, where one guest writes that he really enjoyed his stay, and therefore already have booked a 

new stay: “Mary José & Anders are very nice hosts. Very warm and quiet. Their apartment couldn’t 

be more central but surprisingly quiet. It is nicely decorated, super clean & tidy, in line with the 

pictures. I already booked my next stay in Copenhagen at their place.” (Review of Mary Jane, 

Yann, March 2018).  

As a result from participating in Airbnb, hosts and guests get the opportunity to network and expand 

their social circle. Phrases such as “I think it is really nice to keep in touch” imply that hosts truly 

enjoy to be able to expand their social networks via the guests they meet. Thus, the performativity 

construct stakeholder identity of being a person with many social connections and a strong network. 

Further, since the hosts argue that it is Airbnb who enable them to expand their social circle and to 

network, and that guests use Airbnb to revisit hosts, one may argue the Airbnb’s brand identity of 

being a brand that facilitates a global travel community, is co-created.  

Performance 8: Representing Own Culture 

Another performativity within the Airbnb experience is the hosts´ performance of Representing own 

culture, which can be both linguistic and non linguistic. Many hosts express they believe that guests 

who choose Airbnb want to have a “Danish experience”, and experience how Danes live. These 

hosts appreciate the fact that they are able to provide this Danish experience.  

For example, Dan is very proud of having an apartment decorated in Danish design, which he 

gladly shows to his guests. He further explains: “Many of the guest I have prefer Airbnb over hotel. 

I think it's because they want to experience how Danes live... people want to be with other Danes 

when they are here” (Dan).  
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Some hosts argues being a guest though Airbnb enable guests to see more of the “real” Copenhagen 

though the lens of locals, by the personal experience Airbnb facilitates. Chris states: “I believe that 

people that travel in this way rather want a personal experience instead of a hotel. In that way you 

discover more things you would not have discovered otherwise. Because you meet people, you see 

how the real people of Copenhagen live. I like to be able to give them that kind of experience. 

Otherwise they just see central Copenhagen, Nyhavn, little mermaid. That is not 

Denmark!” (Chris).  

When analysing the reviews, one can see that guests indeed appreciate the “Danish experience”. 

One example is a review from Ryan: “Every little deco in the room and the apartment was very 

Danish, and it definitely gave me a 'Copenhagen feel' as I walked in” (Review of Mary-Jane, Ryan, 

April 2018).  

Some hosts further emphasise on the importance of actively representing their country when being 

an Airbnb host, by for example showing guests around or introducing them to Danish food, 

language and culture. Gustav elaborates: “I also feel like an ambassador for my country, and when 

they [guests] are here I need to make sure they get a good experience and a good picture of 

Denmark. So it's a nice thing that I can give a part of like a Danish culture thing. I always try to get 

them to try Danish things. I always encourage them to try smørrebrd.”(Gustav).  

Deriving from a review left by Ellis, Gustav clearly succeeds with giving his guest a personal 

experience of Danish culture: “We couldn't have asked for a better first impression of Danish 

people!” (Review of Gustav, Ellis, December 2016). As well as from the review by Marina: 

“Gustav is a fantastic host, very friendly, fascinating to talk to and happy to help out and direct you 

to get to know your surroundings and Danish ways and culture.” (Review of Gustav, Marina, 

February 2015). 

Furthermore, reviews also show that the hosts themselves contribute to the guests’ positive Airbnb 

experience and positive picture of the local area: “Gustav and Sara are the best hosts we've 

experienced on Airbnb! The communication was easy and clear and Gustav suggested some places 
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to visit before we'd arrived. On the first night Gustav gave us a really great tour of the 

neighbourhood (diverse and alive) and took us to an amazing jazz bar” (Review of Gustav, Jake, 

December 2017).  

The above excerpts suggest that being a host through Airbnb facilitates the performativity of 

Representing own culture, by giving guests a more personal, local experience. Phrases such as “I 

like to give them that kind of experience”, and “ I feel like an ambassador for my country” suggests 

that the performance of of Representing own culture though Airbnb hostesship satisfy stakeholders 

identity need of showing Denmark and Copenhagen from its best side, thus construct their identity 

as being the best local ambassador of their country and city.  

Further, the comments from guests stating they got a good introduction to Danish culture, suggests 

that Airbnb brand identity of being a brand who facilitates cultural experiences, is co-created. The 

performance of Representing own culture via Airbnb, further feeds well into the Airbnb brand 

identity of facilitating “magical end-to-end trips, including where you stay, what you do and the 

people you meet”. Thus, these “magical trips” would not have been possible without the 

stakeholders identity need to leverage Danish culture onto their guest experience. Additionally, the 

hosts’ active participation in making sure their guests gain a Danish experience, implies that hosts 

themselves play a very important role in the Airbnb experience. Thus, again, one may argue hosts 

essentially perform as manifestations of the Airbnb brand.  

Performance 9: Giving Back 

A common performance among Airbnb guests Giving back, to reciprocate the host’s kindness and 

hospitality. This performativity can both include the linguistic or non linguistic act of gift giving, 

such as leaving a gift or a note behind or sharing a meal or a drink with the host. Further, guests 

may give back through the linguistic performance of leaving a positive review.  

Gift Giving 

Some hosts describe their guests’ performances of gift giving. Ron for example, describes some of 

his guest’s non linguistic performances of leaving gifts for him and his wife, such as food, wine or 
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chocolate. He was asked how that made him feel: “It is cool! It is very nice. Because we don't ask 

for it, it is really nice when people do. Especially if it is something we really like” (Ron). 

Furthermore, many hosts mention that they were invited to join their guests to eat or drink, as Chris 

puts it: “They [a couple from Holland] were so friendly. Every night they came home and had 

bought a bottle of wine. They invited me every time to sit down with them” (Chris).  

Dan mentioned two ladies he hosted, that invited him for dinner and wine almost every night of 

their stay. The two ladies also showed their appreciation by the linguistic performativity of leaving a 

thank-you-note after their stay. Both these performances of Giving back made Dan feel very 

appreciated. He explains: “They invited me to eat with them, and they were really nice….they were 

so happy when they left. And they left a note, which was very nice. I was glad for that, I even kept 

the note! I put it on my board. It is was like a review, but on a napkin” (Dan).  

The performativity of gift giving may also occur even if the hosts and the guests do not meet. 

Amanda describes one particular experience when a guest left her a bottle of Rum. Even though 

Amanda and her guest never met face-to-face, and only interacted over the Airbnb app, the guest 

showed her appreciation through the non linguistic performativity gift giving, by leaving a bottle of 

Rum. This made Amanda feel very appreciated. She explains: “I do enjoy being a good host in 

general, so of course you feel a lot better when you see that someone did have a good time in your 

apartment. And treated it nice as well and just appreciated the fact that you left it nice as well... So I 

feel it is nice to be acknowledged for that... I think it is quite rewarding to know it went 

smooth” (Amanda).  

These examples demonstrate that the guests’ performance of Giving back induce feelings of joy and 

happiness among the Airbnb hosts, as well as feelings of pride that they have done a good hosting 

job and been appreciated for it. The guests’ performance of Giving back thus constructs the hosts’ 

individual identity need of being appreciated and acknowledged for being a good host.  
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Leaving Reviews

Another performativity where guest “give back” after being hosted via Airbnb is the linguistic 

performativity of leaving a review. This performance is highly appreciated among the hosts. One 

example is Dan. When being asked what he feels about his many positive reviews, Dan says: “I love 

it! It nice.” (Dan). Gustav further acknowledges that positive reviews mean a great deal to him: 

“They [reviews] mean a lot. Of course they do. I am giver. Otherwise I wouldn't do this sharing 

economy thing. It feels so good to share. ... I really enjoy it. I get a kick out of people saying that 

they had a good time.” (Gustav).  

Amanda further explains that; “Doing Airbnb is just like a flat line. But then getting a good review 

is just like a small little high that goes like “good, I did my job” (Amanda).  

These statements suggest that the guests’ performativity of leaving positive and thankful reviews, 

satisfy stakeholder identity need of being appreciated for what they do when they make an effort to 

make the guest feel welcome and cared for.  

Guests Not Giving Back 

Sometimes however, the guests’ actions may serve as an an antagonistic performance of giving 

back, where their performances make cause the hosts to feel unappreciated or discomforted.  

Some hosts reported their feeling of un-appreciation and discomfort when some guest for example 

left the apartment dirty, as Amanda puts it: “when we came home from holiday they had left a lot of 

dirty dishes. Not even in the sink but on the side of the sink… I felt very uncomfortable.” (Amanda). 

Frida explains a similar discomfort from when guests were untidy: “The bad thing was when they 

didn't clean. That would piss me off, because the whole point with Airbnb is that you treat it as you 

home, and you would not leave your house full of dishes” (Frida). Hence, one may argue the act of 

leaving the hosts’ home dirty and messy may be seen as an antagonistic or opposing performativity 

of guests giving back. These guests are indeed not giving back the act of kindness for being able to 

stay in the home of an Airbnb host, which result in a feeling of annoyance and un-appreciation 

among the hosts.  
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However, monetary compensation is involved in the Airbnb experience, which might bring about 

some guests’ feelings of staying at a hotel, rather than a strangers actual home (Festila & Dueholm 

Müller, 2017). By comparing thoughts from the host Amanda and her guest Vladimir, the clash of 

expectations guests and hosts might have on what using Airbnb actually means, can be 

demonstrated. The guest Vladimir left the following comment about his experience in Amanda’s 

apartment: “The apartment in comfortable size located on 3rd floor, but all the rest is well below 

standard of the most Airbnb we stayed at… The worst part was that the host kept all their clothes 

and personal staff overcrowded around… making us all the time rather uncomfortable with feeling 

as living with some very messy and not clean strangers” (Review of Amanda, Vladimir, June 2017).  

After being asked about this review and the apparent bad experience from the guest’s point of view, 

Amanda replied: “That [leaving clothes and personal stuff behind] is something no one has never 

mentioned before so it was nothing we thought about taking out… But apparently that would have 

been appropriate for them… So, I still don’t know if that as an Airbnb host it is common to take 

your stuff out, or if this person was just expecting a hotel” (Amanda).  

The example with Amanda and her guest Vladimir clearly demonstrates that guests and hosts may 

have many different views on what Airbnb actually means. The guest was expecting a flat with few 

personal belonging, where as the host never had thought about that this would be appropriate, and 

that she did not provide a hotel. A similar notion can be identified in Frida example. For Frida, one 

core aspect of Airbnb’s identity is that Airbnb is about “treating others’ places as a home”, 

something she felt her guest did not do.  

Performance 10: Managing Who to Attract 

Another performativity within the Airbnb experience is the hosts’ performativity of Managing who 

to attract. Some hosts prefer to host older guest, couples, only girls, non-party people, or people 

with similar interests. For these reasons, the hosts use different performativities to attract the “right” 

guests.  
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Frida mentions that after a bad experience with some guests, she started to use the non linguistic 

performance of looking more carefully at the guests’ profiles before she accepted: “After that 

experience, I started looking more at their pictures, and what fashion they had, and if they were 

more rocker/punk” (Frida). Mary-Jane uses the linguistic performativity written communication via 

the Airbnb-app, to see whether the guests “match” with her requirements: “I also like to have the 

conversation to see if the person is a good fit” (Mary-Jane).  

After receiving less positive reviews of guests who are dissatisfied, some hosts take certain action 

in order to not have further clashes of guest and host expectations of what the Airbnb experience 

should be like. For example, Graeme left this review after being hosted by Frida: “Also although 

tidy I think it could have been a little cleaner and the towels and such maybe a little newer. 

Otherwise a decent place to stay while visiting Copenhagen.” (Review of Frida, Graeme, May 

2014). After receiving this review Frida took action by the linguistic performativity of changing the 

description in the Airbnb listing, to ensure that guests know what to expect. Frida states: “I don't 

clean a lot. And I wrote that in the ad: Don't expect it to be super clean, but I always clean” (Frida).  

Another common non linguistic performance to control and manage which guests who book, is to 

carefully consider the pricing of their listed accomodation Ron explains his reasoning: “I do put the 

price higher than the Airbnb suggestion… because I still like a certain demographic to 

come” (Ron). Ron states that he enjoys to be able to decide himself what price he can charge, and 

he therefore does not listen to Airbnb’s suggestions about pricing: “I become five years old when 

someone tells me what to do. So when all these suggestions come up like “if you put your price 

down,” then I just go “nooooo” (Ron).  

Ron further elaborates on that even though Airbnb gives him certain suggestion about the price, 

Airbnb still acknowledge that he is his own boss and can decide for himself: “I actually had and 

interview with a girl from the Danish Airbnb… she told me that with all these things with the 

suggestions, it is just a standard now. Because some people don’t know and they do want help. So 

she told me “just ignore it, because it is you who is the boss”. The only thing Airbnb does is to give 

the platform.” (Ron).  
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Further, some hosts use the linguistic performativity of answering the reviews the guests leave, to 

attract the “right” type of guest. One example is Gustav, who makes sure to include all things he 

and his guests did together in his review feed, because he wants to attract other people who want to 

share experiences with him: “I reply also to the reviews if they forget to mention the stuff that we did 

together. I do this to attract people who want to do stuff like that. If I get people who want to 

interact and go out, I enjoy that the most.” (Gustav).  

The examples above demonstrates that the hosts want to be able to control what types of guests they 

attract, in order to have a smooth or enjoyable experience with the guest. Hence, the performativity 

of Managing who you attract may satisfy hosts identity need of feeling like they are in control of 

the guest is during the Airbnb experience. Thus, the feeling of being an independent manager of 

one’s own Airbnb business. Since this independent managing is enabled via Airbnb who provide the 

platform, but otherwise let the guests themselves decide how to attract guests, one may argue the 

performance of controlling who you attract feeds into the Airbnb brand identity of leveraging 

hospitality entrepreneurs.  
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Discussion
This chapter discusses four generic performances in the sharing economy context derived from the 

ten identified Airbnb-specific performances. Further, several implications regarding the 

performatively stakeholder identity and brand identity co-creation process are discussed.  
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Generic Performances 

Generic Performance 1: Expanding one’s horizon 

Description of the Generic Performativity 

From interpreting the findings, patterns of consumers and producers, from all over the world, 

engaging in processes of meaningful interactions regarding exchanging beliefs, values, cultures and 

understanding of the world, were identified. These patterns of engaging in meaningful interactive 

exchange further develop the formation of interpersonal relationships and networking communities 

in some cases. Deriving from these patterns of engaging in meaningful interactive exchange, one 

may identify a generic performativity in the sharing economy consumption experience, namely 

Expanding one’s horizon. One the one hand, the performativity of expanding one’s horizon entails 

learning from new people, being cultivated and open minded, as well as leveraging one's own 

culture onto others’ sharing-economy consumption experience. On the other hand, the 

performativity may also entail a more literary sense, in the way that stakeholders horizons are 

expanded from a networking and community-building point of view.  

  

The Roles of the Involved Stakeholders 

In the performance of Expanding one’s horizon, consumers and producers both play crucial parts, 

since it is them who engage in interactions of meaningful exchange. Also, the stakeholders 

continuous interactions foster network and communities, which also co-create the performance of 

Expanding one’s horizon. This notion is in line with Richardsons (2015) argument that the sharing 

economy is more or less dependant on the participation of the individuals, hence the socio technical 

arrangement of people involved in the performativity. However, the performance of Expanding 

one’s horizon, is not possible without the facilitation of the brand. The socio-technical arrangement 

of the technological element, like website platforms of the access-facilitating companies behind the 

brands, facilitate connections and social relations between stakeholders in the sharing economy 

(Scaraboto, 2015; Richardson, 2015). Although, the brand itself do not take part in the processes of 

co-creating engaging interactions of meaningful exchange that perform Expanding one’s horizon. 
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Hence, arguing that the role of the brand in the performance of Expanding one’s horizon is merely 

the one of being a facilitator.  

How Stakeholder Identity and Brand Identity is Performed 

One may argue, through the performance of Expanding one’s horizon within the sharing economy, 

stakeholder identity and brand identity is reciprocally co-created in processes of consumer and 

producers engagement of meaningful interactive exchange. For example, in the Airbnb case, the 

performativity of Expanding one’s horizon performs stakeholder identity of being an inclusive, 

curious, open minded, cultivated person with multicultural understanding. Also, a person with 

worldwide social connections and a strong network. This performativity simultaneously co-create 

the Airbnb brand of being a multicultural brand, who foster community belongingness, acceptance 

and inclusion, as well as being a worldwide travel community who facilitate magical cultural 

experiences.  

Previous research argue that social interactions between the brand and stakeholders are crucial for 

constructing brands (e.g. Ballantyne & Aitken, 2007; Vallaster and Lindgreen, 2011). However, in 

the sharing economy, the brand itself is not directly present in the performance of Expanding one’s 

horizon. The social relations, interactions and conversations, hence the meaningful and interactive 

exchange, occur among stakeholders, namely between consumers and producers. Hence, arguing 

for the notion that the social interactions between the consumers and producers are instead crucial 

for constructing individual identity as well as brand identity in the sharing economy.  

Generic Performance 2: Preparing the accessed object 

Description of the Generic Performativity 

From interpreting the findings, patterns of producer performances, intended for optimising the 

sharing economy experiences were identified. For example, producers’ engage in linguistic 

performances through social interactions, in order to get familiarised with consumers prior to the 

consumption experience, as well as to make them feel welcomed and cared for during the 

consumption experience. Furthermore, producers’ also engage in non-linguistic performances to 
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prepare for the consumption experience. Deriving from these patterns of producer performances of 

intentionally optimising the consumption experiences, one may identify a generic performance 

within the sharing economy, namely Preparing the accessed object.  

The Roles of the Involved Stakeholders 

In this performance, one may argue, the producer's role is more prevalent than consumers’, since it 

is the producer who initiate the performance of Preparing the accessed object. However, the 

performance is nevertheless highly co-created, since producers are dependant on the consumer’s 

inputs, both prior and during the consumption experience. Furthermore, the role of the brand in the 

performance of Preparing the accessed object is merely the one of being a facilitator, since the 

brand is not directly involved in the process of intentionally optimising the consumption 

experiences through the performance of Preparing the accessed object. The access-facilitating 

companies behind the brands facilitate initial social connection, and in some cases the online 

communication throughout the experience, if such communication occurs on the access-facilitating 

companies’ platform.  

How Stakeholder Identity and Brand Identity is Performed 

One may argue, through the performance of Preparing the accessed object within the sharing 

economy, stakeholder identity and brand identity is reciprocally co-created in the processes of 

producer performances intended for optimising the sharing economy experiences. For example, in 

the case of Airbnb, the performativity of Preparing the accessed object perform stakeholders 

identity of being hospitable and helpful. This performativity simultaneously co-create the Airbnb 

brand identity of being a travel brand where you can find your “home away from home”.  

Generic Performance 3: Giving feedback 

Description of the Generic Performativity 

One generic identity-creating performativity process derived from the findings, is the process  

of Giving feedback. Within this process, consumers and producers give each other feedback on how 

they experienced the consumption experience. The feedback process can be performed through the 
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linguistic performances of reviewing, where consumers and producers review each other in a public 

forum. The performativity of Giving feedback can also be performed through gift giving, where the 

consumer shows their appreciation by giving something extra to the already predetermined 

compensation to the producer. The feedback process may also indirectly be performed by 

consumers “not giving back”, for example by leaving the accessed object in a bad condition.  

The Roles of the Involved Stakeholders 

The performance of Giving feedback is a social and interactive process between the consumers and 

producers. The role of the brand depends on how the feedback is given. One the one hand, the 

performance of adding to the predetermined compensation to the producer, occurs with no 

involvement of the brand. Instead, it is an initiative from the consumer, who wish to reciprocate the 

producer’s act of kindness. One the other hand, the feedback process in terms of the performance of 

reviewing, is facilitated via the socio-technical arrangement of a platform provided by the brand. 

However, the brand solely provides the platform and does not interfere in the reviewing.  

How Stakeholder Identity and Brand Identity is Performed 

One may suggest that the interactive performative process between consumers and producers of 

Giving feedback reciprocally co-creates stakeholder identity and brand identity in different ways. 

Facilitated by the brand, producers may construct individual identity of being helpful and 

collaborative through the performance of Giving feedback via reviews. To write open and public 

reviews further co-creates a sense of safety and reliability between the consumers, producers and 

the brand. The consumer’s performance of giving feedback through both reviews and gift giving 

may further construct producer’s identities of being appreciated and acknowledged.  

Generic Performance 4: Entrepreneuring 

Description of the Generic Performativity 

Another generic identity-creating performativity derived from the findings, is the process of 

Entrepreneuring, where the producers serve as managers of their accessed object. This is achieved 

in a process of independently managing their stake in the sharing economy. Also, it involves the 
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performance of receiving compensation for sharing their accessed object with consumers. Within 

this process, the producers can both directly and indirectly control whom they wish to share their 

accessed object with. This is achieved through linguistic performances of social interactions with 

the consumers, as well as a non-linguistic process of setting rules, regulations and price. Further, the 

performative process of Entrepreneuring involves producers to carefully manage when to share the 

accessed object, in order to maximise the compensation benefit.  

The Roles of the Involved Stakeholders 

Derived from the findings, one may argue the performance of Entrepreneuring is a dynamic 

process, where the producers may change who they wish to attract, or how they attract their 

consumers, based on previous experiences from interactions with consumers. This finding is in line 

with a statement from Scaraboto (2015), who argues that producers may alter performativities and 

socio-technical arrangements, if tensions in the sharing economy context occur.  

The performance of Entrepreneuring in the sharing economy is enabled via the technological 

element of a platform, provided by the brand. Hence, the brand solely plays a the role of facilitating 

the performativity, while enabling the producer to manage her accessed object. Further, one may 

argue consumers play an indirect role in this dynamic process of Entrepreneuring, since their 

interactions with the producer may affect how the producer manage their accessed object in the 

future.  

How Stakeholder Identity and Brand Identity is Performed 

Through the performance of Entrepreneuring, individual stakeholder identity as well as brand 

identity is a reciprocal co-created dynamic process. Producers, empowered by the brand and 

influenced by their interactions with their consumers, are independently managing, as well as being 

compensated for their participation in the sharing economy. For example, in the case of Airbnb, 

individual stakeholder identity of being an independent manager, as well as an economy-savvy 

individual, is co-created through the performance of Entrepreneuring. Further, Airbnb’s brand 

identity of being a economically-savvy brands that leverages hospitality entrepreneurs, is co-

created.  
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Further Implications 

In addition to the four identified reciprocal identity co-creating performances of the sharing 

economy, several themes have been identified from the processes of the performatively co-created 

stakeholder and brand identity performances.  

First, within the four identified generic performativities, social interactions between the consumers 

and producers play a crucial role in the identity co-creation process. These social interactions are 

particularly prevalent in the performativity of Expanding one’s horizon, but are also important 

driving elements in the other three performativities. Hence, extending the notion that human 

interaction and interpersonal exchange are core discourses, not only related to brands within the 

sharing economy (Yannopoulou et.al, 2013), but also crucial in the co-creation of both stakeholder 

identity and brand identity. Further, arguing for fact that brands in the sharing economy may indeed 

be viewed as rhizomic brands, where brands are understood as processes of continuous social 

interaction between interrelated stakeholders, where social interactions are the key driver of the 

process (Wider et.al., 2018).  

Second, within the four generic performances, the most prevailing role of the brand is to facilitate 

the performances of the sharing economy. Due to stakeholder collaborations and social interactions, 

producers and consumers in the sharing economy shape their own unique consumption experience 

together. The brand merely facilitates for social interactions to occur and is not directly involved in 

creating the unique consumption experience. Moreover, in the performance of Entrepreneuring, the 

role of the brand is to empower stakeholders to independently manage their own stake in the 

sharing economy context. However, the brand itself has very little say in the way stakeholders 

choose to manage their stake. Furthermore, in the case when consumers reciprocate the act of 

kindness through gift giving after experiencing a favourable consumption experience, the brand 

itself is not telling or suggesting them to do so. Hence, the brand is not at all involved in the act of 

gift giving.  

As argued, stakeholder identity and brand identity is reciprocally co-created through the generic 

performativities of the sharing economy. Hence, the above examples demonstrate that stakeholder 
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and brand identity is reciprocally co-created in the sharing economy, most often without the direct 

involvement of the brand.  

Third, since brands most often only facilitate the performances of the sharing economy, the 

stakeholders of the sharing economy may be seen as manifestations of the brand. Producers, 

particularly through for the performances of “Expanding one’s horizon” and “Preparing the 

accessed object” play a crucial role in shaping the sharing economy consumption experience. These 

performances entail processes of community-building, networking and intentionally optimising the 

consumers sharing economy experience. Since brands most often facilitate the performances of the 

sharing economy, one may argue brands facilitate networking, community-building and social 

interactions. When brands facilitate community spirit, where consumers and producers interact 

around the brand, stakeholder empowerment is argued to increase (Black & Veloutsou, 2017). 

When stakeholders feel empowered, they may be perceived to be the “owners” of the brand. Thus, 

the question whether the brand actually belongs to the company may arise (ibid). This notion may 

be further strengthened by examples from the Airbnb case, where consumers argue that producers 

and their performances were made their stay extra enjoyable, and that the producers efforts really 

demonstrated that “This is how Airbnb should be”.  

This thesis assume brands as dynamic, socially constructed process-based phenomenon, 

reciprocally co-created through continuous social interactions and brand related performativities, 

among multiple stakeholders (von Wallpach et.al., 2017a; von Wallpach et.al., 2017b). Hence in this 

assumption of brands, the authors may assume stakeholders of the sharing economy, namely 

consumers and producer, as well as the actions and performances they undertake are in some cases 

manifestations of the brand. One may thus argue that in these cases, whatever the stakeholders do, 

particularly producers, is the sharing-economy brand, hence, stakeholders are the brands in the 

sharing economy.   

Fourth, brand identity within the sharing economy is performed both online and offline, as well as 

pre, during and after the consumption experience. During the different stages of the consumption 

experience, consumers and producers take part in many different performances. Therefore, the 
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stakeholders reciprocally perform individual identity, as well brand identity during different 

occasions. Hence, arguing for the notion that brands in the sharing economy are performed over 

times and across spaces (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015). A particularly interesting observation is the 

stakeholders performances that take place after the consumption experience. Some consumers and 

producers keep in touch after the consumption experience for networking purposes. Hence, 

satisfying the identity need of maintaining a strong social network. Furthermore, the performance of 

networking after the sharing economy consumption experience is of particular interest due to the 

fact that the brand is no longer present, nor even facilitating the performance. Still, stakeholder 

identity and brand identity is reciprocally performed, but facilitated only by the involved 

stakeholders.  

Lastly, many different versions of the brand identity is performed in the sharing economy. Since 

stakeholder and brand identity is reciprocally performed over time and across spaces, between 

producers and consumers, during different performances, one may acknowledge that various 

versions of brand identity are performed. Hence, acknowledging that many different versions of the 

brand exists during the same point in time (Lucarelli & Hallin, 2015; Onyas & Ryan, 2015). 

However, this may result in a clash of expectations of what the brand actually is and stands for. For 

example, in the Airbnb case, sometimes consumers and producers had different views on what 

consumption through Airbnb actually entailed. These clashing views often resulted from the 

stakeholders previously experienced brand related performances.  

The findings of this master thesis highlights the importance of brand managers within the sharing 

economy, to facilitate social interactions between stakeholders, as well as to empower stakeholders 

to independently manage their stake in the sharing economy. Further, brand managers should 

acknowledge that stakeholders may be seen as manifestations of the brand and that stakeholder 

identity and brand identity co-creation may occur with no presence of the brand. Lastly, due to the 

many sorcerers of stakeholder identity and brand identity, brand managers must be aware of that a 

clash of expectations of what the brand actually is and stands for, may exist among stakeholders.  
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Conclusion & Future Research 
This chapter briefly summaries the findings of this thesis. Further, suggestions for future research 

are presented.  
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this master thesis was to uncover how stakeholder identity and brand identity is 

reciprocally co-created in the context of the sharing economy. The sharing economy context studied 

in this thesis focuses on a sharing economy context where the access-facilitating brand does not 

provide the accessed object, but solely facilitate the connections between the consumers and the 

producers. Hence, a sharing economy context with a strong emphasis on the social collaborative co-

creation between the consumers and producers.  

The presented result is based on the eight in-depth interviews with Airbnb hosts, as well as 

corresponding netnography in the form of reviews left by guests on the Airbnb public online 

platform. The research focused on identifying elements of social interactions and brand related 

performativities among stakeholders within a sharing economy context, applied to the case of 

Airbnb. As a result, the authors present the following conclusion by answering the proposed 

research question.  

Derived from the findings, ten Airbnb-specific brand performances exemplifying how stakeholder 

identity and brand identity are reciprocally co-created, were identified, namely: (1) Familiarising 

and preparing; (2) Welcoming and inviting; (3) Reviewing; (4) Monetising; (5) Exchanging world-

views and values; (6) Meeting new people; (7) Expanding social circle and networking; (8) 

Representing own culture; (9) Giving back; and (10) Managing who to attract.  

From these performances, the authors conclude that stakeholder identity and brand identity is 

reciprocally co-created in the sharing economy through processes of various stakeholder 

performances, namely through four generic performances. The performances are: (1) performance 

of Expanding one’s horizon; (2) performance of Preparing the accessed object; (3) Performance of 

giving feedback; and (4) performance of Entrepreneuring.  

The authors conclude five further implications of how stakeholder identity and brand identity is co-

created through these generic sharing economy performances, namely that: (1) social interactions 

between the consumers and producers play a crucial role in the identity co-creation process; (2) the 
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most prevailing role of the brand is to facilitate the performances; (3) stakeholders, particularly 

producer, may be seen as manifestations of the brand; (4) brand identity is performed both online 

and offline, as well as pre, during and after the consumption experience; and (5) many different 

versions of the brand identity is performed.   

Future Research

The findings of this thesis open up for new possible areas of research. Future research may focus on 

developing a more refined understanding of how brand and stakeholder identity is reciprocally co-

created through brand related performances in the context of a sharing economy.  

First, the authors suggest future research to focus on how identity needs drive reciprocal co-created 

brand and stakeholder identity in the sharing economy, and thus identify what drives performativity. 

Due to limitations of time and collected data, this thesis was only capable of recognising how brand 

and individual identity need may indicate stakeholder performances. Thus, not make any 

conclusion regarding how certain identity needs drive certain performances.  

Second, in order to gain an even deeper understanding of how brand identity and stakeholder 

identity is reciprocally co-created through various performances of the sharing economy, one may 

study both producers and consumers perspectives in depth. Hence, conduct in-depth research from 

both stakeholders’ perspectives regarding the same accessed object within a sharing economy 

context.  

Lastly, an interesting observation from the findings of this thesis is that the various stakeholders 

have many different expectations on what the brand actually stands for. Hence, how the sharing 

economy consumption experience “should be”. However, the authors recognise this observation to 

be outside the scope of this thesis, which may open up for future research. Future research may 

focus on comparing how enacted and intended identity may co-create brand identity within a 

sharing economy context.     
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Appendix 1 - Interview Guide 

Warming up question: 

- How many times have you been a host through Airbnb?  

- Do you usually stay in the apartment/house when hosting? Why? Why not?  

- Have you also been a Airbnb guest?  

Pre-experience: 

- What do you look for when accepting a request from a guest? 

- Describe the communication between you and the guest prior to the stay.  

- Could you describe the kinds of things that you do to prepare for when a guest is coming? 

During experience: 

- Could you walk me through what happens when the guest arrives to your home?  

- Can you describe the guests you have met? Did you do anything together?  

- Can you describe an example of a bad experience from being a host?  

- Can you describe an example of a good experience being a host?  

- You’ve probably had some interesting experiences from being a host. Can you remember any of 

them? 

- We have seen XXX review. Can you tell us a bit about that guest/experience.  

- How do you feel about that someone else is living in your personal space and is using your 

personal items?  

- Do you feel safe/that your belongings are safe? What is it that make you feel this way?  

After experience: 

- Have you been in contact with the guest after the experience? 

- Did you rate your guests? 

- Could you recommend any of your friends to be an Airbnb host?  
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Concluding questions: 

- Can you describes your motives for being an Airbnb host?  

- Can you describe the benefits you achieve by being a host?  

- Do you have everything you want to add?  

Follow-up questions (during the conversation) 

- How/what did you feel when that happen?  

- Why? 

- Please describe more 
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Appendix 2 - Transcription of Interviews 

Interview transcript, Mary-Jane, March 27th 2018. 

Transcript of Mary-Jane 

I: How many time have you been a host? 
MJ: it has been a few times, i do not remember how many. Maybe 3 months. But i have done it before, 
when i led in the US. And i enjoy it in fact. 

I: Do you stay in the apartment when guests are here? 
MJ: Yes. I live that. And we posted that on the ad, so its very clear for people that we live here and that we 
we will be sharing with them and they will share with us. 

I: Hav you also been a guest? 
MJ: yes. But never when someone stayed in the apartment. I didn't know you could stay in the apartment 
while a guest was there until I started renting the second bedroom in Seattle, US. Someone said "you have 
this room here". And I used to be a building manager, and I had regular job, and this was a fun way to get 
to know people from different placed. Then I learned that you could actually rent out rooms in your 
apartment. 

MJ: I red their (Airbnb) story, about when they first came out, and I wasn't sure about the initial set up. I 
though that.. there were 2 guys that were roommates and renting out their spaced, and stayed with their 
girlfriends, and I thought they were renting out their apartment. 

I: What do you look for when accepting guests? 
MJ: we have some requirements. One of them is to have passport on file. And I emphasise that. Some dont 
want to do that. I understand Americans feeling that, because you have to protect your privacy. Many of 
them don’t want to do it. So its a little bit of a fight with them. 

I: why is the passport important to you? 
MJ: because if something happens. I need to have name tp the person that stayed with me. If something 
happens to them. I mean, I think i am the best host in the world, haha, it is not true, but if something 
happens that is outside of my control, then they also have a record. 

MJ: it has happened to us in Cuba, and in Italy, where we were asked to scan/show the passports. 

I: is this something that occurs automatically when booking? 
MJ: This is something that Airbnb, as a host you believe, that people would not be able to book my place 
without providing their passport, which i require that they do. But some people are able to book anyway. 
There is an enquirer because they could be below their age. Because we want them to be ver 26 y/o, 
unless they are responsible people. 

MJ: we are in our 40s, and we don't really match with 20 y/o that like to party. And the match is important 
to us because we live here while they are here. So that they also feel comfortable with us. 

I: How does the communication look like before guests arrive? 
MJ: you could call me paranoid, so i do everything through Airbnb. because i want to have records. Like I 
said, I used to be a building manager, so records are always important. Before that I worked at a lab, and 
you had to keep records. So all communication is though Airbnb. Some people ask for phone number, and 
I don't really like to give out my number. I don't see what they need that. Pretty much everyone has a 
smartphone. 
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MJ: And you get a feeling from the conversation. I also like to have the conversation to see if the person is 
a good fit. If they are a free. There is a risk involved. I have rejected people because I get a creepy feeling. 
Early on. Then you know also from the passport. If there are few ways they have confirmed their identity 
with Airbnb, or if there is no photos. Sometimes they say they don't know how to upload the photos. So i 
send them a link. Some creep you out

I: What do you talk about before they arrive? 
MJ: This gets back to accepting or rejecting, we have a couple of questions. So we ask them where they 
are coming from. If they are from the states, or other countries where they are going to be jetlaged. 
normally we a re quite, but they might need to sleep. Also ask them which time they arrive. I cannot be 
around here 24/7 waiting for them. They need to make an appointment with check in. I ask these 
questions to create a smooth experience. Some ask why I ask so much, but i need to make sure i am 
home when they arrive for check in. 

I: What do you do to prepare for when a guest arrives. 
MJ: I am a clean freak, so I clean. I would never want to stay somewhere where its sticky, dirty or dusty. I 
clean the bedrooms, change cheats. When they stay here, I clean everyday, because we share, and I like it 
clean. You never know, because I Never ask people if they have any diseases, and i don't want to think so 
much about that, so the easiest thing is to just clean. 

I: Describe what happens when guests arrive. 
MJ: we are both home when they arrive. My boyfriend goes down to get them, then I usually give them 
the speech. is my gig, not his, because he has a full time job. Is pretty simple, I tell them exactly were 
everything is, i try to paint a picture for them. I always tell them that there is wifi at the airport, and to 
send me a message before they get here. 

MJ: some people know what they want to do in the city, but some want advise. so we give them. As far as 
restaurant we don't recommend because everyone has such different taste. And we don't know their 
budget. I give them advise about museums, walks, parks, how long it takes to walk. I like to talk, so i just 
move the conversation from put your shoes here, here is your room, here is the key, here is plug, here is 
your towel, and then some advise. 

I: Are they allowed to use more of the apartment: 
MJ: Since its a small apartment, we do not allow it. The kitchen and stove is very small. it is on the ad that 
you can heat up food. We give them a shelf in the fridge. But normally people come for work or vacation, 
so they are out all day. 

MJ: we are not looking to have roommate. The people that come and stay are not here for economical 
reasons, but because they like people. We have had some big profiles here. For example a guy from 
England, originally from India. We get people from all ethnicities. This guy works with people that own 
banks. He was very motivated, effective and successful. He had a schedule of his whole life. But super 
friendly. We had an American guy with dreadlocks but he was very clean and did not smell. Now he wants 
to be pilot, so he had to cut his hair off. But very nice guy. We had a you Asian guy, that was an 
architecture student. He was a little bit dirty for my taste. But i told him privately that you are friendly 
and nice, and we had a nice chat with you and you were good at taking advantage of his experience. But 
he, sorry, took off his retainer and left in on the table. I told him that that i recommend that you do this in 
your bedrooms. it is not an item for the table. He did not reply. Then we had a lady who was a writer. 
who's husband has passed away. Now she is just having fun and travels to Copenhagen a lot. 
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MJ: we have had really good conversations. With the guy from England we talked about racism. His friend 
called him a coconut. And I wasn't sure what this was and he said you are brown on the outside and 
white on the inside and you behave on a certain way so you fit in. And this is a topic of interest to me. I 
did not bring it up, but he explained how sometimes people forget that we are all human. And people 
sometime don't trust you because that is who they are. But if you look or sound different people might 
not trust you. But these type of conversations i enjoy, and they enrich me. 

I: any bad experiences? 
MJ: The Asian guy with he retainers. And a couple of times some people are not very clean. And with my 
obsessive compulsive behaviour I need to clean. I don't ask them to clean, but i try to make them think 
about others. and how there actions affect others. Sometimes they are not good with communication, but 
when you meet them unperson they are nicer. 

MJ: we say no drinking and no drugs. And some guest have started drinking and that is not so nice. They 
should have asked before. It is absolutely fine but we don't want to have someone here drinking a lot and 
get drunk, make noises, or vomit. I have written that in the ad. 

MJ: the majority is positive experiences. If it was not, we would shut it down. 

I: How do you feel about that someone lives in your personal space? 
MJ: it starts with you. So if our approach s to be curious about them, they are going to feel comfortable 
and they will make you feel okay about it. In the living room they can come. 

MJ: There was one guy who opened the door to our living room. after we said goodnight, he said sorry I 
got confused, and I said do not get confused. that was very weird.  I: how did hat make you feel? MJ: is he 
looking fro something funky? I sent him a message, i like to keep things on record, so i sent him a message 
on Airbnb and then the next day he apologised quite a bit. And we talked about it a little. I would feel ok 
to tell him to leave. But that has never happened.

MJ: one time we had a guy looking for an apartment, and he said late at night that he wanted to cancel the 
room. and i though it was weird. He said that he found an apartment and that he wanted to leave 
tomorrow. I said that its totally fine. But i told him to talk to Airbnb because we are not going to do 
annoying between us, and there is an Airbnb policy and we should follow it. 

I: best experiences with Airbnb? 
MJ: i have had several. The guy from England was definitely one. Then another guy from India, who worked 
for Unicef. He was very cultivated and polite, and super nice. We had a guy from France who wanted to 
open a coffee shop and he told me all about that. But he was very considerate, so he asked me for a 
napkin to clean the wheels of his bag no not dirty the apartment. 

MJ: the common denominator for the good experiences is a mix of factors. Friendliness, consideration. 
Maybe those two. 

I: where do these conversations take place? 
MJ: i don't invite them for coffee, or such, but I say that there is coffee here and water there, help yourself. 
But when they first arrive, we talk in their bedroom, then i bring them to the living room and tell them 
about closets places etc. 

MJ: the majority is talkative and friendly, but some are not. We had a lady who was not interested in 
talking, then she took the charger with her, in to her room. And then in the check out message i send, i 
tell them what I'm looking for. 
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MJ: I have had lots of different conversations with people. Long and short. One very friendly guy from 
England. I usually tell them to get out also. Depending on how many days they are here, i want them to 
experience and adjust. 

MJ: I will ask them practical questions. And very seldom they join us for conversations when we are home. 
We have had some time when they ate with us. 

MJ: A girl from Canada, she was very uncomfortable, and I told her that i prefer you eat in the living room, 
not in the room because it gets dirty. I started asking her questions to make her feel more comfortable 
and that helped. Usually we have big conversation with them one time, but i try to be mindful with their 
time. 

I: have you kept in touch afterwards with someone? 
MJ: No, but I have wanted to. Some people you find very interesting and friendly, but it is up to them. 
otherwise you become a creep. 

MJ: I send them a check in and out message. we have a early check out policy, and i talk about that the 
night before. I ask them to send me message when you have left. Then i send thank you for staying with us 
- message. 

I: do you rate or review the guests? 
MJ: yes. With the stage guy who opened the door, i though about writing it on his profile. But then i 
though about it and i did not. But the young guy who put his retainer on the table. I felt that he needed to 
be taught that you do not do that. But i wrote it privately. 

I: will you continue with Airbnb? Or recommend it to a friend? 
MJ: yes! I have told some friends who i think would be good hosts. But it is a ointments. But also it is fun. 

MJ: for us, it is very fun. 

I: What motivated you to be an Airbnb host? 
MJ: I get to hear stories. that is it. I mean, i make a little money, but i get to hear stories. The interactions 
and stories are more important than the money. It is also a very good set up, i think. people who are 
travelling are already most of the time with a positive outlook. So you are going to get someone with 
positive feelings, and then you learn something else from them that are unique. 

I: what does it mean to you to be an Airbnb host? 
MJ: i don't know. But the fact that some people are allowed a cheaper vacation than staying on a hotel. 
Some could spend the money on hotel but they choose to stay here. But people enjoy the social aspect 
of it. 

I: How do you feel about all the good reviews you have? 
MJ: it is not that hard i feel. You just need a clean room, be friendly and give somehow pointers. I: why is 
that important to you?
MJ: If i dint, people would not come here. it matters because i do like people thinking i am an ok person. 

MJ: i like that I feel good. Social interaction is important to me. I am not a mainstream person, but the 
small intimate conversations work better. If I cannot handle that im not doing good. But i don't feel that it 
is hard to do. But you get very different people. Some people want to talk, some don't. But if you make 
them feel comfortable, they might say three words that they would not say otherwise. I like to make 
people feel comfortable, and at home. There will be huge different in the experience if someone is friendly 
to you. Maybe you didn't need to do it, but it makes a different. 
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Interview transcript, Dan, March 28th 2018. 

MJ: i thinkIt is nice when someone is not here. But, we can be a little messy, and it is a good habit of having 
things where they belong when guests are coming. we are cleaner when guests are here. 

MJ: in the future, it would be ideal to have more separate rooms, wth own bathrooms, and more privacy 
for both parts. I do like to have a clean bathroom. I gre up in Chile, and in the middle-class it is common 
to have someone clean and cook everyday, and you are not supposed to mess it up, so i am used to that. 
And it is nice to live in a place like this. This is why i clean even when the guests are here. 

I: what is our opinion about the brand Airbnb? 
MJ: i really appreciate they business they build. Very smart. Because some people don't want to stay at a 
hotel, they want to stay in a home. The thing i not like is that they are never links to you local laws, and 
you have to look for these, and it is not very easy, and they don't help ou with that. And i don't like that. 
Because is i am a good host, they get more business. They are helping me, for sure, but i am heeling them. 

MJ: Airbnb seams a little bit out of reach for that. They offer a certain amount for material damages, but 
they used to be more helpful. Then there is another thing, why people are allowed to book my place when 
they have not verified their passport or are below 26 years old, since those are my rules, and they go 
through those questions. I don't like that, but i am doing them a favour and they are doing me a favour 

I: have you ever gone out with the guests? 
MJ: not here. But in Seattle, i took a girl out. She told me that if it wasn't for Airbnb, i wouldn't have been 
able to take the vacation. Her budget was low. She was very nice, so I asked if you wanted a little tour. I 
can take you on a little tour, to see university of Washington, the beach. She said yes, so I took her. It has 
never happened here in Copenhagen. It could, but when the weather gets better, and if I feel like the 
person is ok.

I: How did you feel when you took her out? 
MJ: I liked it. I lived there for 25 years, so it was basically my city. I am very visual, so i mean, we are 
discovering Copenhagen a bit, and a lot to places look nice, so i may do that in the future, but now its too 
cold. 

MJ: i guess the nice thing about Airbnb is that there are a million different people and also depending on 
how much time you want to spend with the host, some people might not care, but everybody have 
different needs, and values. There was one guy who came that i barely saw. He was out all night came 
home at 6 and then he left. For him, the value was the money. 

Transcript of Dan

I: How many times have you been a host? 
D: I don't know how many times, but i am fully booked all the time. And i only started in September 
(2017). So it has been booked every day since that. I was surprised by that, i didn't realised that it was 
such demand for it. 

I: Do you live in the apartment while guest are here? 
D: Yes, I live here. in my room. I always say that we share it all. They have their little room. And they are 
allowed to sit here, use the kitchen, tv, etc. 

I: Have you ever been a guest? 
D: Yes, but just once, in Barcelona. But that was the whole apartment. But it felt more like a hotel rather 
than Airbnb. 
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I: What happens when a guest is about to arrive? 
D: They write to me that they just arrived, or landed. Check in is at 15, normally they come around that 
time, but they can come whenever they want because i work nearby. When they come, i show them the 
room, tell them about the apartment, show them the whole apartment. We talk about the key, the gate 
etc. 

I: What type of guest do you usually have? Accept? 
D: I accept all. It is more about fitting them in. They can actually book directly from the site, then I accept 
the days. It is normally couples, 2 friends. Normally 2 people, mostly women. I only had 2 men once. Often 
Young people. I say yes to everyone. Its because i have not had a bad experience, so everybody is so nice, 
and i like having people around when i am alone. 

I: Can you describe the communication that happens before they arrive: 
D: People write me a message when they book. They talk about themselves, where they are and what they 
plan to do. Then I write back and say that we see you then. Some ask for directions, or to come before 
check in. I always answer. 

I: What do you do to prepare before a guest arrives? 
D: I clean the apartment. The room. wWashed the sheets. Thats about it, but it takes some times. Its not 
one of the good things about it. But its alright. But since i work nearby it is easy to do it. 

I: we read some reviews, and they were really good. People were also chocked that is was very clean. 
D: The guest that were just here, asked me why i don’t take more pictures of the apartment. I said, Why? I 
m fully booked. And I like that people get surprised when they come in. Everybody were like you were, 
"oh!, its nice and clean, and big". 

I: How does that make you feel? 
D: I like it, because they are surprised, in a good way. I like that they like my apartment. I like that they are 
surprised in a good way, and that they get another perspective of the apartment. 

I: Do you have any particular good experience? 
D: like i said, everybody is really nice. It depends on the guest if r talk or hang out. But everybody is polite 
and cleaning, and not messy. So the is nice. I had 2 older women in the last couple of days. They talks a 
lot... And i was like "oh my god". But they invited me to eat with them, and they were really nice, but wow! 
They were like to hurricanes. But most people like to be for themselves. and They are just ere for 2-3 
days, so they are out all they and I barely see them. I depends on them how much they want to talk. I let 
them come to be. I don’t want to be pushy. 

I: Dave you had any bad experiences? 
D: No, actually not. Everybody is very nice. The most funny experience were the funny ladies who talked 
to much. But they were nice. And they even invited me to Chile "do you wanna come?" And i was like 
"no... not really". But they were so happy when they left. And they left a note, which was very nice. I was 
glad for that, I even kept the note! I put it on my board. It is was like a review, but on a napkin. 

I: Have you ever hung out with the guest? 
D: No, only here. I have never showed them around or so. But i guess i would if they asked. They ask for 
directions and opinions for restaurants. 
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I: How do you feel that people are living in your apartment? 
D: It was really weird the first time. The first time there were two guys who didn't bring a lot of money, 
so they bought a lot of food and ate here, so they were here a lot. And they used my kitchen. And I was 
like "should i wait an hour to make dinner now, or how does it work?", but you get used to it. I think im 
used to it. I want people to feel welcome here, and use the stuff they need. it just took some time to get 
used to. 

I: Have you been in contact with any of the guest after? 
D: No. But some have said that if I’m ever (in their home town) that i should contact them. but i think 
that is more like a polite invite, and not something that they really meant. 

I: How do you review them? 
D: I give all some review. When they write a review on me, I have to write about them to see what they 
wrote. So i do that. I write stuff like that we had good communications, a little bit if they clean up 
afterwards, and how they were It is most for other hosts to see, to help other hosts. I like to try to help 
them to get good guests.

I: Would you continue being a host? 
D: Yes, as long as i live alone. If i had a girlfriend i don't know. We would have to agree on it. It is also an 
economic question for me. When my girlfriend left, i could not afford to live here. So if i didn't to Airbnb i 
could live here. 

I: What is you motivation for being a host though Airbnb? 
D:The main benefit is that i meet new people. but the reason i did it initially it was economic reasons. I 
had to make some extra money, otherwise I had to move. But after that, i realised that it is nice to have 
people around. It brings life to the apartment. It is also, sometimes i fell like i want to have one evening 
alone. But its fine. They are often out, and I have a lot of time for myself. It is nice that people are here. 

D: I do it for the money mostly, but i get very nice experience. I asked my girlfriend to do it, but mostly 
for the money, so that we could could go for vacations and stuff. But she didn't. Now that i live alone, i 
decided to try it out. 

I: what does it mean to you to have good reviews, people congratulating you on being a super host? how 
does it make you feel? 
D: I love it! It nice. Also because you want to give the guest a good experience when they are on vacation. 
I would hate if someone wrote me a bad review. I would read it and make something different. Adjust my 
ways. But the reviews are for me. i get happy form them. But i was actually a little proud when I got the 
certificate super host. It was great. I just means that you get featured in the from page when people 
search for Copenhagen, i get a little money. but i don't care about that. I was mostly proud. I like it. I feel 
like i want to continue being a super host

I: What do you think makes you a good host? 
D: I always try to be nice to people, and help them as much as i can. And i also think they like the 
apartment and the location. 

I: What is your opinion of Airbnb? 
D: I think it works perfectly. There are no problems at al. It is super easy. I actually don't hear from them a 
lot. It just runs. People book, money comes in, people come here etc. It is so easy. I am never in contact 
with them. They only facilitate a good platform. I make the profile and then the guest come. they don't 
help that much more. but it is very easy and smooth
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Interview transcript, Gustav, March 29th 2018. 

D: Airbnb sometimes write the if you do this or that, you will get more bookings. I followed their advise in 
the start. i adapted my profile to the advise they gave me. For eg. they write to me that i should make 1 
night reservations. But i don't want to, because there is a lot of cleaning, and i don't like that. People just 
come to sleep then. I like when they stay longer. The longest stay was a couple who stayed 1 week. 

D: I like when they stay longer because i don't have to clean so much. And you get to know them more. 

I: How is you overall experience about being a host? 
D: It’s good. the people are so nice. I don't expected them to be anything else. But a little surprise how 
nice it was and how easy they are to talk to. I value that, that people are nice and easy to talk to. But i am 
not pushy i let them come to me. I get to learn more about different people. I had one "bad" experience, 
where two girls were here, they only came to party, and went out for new years. One of them went home 
with a guy, and the other one came home very at 3am with no keys. I had to get up, she rang the bell. We 
didn't talk about it, because i was not here the day after. 

D: There were who older girlfriends staying here from US. There is a school nearby with many American 
exchange students. So when the lady booked, she didn't know that this was right next to where the other 
girlfriends daughter lived. So they found out when they arrived, and asked if the daughter could also stay 
here. So i just let her stay on the couch. 

D: I try to attend to peoples needs. Why not. I mean, when you open your door to people you have to 
make them feel welcome. 

D: Bit I do put a lock on my door. I want to have it private. Also the dog is great conversation starter. 
people write and say that they can't wait to meet the dog 

D: Many of the guest I have prefer Airbnb over hotel. I think its because they want to experience how 
Danes live, with the design at etc. And some do it for economic reasoned. But people want to be with 
other Danes when they are here. 

I: do you feel like you live up to being that dane, with Danish apartment? 
D: yes. but i am just doing it they way i like it. 

Transcript of Gustav

G: I am living alone now. but my girlfriend used to live her. But she helps a lot. 

I: How many time have you been a host? 
G: Maybe, in the last two years, about 110-120 times. I have people very frequently. Several times a week. 

G: I usually stay in the apartment. But I was jut in Brazil for 2 months. But I can do to remotely, but I have 
been lucky that Sherly was here. But when we have been on vacation I have done it from online. I have 
had someone come here wiht the key and cleaning. Normally I will be here. 

I: When you travel, do you stay with Airbnb? 
G: Yes, I almost always do that. Bu it depends on how heap it is. I also like hostels because you meet other 
people. it is usually a good option. If its the same price as hotel, I go for Airbnb. But sometimes when you 
are travelling I feel like it mostly same price. But here, in CPH the hotel is more expensive. 
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G: I think the number one reason why people book here is the price. And I can also send that when I take 
my price up and down. I can clearly feel that if people come in a off-season, we need to put prices down. 
So it is price sensitive. Also Airbnb eternally. But price is what people look for. 

I: What do you look for in a guest that books? 
G: I usually accept everyone, because I have instant booking. So they can book but then I have the option 
of canceling within 24h. Is I can see its a really bad match. And another thing is that sometimes people or 
not verified by Airbnb, they might be new accounts. Then I need to approve them first. And then I take 
look of their profile picture. I they look like drunk guys, or people with football shorts. So then I think 
about what kind of people they are. I don’t want to have parties or drugs in the room. 

G: I look in their reviews, even if they book instantly. If everything looks good I accept. I maybe write 
some message about why they are here, is it for business, vacation? Who are they traveling wiht. trying to 
get a feel for why they are going here. I try to always here what they are here for, because then I can help 
them .

G: I do this because I have a lot of interaction with them before they arrive. o write a lot about how they 
can best get here. Train, fly, boat, whatever. Then I give them directions to here. Then I ask if there is 
something they need. And then sometime s they have allergies. If they need another pillow because of 
allergy to down. Then I need to find synthetic duvets. I just had someone who had that.

G: Some of them are here to drink beer. Then I prepare some beer bars. We have a lot of craft beer bars 
here in the area, so I make a tour with them. So yes, I  always prepare for what they here for. When I ask, 
one said that they wanted to eat at Noma. And I asked if they had reservations.. And they said no. So I had 
to explain how things work here. That they need to make bookings. Sometimes you need to help them. 

G: They look a lot a into sight such as visitcompehagen etc. and ask if they need a "city pass", then its 
cheaper to go to museums and stuff. And they feel that they will pay less for all museums. But they usually 
end up going to 1 or 2, and that pass gives you access to 75 museums, so its not really worth it.  If you are 
not a museum freak, then its just a waste of money.

G: Some wanted information on how to buy tickets for busses, so they can see everything. And then i’m 
like: you can walk to the city in 15 min. And if you rent a bike you can see so much more, and you don't 
have to wait for the busses. 

G: I get a lot of people into biking. People do not really think about it, and when you say it to them, and 
when they actually go biking, they realize how wonderful it is.

I: It seams like you prepare a lot. 
G: Yes, I prepare  a lot before they come. To see if there s anything they need. Because when they walk in, 
it is the first impression, so if there is anything I can to to bend it towards their direction, if they need any 
brochures, sim cards, or whatever. I do a lot of pre-work before they arrive, and then try to fix it before 
they are here. 

I: When they arrive, what usually happens. 
G: I will usually be at home. I am very lucky in that way, that right now I can work from home. I can sit 
here because I am in IT, all my colleagues are in UK or India, Norway, or Sweden. We have chats and 
meetings online. I can be here or at the office, which is an hour away. But none of my colleagues are there. 
SO I can stay home. I welcome them. Show them the apartment, what everything looks like. Afterwords, if 
they are not too tired, I take them for a tour around the area, show they Jegersbrogade, the crafts beer 
bars. My friend just open one here in the area. I take them there. Especially people from the streets. 
because they cannot drink on the streets, so I take them to Mikellers. We have beer there, then we go to 
next bar, take the beer to go. Then we continue and drink outside. And they usually love that. 
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G: It is very nice to show this to people. I see people sit by Nyhavn drinking beer. Its not cheap 
restaurants and the food is really bad, so nobody really wants to eat there. There are a lot of people 
there. Then you see some people buying a six pack and sit by the harbour, which is just as nice. 

G: Yeah, but I love that. you get more out of the experience. 

I: Who initiate going on a tour? 
G: it is me. it is one thing I do, because I realise that when I am travelling, you read about the touristy stuff 
that you can do. And that is usually in the old part of the city, in touristy area. And maybe that is not what 
you are looking for. And you probably live in a cheaper area, close from the city, but a little bit outside. 
And then I don’t know anything about that area. And then when you start walking around, you eventually 
find some good spots. But if there was a host there to show you around that local area, then I would have 
all of that really nice stuff close by. 

G: and I could see that, when I started, people went in to the centre a lot. I asked them what they had 
seen. it was the castle, Nyhavn, the little mermaid, and so on. And it is horrible. It is just not worth it. But 
they read the tourist magazines, and they are focused in the centre. I try to take them on tours here 
because we have people from the centre coming here. We have all the parks, kierkegaard, jegersbrogade, 
stefansgade, where they changed the street to have larger side walks. Sp there are a lot of cultural events 
going on in this part o the city. Some kind of music festival or art show. It is very lively. And I wanna show 
them that. Otherwise they go tho the centre and have their coffee at Starbucks or whatever. 

D. it is important to me to give them a good experience of Copenhagen. At the very beginning I got a 4 
star rating for the surrounding neighbourhood, and now I always get 5. Because I take people around. thy 
get to see those places and that rates the value of this location for me, doing that. 

I: You have really good reviews, and most comment on you as host. friendly, good guide. 
G: yes, because whenever I am for a place to stay, I look at some pictures, but the next thing I do is look 
at reviews to make sure the host is good and serious. I usually take the bad ones first. then I read maybe 
10-15 reviews before I decide. I know that reviews are everything. Some people don't even look at my 
profile before they. And then they might get surprised when they get here. 

I: What do those reviews mean to you? 
G: They mean a lot. Of course they do. I am giver. Otherwise I wouldn't do this sharing economy thing. It 
feels so good to share. it is so good. I really enjoy it. I get a kick out of people saying that they had a good 
time. And I know how I would feel if I went to a place that was like this, and did not expect the 
experience. 

G: When people come here. I try to imagine: what if that was my family coming here? What would I 
prepare for them. So I always take the bad cheats with holes in them, they get the good ones. I take the 
air-mattress, they take my real bed. And I out up a hammock in there. I try to make it a really nice place 
for them. The I don’t leave them to themselves. I try to be involves, and I write to them everyday: what 
they are up to and if they need anything. If I don't do that, they will never ask. I am always asking how they 
slept, if it was too cold? Otherwise i´ll show you how the fire place works, get some extra blankets for 
you. I am Constantly measuring how their trip is going.

I: Why do you do it? 
G: Well, I think it is because, the happier they are with their stay the more I actually get out. Then all the 
preparations I have made are worth something and not for nothing, and I am really enjoying it. So, of 
course I would do it if I didn't made any money on it. But I really enjoy it. So much that I stay home from 
work and do this all day, if I could. This is giving me joy. 
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I: Do you have nay extra good memories from guest? 
G: There was a single, middle aged ladies from Canada. She was like bohemian. From Toronto, a 
multicultural area. She was used to the vibe here, and she fit in and enjoy it. It was in the summer and I 
asked if she wanted to rent some kayaks and go in the canal by christianshavn and nyhavn. And she had 
never tried it before. I think you could swim a little bit But we got here in. And I think she fell in within 20 
meters. And I have never fallen off, and I am really bad at it. But we got her in the kayak again. It was sunny 
that day. We went a little further, then she fell off again. And she got up, and she accidentally cut her foot 
on the wood. So her foot was bleeding, she was relay wet, and I thought I was going to get a really bad 
review on this. It was such a bad idea. I think she fell in another time. 

G: Then we went around for 1,5 hours, and even though she didn't know how to do it, she was up for all 
the stuff we did with her. We went out like friend. She was very open to do anything. Then I know I can 
shoe them a really good time in just 3 days. So if they open up they will see that they will probably enjoy 
it. 

G: I also have one of those box bikes. That I have made a seat in and some cup holders, so I can take 
people in for a ride. Its electric so I can go a little further. its pretty cool. 
I: they must love that? 
G: yes! how else would you get an experience like that? you see them around but you never actually rent 
them. So its a nice thing that I can give a part of like a danish culture thing. I always try to get them to try 
danish thing. I always encourage them to try smørrebrød.  Sometimes we cook for them. it is like having 
friend over. That is like how I like to see it. 

I: Have you had any bad experiences? 
G. Like the worst experience I had, well is the not really that bad. But it was in the winter time. It was a 
guy coming here for work. And I actually found out that he's assistant did all the communication for him. 
So she was the one I communicated with. It was right when I started. Im pretty sure none of them new 
what Airbnb was. And I think he thought he was going to a hotel. So he was standing here outside, calling 
me, and asking why nobody is opening. And he did not communicate. I told him to write me when he was 
here. Because I only knew he would arrive in the evening at some point. I did not even get his flight info. 
But my girlfriend was home, but she was in the supermarket when he came, so he called me and said it 
was no-one to let him in, and I called my girlfriend and she would be there in five minutes. So he was 
outside in the cold for maybe 10 minutes. But still that was bad, so that was a really bad start. I could see 
he saw it was a hotel. But I helped him a lot, like how he could get to work. And he anted to walk so I 
showed him the map. And I exchanged the money for him. And basically ..he was tired, so I did not give 
him a tour or showed him the apartment. So he just went to sleep and I did not see him anymore. And I 
wrote him on the app but no response. And after 3 days he moved to another hotel in the city. He had 
only 3 days booked with me. So that was the worst experience. It was a mismatch. But I learned a lot 
from that. I got 3 stars. He said the check in had been a problem, but if I had known when he were 
coming it would not have happened. 

G: But I have never had anyone flip out or brake anything or, do horrible stuff to being horrible people. I 
have been renting this place for Airbnb for 2 years.But I have lived here for 17 years. Sp before I used to 
rent out for students, I thought it was nice to have someone living here. I had my friend, a bartender, he 
lived here for a year. And, yes, so I have always had people here. But when you have people long-term, the 
first month everything is well, they clean and pay the rent. But the second month maybe they are 3 days 
late with the rent. Sometimes, it gets so frustrating. With Airbnb it is different because they pay up front. 
And they are only here a short amount of time, I try to make them as comfortable I can, but they don't 
spread out too much. 
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G: The longest stay I have had I think, has been 20 days. And everybody is just having. I am trying to be as 
nice I can to them so I can keep that momentum going. Because sometimes you have someone that is 
little annoying, but you can always control it since it is a short period of time. 

G: So I prefer Airbnb instead of having a roommate. it is better for both parts, they get a better 
experience ,and I get a better experience have them staying here. And also I make more money of it. You 
can make 3 times more money from Airbnb than long term rent. But of course you can not cheat of the 
taxes by paying in cash.  A lot of people does that- which you can do when renting out with a roommate. 
So I think Airbnb is better for everybody. Airbnb wants to put restriction of the number of dates max per 
year. Here thy are talking about 90, 60 or 30. The head of the city wants 30, which is idiotic. Airbnb does 
not understand, I think they are thinking it is Uber. But ut is not illegal, you can just not rent out your 
whole apartment all the time- then it is like a hotel. But if you live here it is different. 

I: Is there a limit of how much you can make? 
G: yes, there is a tax deduction of 24 000 that is tax free. And Airbnb is good for students who come here 
and use it as a spring board before getting permanent place to stay. Because housing is really difficult in 
Copenhagen. So if you are a forge in students it is just impossible. So I have a lot who come 2-3 weeks 
and then I help them to find a permanent place to stay. Because some of the sights are in Danish, and I 
also tell them where to look. 

I: Have you kept in touch with any of the guests after the stay? 
G: Yes, I actually have a few who write me on a regular basis. I have one who is travelling, she is so happy, 
she was here for two weeks. She is writing on regular basis, she is moving around and travelling. I think 
she is in Tokyo now. I think it is really nice to keep in touch. And to a lot of them I have said that if I come 
visit their city I should come live with them. And I would do that! It is a good way to get a broader 
network and to open up your social circle to foreigners. It is a great way to learn about cultures, and 
languages. 

I: So, it seems like you have a lot of conversations with the guests. 
G: Yes. I love it if I can speak to them. If they are from Germany I like to speak in German, I took German 
in school. So, I like to interact with people and to keep the contact as well. Because if I want to go to that 
place, I know for sure that they would do the same for me. Like show me around. I am pretty positive 
they would. That is want when I am travelling. That I find someone that is willing to show me around and 
involve me. Then it will be a really good vacation.  

I: So do you feel that you become friends with the guests? 
G: Yes! That is at least how I treat them. That is just natural for me. And also the location is good, but it is 
not central that many would prefer. And the room is not that big. And my bathroom is really really tiny. 
basically, if I did not do all these things I might only get 3 or 4 stars. But I like to give them this extra 
experience because it is so much more than just a room. I think that is what Airbnb should be about. 
Because if you only want just a room you might just as well take a hotel. There it is reception to ask for 
information. But if you have a host that is local and who really cares, then it is much better value than a 
hotel. I think it is nice to give that kind of value. 

I: When you have people living so close, have you ever felt unsafe? 
G: No. I never felt unsafe. I don't think my guests have either. I have always being very comfortable with 
having people around. And I feel I am pretty good at looking at people and see if it is something odd going 
on. I have some people that I have rejected. Simply said to them that I don't think we are a good match. 
But that is because when I have the first communication with them, I can just feel that. But I don't get a 
lot of those people, because I have some settings
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G: I don't for example take people in that book the same day. They need to book at least a day before. I 
have a feeling that some of the terrible things that has happened to Airbnb hosts is that they get a 
booking the same day. Who needs to get a booking for anything that is unplanned? 

G: So I caught that off. because if it is unplanned, like sometimes I get bookings from Copenhagen. Like, 
why do you need another room in Copenhagen? You live here. So will you do something here that you 
can not do at home? I need to understand what is going on. I did not do that in the beginning, and then I 
got some weird requests. It just seemed shady, like can I come in 2 hours? Why?? So cutting it of I think 
has got some of the bad things off. Also, if I had rented the whole apartment, it would be different. It 
would be a lot more of that bad experience. because no-one would be there. 

G: But as soon as they realise that I am active and I want to involve the here, thy can see that before they 
arrive, so when they come they know that I live here. And then they'll know that. Then they go into a 
more respectable state. 

G: I feel in the conversations if there is something wrong. 

G: There was one guy with a picture, without a t-shirt at a football match, and he was like: HEY MAN! I 
want to Copenhagen and get a job. And I was like: have you looked, what do you plan to do? Then he said: 
I think I want to become a waiter. He tried to book for a week, His communication was short. And then 
after he asked if he could stay for 1 month, and then maybe 2 month. I actually canceled his request, and 
told him I thought we would not be a good match. Then I gave him some pointers on where to find long-
term stay in Copenhagen. I told him to get a job before he gets here, because its pretty expensive. But its 
only been a couple of those. 

I: Would you do it again? 
G: Yes, I am doing it right now. I usually fully booked. Pretty solid all the time. I have some holes in the  low 
seasons because I don’t want to put the price too low. 

G: Because I pay top taxes, 44% on everything I make, and on this last money I pay 60%. So with all the 
washing and work, I could make the same if I rented out long term because I make money on the side. 

G: I went here to study her in Copenhagen. that is why i.. I needed to have job on the side to pay for the 
house I bought when I got here. then I sold it and moved to a dorm. But I was still staying when I bought 
this one so I needed the money. 

G. I don't really need the money. 
I: what motivates you then? 
G: I am a minimalist, I like to have very few things. I sold a lot of my stuff that I had in my basement. 
cameras and computers. I have all my belongings in this closet. So I'm trying to cut back on all of that. I 
don’t use a lot of money. Maybe 5000-6000 dkk, rent, food, insurance, electricity, transportation. I live like 
a student. last night I payed my last mortgage payment. I pay 1400 per month, so I pay for the 
administration for the building. I payed all loans with the administration. 

G: I could have moved to a bigger apartment, which one could expect when in my age. But I don’t want to. 

G: But I put all my salary in investments right now. What I make in Airbnb, that is what I love from. What I 
make in my real work, I don't use. SO I could basically survive on Airbnb. If I didn’t raise my level of 
spending 
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I: what do you get out of being host thought Airbnb? 
G: it is the human contact. That is what I like. Then it doesn't feel like work. That is how I used to feel 
about my current job, but now if feels like work. So I feel like this could be a transition into doing this full 
time. That is why I am making myself independent and accumulate some money if I anted to start like a 
guest house or something like that.

G: Right now I just have 1 room. But I could eaxsulit do the same thing with like 3 rooms. Something like 
a hostel. Because I enjoy hostels, I have been to many and I know how it works and what make a good 
experience, so it could be nice to start a place like that at some point. I think I am moving in that 
directions. No matter if my day-job changed I will always be doing something like this. Have some place 
that I am renting out to other, that is something I will always do.  

I: What is the best thing about doing this? 
G: The main benefit is that I actually enjoy it. I like to do thins with my spare time. before I used to go out 
to a lot of places, wine tasking, food markets. But if I am going today, I am always  bringing my guests. It 
make me see more thing that I would not otherwise have seen or experience. Because when people are 
her, I check out what is going on this week. Like dance shows or interesting things. I would not have gone 
if they would not have been here. 

G: It feels really good, and I feel like my social life is expanding from having Airbnb guests here. I am 
learning to get used to go out with new people that I don't know, and getting comfortable with them. 

G: The Airbnb administrator of Scandinavia just lives a few 100 meters from here and I had a meeting with 
her, and actually Airbnb just opened up for these experiences when host can show people wound or 
share some special skills or knowledge about something danish. And they have their own tours and stuff 
and get mont for it. 

G: And I am doing like a craft-beer tour of this area together with a tour plus tastings. because I know 
some of the bartender, and I brew beer myself. So that would be one thing I can do. 

G: Also, WonderfulCopenhagen contacted Airbnb to start working together in doing these experiences. 
Because we are basically local tourist guides of Copenhagen. 

G: I never  go on those hop-on hop-off busses when I go on vacation, because you only get to see the 
touristy stuff. You don't really get a special feeling about the city. But if you get a local host that do those 
local stuff in his local area and hi social circle, and that takes you in, then it becomes more personal. That 
is the whole point of Airbnb. That personal feeling. 

G: If I experience that, for example in Brazil, I spoke to some people at a market, and I got invited to their 
home, and I bought a live chicken for them, they cut the head, and then we made some food. That was 
really nice and it is impossible to buy something like that. You need to be really lucky and open up for the 
experience to happen. 

G: And here you can give people that experience a little bit, if you really engage. Then they get a really nice 
experience of Copenhagen and Danes in general. Because I also feel like an ambassador for my country, 
and when they are here I need to make sure they get a good experience and a good picture of Denmark. 
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Interview transcript, Pontus, April10th 2018. 

I: How much contact do you have with Airbnb? Do they influence you r host behaviour? 
G: They don't contact me directly. They send out email about improvements on the platform. Sometimes 
they tell you to do stuff, like lower the price. Even when you don't think that suits you. They try to get me 
booked, by telling me to lower the price. Then I had some support issues with them. I guest got sick. He 
wrote to me 8 h before he arrived. I had prepared a lot of german broachers for them, and gotten sim-
card for them, and did a lot of preparations. The Airbnb gave him a full refund. I was like, What! You never 
even get that form a hotel, it was the day before. So I had a few falling out with them. Because sometimes 
they don’t think of the host, only the guest. it is not really fair. I have strict cancelation policy. I think that  
is pretty bad for them. I am pretty sure he didn't get money back from his airline ticket, and if he would 
have booked a hotel, he would not have gotten it back. So it was a bit disappointed and unfair. 

G: I interact in facebook and youtube communities. Where they discuss Airbnb features. Because Airbnb 
update the platform a lot, which is really good. But they don’t take the time to explain what it actually 
means for hosts, and the benefit. More about their own money Like how can we make most money for 
Airbnb. But I want to know I can make most money as a host. 

G: But I still have the control to do it my way. My super host status gives me some benefit. I get fast 
support and stuff like that. They can help a lot, but the other host communities give me real value. 

G: In the beginning I did some rookie mistakes, which gave me 3 stars, so it took me almost a year to 
become  super host. Super host makes it safer for the guest to book and to makes it easier, because they 
know that it is good. 

I: Did you strive to achieve this? 
G: Yes definitely. That is is big goal to go for. When I go as a guest I only look for super hosts. I want to see 
what they do to get hose standard. So I can have some interactions wiht them and ask what they do to 
get 5 star all the time. 

G: I became very happy when I got a super host. Then you know your effort pays off, and I get a nice 
boost from it. You get complemented on your work. 

G: Where do the interactions happen? First on the app, before they arrived. Then when they arrive I ask 
to give them a tour and all that. Then I asked them how they slept and if I can do anything to make it 
better. I invite them to go to some places. I recommend them some stuff also. 

G: I reply also to the reviews if they forget to mention the stuff that we did together. I do this to attract 
people who want to do stuff like that. if I get people who want to Interact and go out, I enjoy that the 
most. 

Transcript of Pontus

I: How many times have you been a host?  
P: Hmm, it has to be 5, 6, times I think. 

I: During how long time periods?  
P: It differs. Everything from a few days to a few weeks. 

I: Is it only in Copenhagen you have been a host?  
P: Yes, only here.
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I: When was the first time?  
P: The first time must be two years ago. No, 3 years ago actually. The summer 3 years ago

I: How does it usually happen? Are you usually in the apartment?  
P: Actually both. Both when I have been there myself and when I have been i Norway.

I: Okay. What is the setup?  
P: They rent a room, one of the bedrooms. 

I: ok. How big is the apartment?  
P: It’s around 130-140 square meters. It has 3 bedrooms, living-room and kitchen. 

I: So your roommates have also been there when you have had an Airbnb-guest? 
P: Yes some times. I have also rented out their rooms some times. 

I: Have you also been an Airbnb guest?  
P: Yes, several times. In Poland and USA. 

I: When you have been a guest, have you shared the space with the host or had your own place?  
P: We have been a few friends renting a whole apartment, so I have not lived with the host

I: When was the last time you had a guest?  
P: It must have been some time this fall. In October I think.

I: When you think back at this, when you get a booking request from people.. is it something special you 
look for before accepting them?  
P: Yes.. I try to get someone that is calm and quiet. So maybe someone who is on summer school, not 
someone who is here to party or be on vacation. So, someone who works or studies. 

I: Can you describe what type of communication you use to have before the guest arrives?  
P: Mm. Usually the Airbnb app, but we have also used WhatsApp. I have never spoken on the phone, just 
on messages. 

I. Why have you used anything different than the Airbnb app?  
P: I believe it was just a wish from the guest. I am not so active on the Airbnb app is, so it was more 
practical with WhatsApp. 

I: Before the guest arrives, what do you usually do to prepare?  
P: We usually have a proper cleaning of course. Change the bed linen, put the together other things, such 
as a towel. But apart from that not so much more. We just show them around quick in the apartment 
when they arrive. 

I: Can you tell me more about that? What happens when they arrive?  
P: Typically we just take a little tour of the apartment. Show them the washing machine, the kitchen and 
stuff like that. So, these practical thing. Sometimes we also mention where the closest grocery store is. 
And if they wish to rent a bike we also tell them where they can do that. So, mostly small and practical 
information. 

I: Do you usually get reviews from people.? 
P: Yes, I have gotten a few. They have been average. They have got what they wished for but nothing extra. 
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I: Can you tell us of any bad experiences you have had? 
P: We have a pretty big room, where one of the doors have glass in it. It is shaded glass so you don't see 
in, but the light gets through the door. She was supposed to rent one of the smaller rooms that does not 
have this type of door. But outside the small door it was construction work, so I was thinking it was 
better for her to get the big room where she would not hear the noise. And I did it to be nice to her, but 
she did not take it in a good way. And I went home to Norway, so after a few days she sent me a message 
that she was very unhappy with the room, because it was so much light coming in. And, I apologised and 
said I did not believe it would be a problem. 

I: How did it feel when she sent you that message?  
P: I mean I apologised, but I told her to just send in her complain to Airbnb. I have no control over the 
money she has paid. 

I: So how did it feel when you had done something kind but she complained?  
P: I thought it was annoying. I had only meant well. So i became a bit annoyed. But I was polite of course. 
So I told her to contact Airbnb with her complain, and they could contact me.

I: Have you had any experience that has been particularly good? 
P: Nothing super. I am just happy if they don’t cause any problems. Its no one I have become friends with. 
And I have not tried that either. 

I: Do you use to speak to them a lot? Or show them around in the city?  
P: Very little. I usually just say hi and then goodbye (laugh). 

I: Have you interacted in with any of the guests? 
P: No, not really. They have stayed to themselves most of the time. I have often have had asian guests. They 
have been a bit closed, spent much time in the room or out in the city for work/studies. They have not 
really tried to contact me. And that have been just fine with me.  
I: So you have not really had any interest in getting to know them?  
P. No, not really. I have mainly been hosting to get a room tented out. Not to make friends

I: Can you tell me about any strange experiences?
P: Yes hahah. One time one guest brought a rice cooker (laugh).

I: Okay haha! Tell us more about that  
P: Yes of course. It was a little Chinese guy. He was a student in New York, but now he had an internship in 
Copenhagen. So he had the rice cooker in the room. And it was almost the only thing he lived on. He just 
ran out to get some water. Otherwise he sat in the room. And he ate bread and  Nutella also. And thats 
what he lived on in two months. 

I: So, did you ever interact with him during these two months?  
P: Yes, one time. He worked a lot. One time he came home he looked very down. So I asked him how he 
was doing. And he told me he was very tired because he worked so much. And no one else were at work 
but they made him work. But then I told him that here in Denmark you can tell your employer if it is too 
much. So tell your boss. And then he came to me the next day and was super happy because he had 
spoken to his boss, and now he worked less. And he had got some free days. So then he was very happy. 
But that was one of the few conversations we had. But I felt so bad for him, he was over worked. 

I: So how did it feel to be able to boost him?  
P. Yes that was actually very nice. And he was very thankful afterwards.
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I: Have you had any deeper conversations with any of your guests? 
P: I had one who were from Vietnam. Or he lived in Canada but he was from Vietnam. He worked as a 
chef at Noma for a summer. So with him I spoke about how it was to work at Noma, compared to 
Canada. But we did not speak about any personal things. It was more that I was interested to hear about 
what the work was like. It was exciting to hear, they had started a pop up and he offered to fix a table. 
Unfortunately I never went, I was going to Norway for vacation. But no, nothing personal. 

I: Have you had any personal contact with any of the guests after the experience? 
P: No, I have not. He the rice boiling guy added me on Facebook, he did. But I did not speak to him.

I: Was it strange that he added you on FB?  
P: No, not really. I told him he could text me if he needed help or got lost in the city. But he never did. 

I: Now have you had some people in your apartment. How does that feel, that people are using your 
things? 
P: It has been very ok. We just rent the apartment, it is very few things. The things we have are in our 
rooms. 

I: Do you feel safe?  
P: I have never thought about that. The worst thing they can do is to steal a play station. I have not 
thought about that.

M. Apart for the lady who complained about the light, have you had any negative experience?  
P. yes, actually. The Noma guy, his problem was that he was very noisy. He liked to listen to extremely high 
music. He had brought his own speakers and listened very loud. And i used to ask him to put it down or 
to use headphones. He did for maybe 5 minutes, and then he put up the volume. And one time he had a 
friend from Germany. And he asked if he could sleep in his room. And I said that was ok. Then I came back 
the day after, and then I found out he had given his friend one of the other rooms. And then I got a bit 
annoyed so I complained for Airbnb. And I threw him out the same day. And we got the money for the 
week he had left. But I had had to tell him many times to behave. So I sent the conversation to Airbnb, so 
they could see the messages. For example that I had told him to put down the music, it had been going on 
for weeks. So after a while I did not have so much patient. So I threw him out the sae day I contacted 
Airbnb. 

I: How did Airbnb handle this?  
P: they just called me and said they would fix it with this guy. So we got the money back that he was 
supposed to stay, because he had blocked that period. 

I: Do you have any other memory you can recall? 
P: Yes, when this lady with the door was unhappy she called Airbnb. And they called me and said it was not 
allowed what I had done, since I had taken a picture of a different room from the one that she got. Even if 
the new room was better it was not allowed according to Airbnb. And I tried to explain to them I had 
only meant well. So I got paid for the period, but they put my account in minus. So if I would rent it out 
again I would start on minus. So, this was the last time I rented out with Airbnb. So I just deleted my 
account and started a new account. And they could not do anything about that. 

I: So the discussion was mostly between you and Airbnb? 
P: Yes. Because I told her to give her complains to Airbnb. I did not want to have the discussion with her. 

I: Why not?  
P: Since she rents through Airbnb I thought that was the best thing. Because they are the ones handling 
the money. So it not so much I can do. So it is them who needs to refund her. 
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Interview transcript, Amanda, April, 10th 2018. 

I: Did she move out earlier?  
P: yes, she moved out the same day she complained. She was supposed to stay 2 weeks but moved out 
after 2 days. So she got the money back for the days she did not live there. And then they wanted to put 
me on minus for the next transaction, because they had already paid me. 

P: I became pretty annoyed with Airbnb. It was a pretty annoying phone call, because I thought it was 
pretty bad service from their side. Since I had only meant well and she actually got a better room. So, I 
think it was bad they let it affect me.

I: Okay. Would you recommend it to a friend to be a host?  
P: Yes I could. But I would tell them it could be some problems. So they have that in mind.

I: So what is your overall opinion about Airbnb?  
P: I think it works very good to be a guest. As host, I believe you have to be a bit more eager and 
prepared for to be a host. And just not like me, for small periods. I just did it to cover the house rent for 
the periods I was not there. But I believe it is nice if you have a place you regularly rent out for example. 
Then I can see the value in being a host. But, as a private person I get a lot of hassle being a host. If I go to 
Norway for just one week and then rent it out, it to little profit to be worth it. 

P: But, as guest I think it is super nice. For then I can rent a whole apartment at a nice place for a pretty 
good price. Often you get more space compared to a hotel room for example. So if you are a group of 
friends going for a vacation for a week you have the opportunity to something more than just a hotel 
room. Then you can rather have a big apartment instead of many rooms. 

I: What is the biggest value for you to be a host? What has been your biggest motivation to rent out your 
room? 
P: Just economical. For example, I was going away for a month in the summer and I just covered the rent 
for the room. So regarding the price I have just set it to cover the rent. Just to break even. 

I: So you have never tried to make some extra money?  
P: No. We have a pretty high rent, so it is marginal how much more I could have charged compared to 
other places in the area. So I have just set the price to break even and thats it. 

Transcript of Amanda

I: How many times have you been a host?  
A: Approximately 5 -6 times. Maybe 7

I: Have you ever been in the apartment when the guest have been there?  
A: No, only when we were away.  
I: Have you been a gust?  
A: yes, maybe 4 times.  
I: Were the host there?  
A: No. But I have rented it for my mom, when their hosts stayed in the apartment:

I: When was the last time you had a guest?
A: When we went to Greece.. so about a year ago.
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I: What do you usually look for when accepting a guest?  
A: We don't do just men. And if we do family, not that small of a child. Usually we prefer older couples, 
that would be ideal. But we have rented it to two British girls once. It went very fine, they left the place 
very clean. But we try to get older couples. 

 I: When you communicate, where has that been?  
 A: Only through Airbnb. 100%.

I: Before a guest arrive, what do you do?
A: If we are charging a cleaning fee, then we have a cleaning person before or after. It depends if we have 
two guests when we are away. Then the cleaning comes in between. Otherwise we just make sure to 
clean the apartment, and put away something that might be valuable
Actually, what we don’t do is to take our stuff out, and then we had one guest who was like, it was the 
only bad experience we had.., they complained that our clothes were in the closet and our cosmetics 
were in the bathroom. That’s something no one have never mentioned before so it was nothing we 
thought about taking out. Because we rent out the apartment that we live in, so we never thought of that. 
But apparently that would have been appropriate for them

A: Then in the kitchen, we just take out what is old. And whatever we leave they can use. So if we have 
some Nespresso capsule we leave them, and leave them the instructions that they can use that. 

A: And I send them via Airbnb a document where I have house rules and tips so we tell them about buses 
and supermarkets and good take out place and how the Nespresso machine and the dishwasher work, 
and Netflix, HBO.. those things. 

I: so you have never met any of the guests? 
A: No.

I: Are you here when the guest arrives.  
A: No. We are already on vacation by then. 

I: But do you know what happens when they arrive?
A: They are supposed to ring to our neighbours. And she has the key, or they are supposed to ring the 
upstairs neighbour, and the key is under the mat. So they just come in. 

A: So we need the guest to tell us when they will arrive so we can facilitate it with the neighbour. And that 
was the problem we had with the last couple. And they did not tell us in enough time so we could 
arrange it properly, so it ended up rushed.

A: But usually, we ask a lot a before. And then we tell our neighbour. We are helping each other out, she 
has a lot of Airbnb guests too.  
So it is no apartment tour for the guest, they just pick up the key. 

I: Can you tell me a bit more about this couple that complained?  
A: It was an older couple. I believe they were from Canada. But the communication was quite difficult, I 
don’t think they had done Airbnb before. But it is a bit strange because they did have recommendations, 
so maybe they did it with their daughter together who knew what they were doing.

A: Anyway, they took a very long time to tell us when they were coming. Then we were already on our 
vacation when we received a text saying we arrive tomorrow at 12. Then we arranged that the neighbour 
could be here at 1, then he complained why do I have to wait until 13. Well because it is not a hotel, it is 
an Airbnb. We have to arrange when to leave the key. 
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A: And then when he comes in the apartment he texts me when I am laying on the beach asking me how 
to turn on the TV. And I asked if he received the document, and then he said he figured it out. And then, 
how do I turn on the coffee machine. And I asked if he received the pdf. I asked about 3 times and he said 
yes, I figured it out. So the communication was quit bad. And then he was the one who complained about 
the space as well. So, I still don’t know that as an Airbnb host it is common to take your stuff out, or if this 
person was just expecting a hotel.

I: Did they leave a bad review? How did that make you feel?  
A: Yes, they did. And this is when we stopped doing Airbnb, because it was so annoying being on vacation 
and have some bothering you and who stays in your apartment. And then of course when we came home 
from holiday they had left a lot of dirty dishes. Not even in the sink but on the side of the sink. And we 
had a cleaning person coming that day so probably it had been even worse before she came, it was 
probably her who gathered all those dishes. 

I: So I felt very uncomfortable. And to receive the review was very, it felt a bit unfair. Because up until then 
we had had great communication and all that and now it was just like, yeah. So, it makes you feel it was 
not fair. 

A: They were like the perfect middle aged couple from Canada. They had good recommendations, who 
said they were very interesting. So maybe then they rented a room and then the service was different.

I: Have you had any particularly good experiences? 
A: Yes, all the others we had before were very very lovely. 

A: We have had one complain on the private message, that the bedroom should have curtains because it 
was so light in the morning. And that is normal in Scandinavia but for someone coming from Italy it was 
uncomfortable. 

I: Is that something you changed? 
A: No but we wrote it in the description. We also wrote the lack of elevator, it was something our 
parents mentioned and then we realised it could be a bit annoying for older people. 

 A: However, me and the Italian girl had otherwise a good experience. She was from Rome and I wrote I 
had lived there. So we had a nice talk, so it was very fine. Maria Josephine was her name 

A: Then I also had Bell, which were the two girls from England. And then left the apartment super clean. 
So actually Maria Josephine was just before Belle and we could not arrange cleaning. But we asked Maria 
to leave her sheets in an IKEA bag and we had to ask Belle to put her sheets on herself. 

A: And after she had left a bottle of Rom and a thank you note, for us. So both of those went really nice. 

A: Then we had some Icelandic couple with a child. Not necessarily very friendly but very fine, like they 
got how it worked. 

A: We also had some Americans, it was also very good communication. We were in Brazil. So they 
randomly asked if I had a hairdryer, and I said yes in the bottom drawer. So they were quit easy. 

 I: So when they leave a bottle of rom, or communicate in a good way. How does that make you feel?  
 A: I think it is quit nice as in .. it isn’t major, I don't have big feelings about it. But, I do enjoy being a good 
host in general so, so of course you feel a lot better when you see that someone did have a good time in 
your apartment. And treated it nice as well and just appreciated the fact that you left it nice as well, you 
cleaned it. You left nice expensive coffee for them to drink and you offered you know your Netflix and 
HBO. So I feel it is nice to be acknowledged for that. It is indeed a nice place to stay. .. I think it is quit 
rewarding to know it went smooth. 
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I: So you say you leave coffee and provide them we HBO and stuff, those things qualify you as a good 
host? 
A: I believe so, because that is what, as a guest, what I would find very pleasant. To have you know, a little 
coffee in the kitchen the first morning so you are not lost. To have the pdf telling you were to go. I stayed 
one time in Nice and she had this whole like, where to go, where to eat- and that was very nice. You feel 
very cared for. 

I: Have you ever had any communication after the guest left? 
A: The girl with the blow dryer, I asked her where it was. Thats it. 

I: Would you have wanted to have any more communication? 
A: Nope. 

I: Any more interesting experiences with guests?  
A: No, we had someone who cancelled last minute so that was annoying. But we did not have a cancelling 
policy so..

I: You are not here when they live here, how does it feel that they are in your space?  
A: I don’t mind it. I think Christian gets a bit uncomfortable. But I don’t mind, I think we do this all the 
time being in a hotel, so I don’t actually care as long as you wash your sheets. 

I: How does it feel in terms of safety?  
A: I usually even forget to get through my jewellery. Of course I check when I come home. But I feel like, 
maybe I trust people a lot. Also I feel Airbnb have a good thing going on with these open public reviews 
that you can not do anything about. Because I feel that Airbnb has this really good thing going on, that is 
these public open reviews that you cannot do anything about, like if someone is stealing or breaking 
something, you will immediately get a bad review. 

I: Would you continue doing it again?  
A: If I felt it could be good money. Like if I were going away for July or august and the money is good per 
night. For a small vacation for a week, no, I would not bother. I feel like we found out now that it can be a 
bother. So I would only do it if you buy a ticket for Los Angeles and you feel you want to pay that ticket 
back. 

I: Could you recommend it to friends?  
A: Yes, why not.

I: What was the main motivation for doing it?  
A: Money. A 100%. The first time we did it was when we went to Spain, and by this time I didn't even have 
a job yet. And we were going on a long and expensive trip. And I knew about Airbnb and I felt it was a 
good way to get a little back. So, money. 

I: What's your opinion about Airbnb? 
A: In general? I think it is quit a good idea. I think it is safe enough platform because of the reviews and 
how the money is handled. I don’t like when people try to do things outside of Airbnb. I feel that is 
uncomfortable and not the way to do it, and unsafe. I trust the platform. Also, when I did have problem, it 
was when someone cancelled with a credit card and they refunded the money immediately, so that was 
fine.

I: How was the contact with Airbnb?  
A: It went really well. It took like maybe an hour, so you talk here and you talk there. But they were clearly 
doing everything they could. 
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Interview transcript, Frida, March, 28th 2018. 

I: Can you reflect what it means to you being an Airbnb host.  
A: No, I feel like it does not have a meaning.. I mean, I feel I usually am pretty good at reflecting over the 
meaning behind my own decisions, but Airbnb is not one of those. As in, it is not something special. It is 
really about the money, like, if there is someone out there who would like to stay here they are welcome 
to do so.

I: But then when you say that you like that people appreciate you as a host, is that just an added value?  
A: It is just…Let’s say it like this. Doing Airbnb is just like a flat line. But  then getting a good review is just 
like a little small little high that goes like ”good, I did my job”.

I: And what about the bad review?  
A: It goes on the bad like, you are unappreciated. But, it doesn't really affect me psychologically more than 
that. 

I: Does it affect you in any way that you would stop rent it out?  
A: No, I don't think so. Maybe if someone would call me names. A also felt it like critique you can use. 
When you can use it, then I find it very very good. Like with the curtain things, my parents. So I feel like 
that is all very fine. Like it is not easy to know how to do everything. Maybe that is something Airbnb 
could do, like tips of how to do it. That could be something interesting they could do. 

I: But they give you tips of how to write?
A: Yes, they give you tips on how to present it, and how to price. But nothing of how to do it. Maybe 
because it is there they draw their line. They are not in an invasive part of the process, so maybe that's 
where they draw the line- you do it however you want to do. But, you know for an overall satisfaction of 
the customers, they could say here is how we recommend how you leave the apartment for you  guest. 
And the apartment you stayed in. That could actually be both ways. 

Transcript of Frida

I: How many time have you been a host?
F: I think 6 times, something around there

F: I rent the whole place, and I have never been there at the same time when guest have lived there.

I: Why? 
F: Because I've been out travelling, and because it’s small. It was in my old apartment, 48sqm, and 2 
bedrooms, so it would be weird if I stayed in the living room. It was always when I travelled. 

F: I would meet them. Sometimes I didn't even meet them. I gave them the keys and then they would drop 
them off before leaving

I: Have you also been a guest? 
F: Yes, 24 times, I think.. This or last year only. I just to travel a lot, but last year it was.

I: How long ago was it that you had a guest? 
F: About a year ago, I think. 
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I: Do you remember what you look for when booking a guest? 
F: yeah, I look for reviews, if they are a real person, how other people see them. I prefer couples, or girls. I 
had two guys, and one just let the place really dirty. I also had a couple that seamed a bit "out there" and 
they left blood all over my bed... 
I: What!? Really? 
F: After that experience, I started looking more at pictures, and what fashion they had, and if they were 
more rocker/punk. 

I: Did you had any conversation after their experience? 
F: I only red their reviews they've left me. 

I: Can you describe the things you do to prepare for when a guest is coming? 
F: I would just clean. My apartment was very cheap, it was a good location, and I put 150DKK cheaper 
than everyone else, because I don't clean a lot. And I wrote that in the ad: Don't expect it to be super 
clean, but I always clean my cheats, bathroom, kitchen. And I bought coffee and milf for them.

I: Where you there when the guests arrived? 
F: Mostly yes. 

I: What did you do when they arrived? 
F: I just opened the door, introduced myself, show the place, give them the key, told them where the 
closets supermarket is, asked if they needed any advise on what to do/eat etc. in the area. In the beginning 
I had maps and cards of Copenhagen, but after a whole I couldn't really bother to do so anymore, so I just 
didn't. 
And I made a deal with my local bike guy, that they could go there and rent biked really cheap.

I: Did you have more conversations with your guests?
F: No.. Only before they arrived, I told them how to get here, then when they arrived, it was just Hi/Hello, 
and the whole introduction thing.

I: Can you tell me about any bad experiences from some of the gusts? 
F: Just the one who left blood in my bed. On my pillow. My boyfriends theory is that she had her period, 
and they were screwing, with the pillow under her butt... But I don't know, I really have no idea what they 
did. But I throw the pillow and the mattress out. 

I: Can you tell me about any good experiences? 
F: No. nothing in particular. Maybe just when people left if clean. The bad thing was when they didn't. That 
would piss me off, because the whole point with Airbnb is that you treat it as you home, and you would 
not leave your house full of dishes. 

I: How did you feel when someone was sleeping in your bed and living in your personal space? 
F: Not a problem. As long as cheap are clean, there is no problem. I never felt unsafe. I only ever hid my 
jewellery, but that was it. 

I: can you describe why you decided to be an Airbnb host? What is the motive for you? F: Money. And I 
hate missing out on stuff. It seams stupid to have a place empty that you could earn money on. 

I: Can you talk about your opinion of Airbnb? 
F: In terms of their service, they had trouble while growing, and now they are being exploited too much, 
so as a service, it's no longer fun. There are too many people that just buy apartments to rent them out, 
and leave them. And they are just empty. For me as a person who uses that, it is not a good service. The 
brand seams to be bigger and more commercial than it presents, and I really don't like that. In the 
beginning it felt more like sharing stuff, and more like a couch-surfing feeling. And now if fell more like I 
am making money for somebody else, because they are taking a part of the payment as fee. 
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Interview transcript, Chris, April, 13th 2018. 

I: Will you continue hosting? 
F: If I had my own apartment and did not live with anybody, then I think, maybe. I don’t actually need the 
money anymore, and I did then. And I don't like the brand as much as I used to. If it would have been the 
brand it was in those days, when I would have done it again. Because I like the idea of sharing stuff and 
that everybody can travel and live in people places. But now I think it is part of ruining the whole hotel 
industry, and undermining what else is out there, and other possibilities. And there is a lot of black money. 
And I don't think we should support that as a system. I don't like all the people cheating, that uses it to 
gain benefits form themselves. And in Copenhagen its been impossible to find places to live, because 
people buy all the buildings and rent them out, rather than renting out to students. And that whole gain, I 
don’t want to be part of that. 

Transcript of Chris

V: How many times have you been host?  
C: Quite a lot of times. 3 summers. Its been many guests in total. Maybe 40. 

V. have you been guest?  
C. yes. In spain and france.

V. How does it work then the gusts come to you? Do you stay there?  
C. Yes. They rent a room. Sometimes two. But they can't come into the first floor where I live. 

V. Do you have any requirements for accepting a guest? 
C. Yes, sometimes some guests are a bit strange. then I try to ask, to find out why I have that feeling. But 
usually it works good.

C: The guests find me. And I usually don't say no to anyone. I have said no to 2-3 out of 40. For example 
one had booked. And it says in the description that the room is for 2, but it can be space for 3 if you pay 
extra. And he booked and then started to write me that they would be 4-5. And I said no that is not 
possible. Then he became strange so I said no to him. 

V. How is your conversations after they have booked?  
C. Often it is very casual. They write why they will come to denmark and with whom. I usually just answer 
them, if they have any questions I answer, otherwise I just say they are very welcome. And I want to have 
their exact time when they arrive. And I tell them how to get here if they come with car, train or airplane. 

V. How do you prepare the apartment before they come?  
C. I have become to have a routine. I know it takes about 30 min. At 14 they need to check out, and at 15 
then can check in. I have always an hour there. And they can come earlier but they can just leave the bags 
then. I fix the bed, towels, I clean. 

C: I also have a copy of my house-rules such as wifi, where they can find good pizza and where the stores 
are.The first things, when they arrive and know nothing. And I tell them how to do the laundry and stuff 
like that. It is one page

V. What happens when they arrive?  
C. I usually wait for them. Some people are not so punctual. But now I know what type of people that are 
like that. Japanese are super punctual, they wait outside if they are too early. If I see them I tell them they 
can come inside. But chineese may maybe call and say they are 3 hours late. 
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But anyway, I am prepared to let them in and welcome them. I stand in the kitchen, so first I tell them 
about the kitchen. I show the living room, their room and the bathroom. I end with wifi, it is the same as 
in the document but when I tell them it is more personal. So I also give them the document. I also give 
them the key and tell them where to leave it when they check out. 

V. I have read your reviews, they are mostly positive.  
C. Yes and one bad. It was some Swedish girls, they had not understood what it was.

V. Can you tell me about some negative experiences? 
C. Of all I have only 3 negative experiences. 

C. One was the guy who wanted to come 4-5 people. I said to him it is not possible, and told him to 
cancel. But he managed to make it so it looked like I had cancelled, and then my ranking goes down. So I 
was not very happy about that. 

C. The next was two girls from Switzerland. They came from the mountains, they did not understand that 
we have a lot of calcium in the water in Denmark. So they believed it was dirty. They did not understand it 
was not a hotel. I also had a friend staying there and I wanted to tell the girls about that. They had the 
whole apartment. They thought it was horrible he lived there and it was only one door between them. 

C. But I fixed it so my friend lived somewhere else. But they were still a bit unsatisfied. You know, they 
were these spoiled teenage girls. So they gave me one star And it requires many five-stars to compensate 
for that..

V. How did that feel?  
C. It was a bit sad. It is just the way it is.. But I learned something from there. 

V. Can you tell me about a good experience?  
C. A lot!! Mostly good experience. It is so many friendly people from all over the world. From NZ, 
Australia, USA, Argentina, Canada. Chile, Italy. Spain, german, Holland, Switzerland, Sweden, Wales, Japan, 
China, India. 

V. Any interesting conversations? 
C. From Holland it was a really nice couple. They were 55-60. They were so friendly. Every night they 
came home and had bought a bottle of wine. They invited me every time to sit down, welcome!! And 
most people are very friendly. 

C. And I believe that people that travel in this way rather want a personal experience instead of a hotel. In 
that way you discover more things you would not have discovered otherwise. Because you meet people, 
you see how the real people of Copenhagen live. I like to be able to give them that kind of experience. 
Otherwise they just see central Copenhagen, Nyhavn, little mermaid. That is not Denmark!

V. So do you then feel you contribute to that people can have a more real experience?  
C. Yes. I am a child of the world. And I listen a lot to what they say. Not for so long time, I am a busy man. 
But maybe 10 minutes per day. Just so they don't feel... It also depends how private they are. But usually 
they are not very private. They like that someone lives there, it is very nice. 

C. So overall it is really nice. That there is one or two negative experiences is not so bad. I believe that 
those two girls for example, it was probably their first time. They did not know what to expect. Hopefully 
next time they will know better. 

V. So will you continue?  
C. For now, yes! 
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V. How does it feel that people live in your personal space?  
C. I believe I might be a bit different from other people. I have grown up with people hired in the house 
who clean and do stuff. And, my mom is a priest. So we had a big house where people always have been 
welcome to come and go. So I did my homework and all of Â sudden a lot of people could just come in 
for coffee. So I am used to that and it doesn't bother me at all

C. I think it nice that someone is around. And also, I am lucky to have two floors. So if I feel it becomes a 
bit too much I just go down to me where I can sit and relax and do whatever I want. 

V. Have you felt that you or your belongings are not safe?  
C. I was a bit worried about that sometimes. But is mostly before I see who will come. And when I see 
them and we start to socially interact and communicate it usually feels better. It was just that some 
people that were not so good at written communication before they arrived. But when they arrived I 
could see they were good people. 

V. Do you review your guests? 
C. Always. i think you must do that

V. You are superehost. How does that feel.  
C. I believe most people have that. I don't believe it is so difficult. If you have a location as here, and it is 
summer and people go out.. and everything is very nice.. and they donÃ¤t have to think about work.. then 
everything is pretty good. 

C. But of course it is nice to have the superhost badge. But I don't think about it so much. But it is good, 
then people don't ask you so many questions. It comes from my pragmatic engineer side, it is easy and 
straightforward. 

V. Have you had any contact with your guests after they left?  
C. the ones from Australia. They were a bit strange also. It was a strange couple. She was a muslim from 
Indonesia who had immigrated to Australia. They were a couple but not really. It was more that they only 
were friends. But I saw them a few times after, because they moved to Copenhagen. They are still here. I 
have them on Facebook. They call me if I can help them, for advice in the danish bureaucracy. 

C. Some guests use Airbnb because they want to move to Denmark. They use it to come here and then 
find something more permanent.

V. Did you help this people?  
C. Yes if I am home they could come and ask. And of course I could help them instead of for example 
watching TV. It feels good to be able to help them and that they got a good experience in Denmark. 

V. Can you recommend to be a host?
C. Yes. I have friends who ask how it works. In fact when I moved to the apartment. when I looked around 
for different apartments I realised that the quality I would like to have on an apartment, a big 3-room or a 
small 4-room, was really expensive. And, and was alone then with 2 kids. If the kids will be there only half 
of the time, should I sit there alone in a big apartment for 14-15-16 thousand. No, I did not want that- I 
had to think differently. So instead of 4 rooms I took 8 rooms. Then you don't go from 15 to 30 thousand, 
you go from 15 to 20 thousand. That is good! So I pay 15 for the first four, and 5 for the next four. That is 
good- because then I can rent out what I have extra. So now I have a really big place, 250 m2 and 8 
rooms. I have a lot of space, and when I don't want to interact with the guests I just go downstairs. And it 
is a very nice apartment, everything was fixed 7 years ago. 

V. So what is the number one benefit to be a host?  
C. It is many, but mainly the money. But many others too. 
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C. I don't need the money to cover the rent, it is just extra. 

C. But, that is many things in Denmark with the tax system when you make a lot of money. If I would 
work to get extra money, then I have to make 3000 to make 1000. But in this way (Airbnb) then I get 
1000 straight. That is a lot of money. If I in a good month get 5-6-7000 extra, would be the same if I got 15 
000 extra at work. 

C. It is a smart solution, I think everyone should try to do that. If it fit their lives. And Airbnb is really 
smart for those who already have much money since the first 25 000 is without tax. Therefore, it is 
something I only do in the summers. Because I don't want to pay a lot of tax - I hate to pay tax. 

V. So you only rent out during the summer?  
C. Yes. And after that I find someone who lives more permanently, for example students who only come 
one year. Then I find someone non-danish. The danes are so much about their rights and all that. Then it is 
nice to find someone else. Right now I have a spanish and one from Hungary. That is private, they live 
there. 

V. What is good with being host? And what is bad?  
C. Of course, the bad is I have to keep track about everything when I work. But it is easy for me as a 
consultant to move around my hours. But sometimes I have a meeting I can't move, and then maybe 
someone comes the same day who want to check in and then I have to figure something out. But it is ok, 
it is also my job to fix things that are impossible to fix. Then I do that privately too.

C. And the good things. It is that I meet a lot of people from all over the world. When I say I don't want 
Danes who live here it is not that I have anything against the Danes, it just that the local Danes that are a 
problem. The ones who come to travel are different people, they have a different horizon. They see things 
in another way. And it is very interesting to hear how they see the world. And I like that. I listen and think 
after. And I believe they think the same when they come to me. I am not the typical local kind of person. 
Most of them think it very exciting to come to Denmark. And they come home at night with a bottle of 
wine, and I come home from work then they think it is nice to have someone to talk to. Someone that 
thinks its interesting that they come from a little town. 

V. Do you have anything you want to add?  
C. yes, I think this is a very interesting phenomenon. It is something happening in the world. Airbnb and 
Uber. It is something that happens in both west but also will affect the whole world. I believe it is a really 
good way to exchange cultural values and experiences. I believe it is good. And all open societies will be 
much stronger. And in the long term this will help can to break down the barriers that makes us strangers. 
That is good. We have had open barriers in Scandinavia for around 100 years. But that can be done in the 
rest of the world too. And some countries have it up and coming. This (Airbnb) helps. And it is nothing 
that comes up from, it comes from below. And it is strong, it works. It is different than if a president come 
and tell you what to do. But that is not how it works. It is how normal people think that is important. 
That is what makes a society. In this way, a normal person from Copenhagen can't It is possible for me to 
make 25 000 instead of 75 000 from my job. that is good I think. 

V. And your opinion about the brand Airbnb?  
C. I think the whole idea about helping each others Another thing is interesting is when changing home, 
but is different. 

C. As guest, it is funny to see private homes. And I try to understand my guests in the same way. What 
would I appreciate when I came to a new place. The first I think about is safety. Therefore I try to 
communicate straight and honest, and not try to get this to look extra good.
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Interview transcript, Ron, April, 17th 2018. 

V. Have you ever been out with a guest?  
C. I have maybe showed around.. But I have not been hanging with them. I think it is more important to 
hold a professional distance. Friendly, helpful but not too much. 

Transcript of Ron

I. How many times have you been a host?
R. Since last summer. And we have had guest more frequently than we thought. When we started it was 
summer so it was many, but it have just continued with many guests after then. It’s been steady, so now 
we are actually blocking a few days to get some free time. It is really nice to have guests here and we 
always go away during the weekend. But I am home, I am on sick leave, so if we have guests all the time it 
is a bit too much. So I manage that so we are booked approximately half of the month. And it will 
probably increase now during the summer. Because then we will start to go more on vacation.

I. Have you lived as an guest?
R: In Italy, in our favourite country. It was a policeman, he had his house on the top of a hill.

I. Do you control who can book?
R. I have the standard booking requirements of Airbnb, which is the certification and all that.. I don’t 
directly control, but I do put the price higher than the Airbnb suggestion. They may tell you to put your 
price down, but I usually don’t fall for that because I still like a certain demographic to come. Our 
favourite guests are people who come here for 3-5 days, and they are out in the city, they are tourists.

R. We have had a couple of weird experiences with people who came from Chile, and he studied here and 
he came with his girlfriend on her summer holiday, and asked before they came if they could stay one 
week more because they had been promised a room. And I said ok, but then they ended up to stay for 21 
days and he had not booked a room anywhere else. And he aid he had a place to live, but I could not have 
them here longer. I tried to help them as much as I could, but that is not the kind of guests I want. They 
were here constantly and were not tourists. Very young and very naive. Which can be fun for a few days, 
but I don’t want that, I am not their dad. I had to tell them not put toilet paper in the waste basket. And 
they did not know what a dishwasher was.. Which is fine but he is a student. And she was so shy, she 
mostly stayed in the room. So from that kind of experience I have learned that I never say, because I had a 
request from Argentina of a girl who even asked if she could register her CPR number here, and I just 
said no. So you learn by doing. And most of our experiences have been really good. But you know, we 
learn.

I. So do you have a limit of the booking?
R. 14 days. Minimum is 2 nights. We got tired of the one nights because it is too much trouble. You have to 
change the linen, you have to wash. So that is why I put 2 nights. So this is what I mean by controlling who 
will book. And if people request without booking I can also have a look and see their profiles. And if they 
don’t have any recommendations I might say Hi, I can see you are new on this, who are you?. And then I 
can find out a bit more about them.

I. So you have some conversation before the guest before they book?
R. yes sometimes. If I feel there is not enough information or if it is a bit vague. But otherwise we have to 
trust that we attract the right people, good people. Which have been the case most of the time.
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I. So when the guests have booked, do you communicate with them?
R. yes immediately. They usually write in the booking a bit about themselves, and then I have a 
standardised thing. I have learned now to make a note in my computer that I copy. It will always be the 
same thing. So I just have a copy link. Welcome, this is how the procedure is. Depending on if we are 
home or if we have to have one of our neighbour open up we also have a standard thing. 

R. And another experience that we have had is that people book, but apparently they don’t read our 
check in time. Which is 12 to 9 in the evening. And then people say we are arriving 8.30 in the evening. You 
can’t get from the airport in that kind of time. People don’t think about that. So now another standardised 
thins is please not our booking time and note that you should allow for 90 minutes from you land until 
you get here.

R. We don’t want any late check ins, especially if we have our neighbour. She wants so help us but she is an 
elderly lady, and we don’t want her to be up to 11.30 to wait for somebody. And there are always delays. 
So this kind of communication is important“ and that is something we have learned. In the beginning we 
had a co-host, a company. It was a Rumanian girl. And she thought us so many things. But after a while we 
felt we could do it on our own.

I. How did the co-hosting work?
R. She has a small company linked to Airbnb. She can do many things co host, or the whole thing for you. 
And in the beginning she did. She cleaned this apartment has never been that clean. It was crazy!! But 
again, we learned it .. and I very quickly had my own ideas. So I took over.

I. Do the guests often ask a lot of questions before coming here? 
R. Some do. Some ask incredibly many questions. I can feel it is because they are insecure. They might very 
young and have never done Airbnb before. One sent me her telephone number and said please call me, I 
want to know you and blalaba. Because they don’t realise that Airbnb monitor every single conversation 
you have to make sure you don’t send your email and stuff. Also to make sure there is no abuse. But also, 
you should use the messenger app on Airbnb, so I basically tell people that we communicate through the 
Airbnb-app, and that is secure for you and for us. And the money is handled through Airbnb, we have 
nothing to do with it. And everything else people have to communicate with Airbnb.

R. And some people don’t ask many questions because they have either been here or they like to just 
explore things, just who up and be like ...Hey!!!..

I. You spoke a bit about cleaning before. Is there some certain things you do before a guest arrives here?
R: yes. We clean everything. Bathroom has to be clean. We do have a dog. This means double cleaning- I 
hate cleaning! But now we manage it so it is not so difficult, because we clean more often when we have 
guests. So it is easier. But this apartment is pretty easy clean. 

R. And this girl Rebecka she made base which we can use for the bathroom, and we vacuum and mop the 
floor in their room- because the dog likes to lie in there. So, the apartment is very clean when they come. 
But it is an old apartment so it is not like a hospital. 

R. But the only people who have complained they were Danish, and that were because of cleaning. And I 
was like, come on! This house is from 1890, it is not like a hospital. And they were happy with everything, 
but cleaning 4 stars instead of 5. The only people who kind of drag our statistics down.
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I. How does that feel?
R: Shit, I got pissed of. And I was surprised that I did because I really should not care. I am super host and 
this is the third super host I got since we started. So it is not like, and I have a 100% response rate, you 
know I ... I don’t want to be, I am not a five star hotel, but, I still have ambitions. You know, communication 
has the be right, no misunderstandings and that we trust people. Because we are not always here. But we 
have to be professional abut it.

I. So tell me more about being a super host, you said you have achieved it 3 times?
R. Yes! So it has been renewed, and it means that I have had a certain amount of guests and everything has 
been top.

I. How does that make you feel, to become a superhost?
R. Well, it is nice. I have no idea how much it means for a guest. But for me, you know now I’m there so I 
don’t want to loose that now. And I won’t. And Airbnb just said that if you get a fourth one you get a 
bonus. They don’t tell you what it is. And it is always nice to be recognised for something.

I. So when the guests arrive here, what usually happens?
R: It depends. If I am home, then they get the ground tour. I have a 3 page A4 document, with wifi and 
everything blablabal.. And what people can do, what they have access to. But I do it verbally if I am home. I 
show them the kitchen, the bathroom, like please wipe the floor after your bath and take short showers 
because water is expensive. All that stuff. Which is all in that document, but I like to do it if I am here.

R. If I am not here, then it is Karen upstairs. And she tells people here is the document, and then I tell 
people on the app to contact me if they have any questions. Because I am always available.

I: Does it usually happen that they contact you?
R. The first guests, or maybe it was the second, he looked himself in the toilette. And they had called 112 
and everything. 112 just laughed at theI. So, they called us in like 5.30 in the morning. And after that we 
threw the key away. But that was like, he panicked, that’s why he could not do it. So it was the girlfriend 
who called. And I was very like, Sorry you had to experience this, but I think they will be laughing at it 
now. But it was not very funny then.

I: So how did he make it out?
R: My wife answered the phone and she .. the problem is the door. This bathroom was made before we 
moved in here. And the door is a bit difficult, you have to pull it from the inside to close it. And because 
the door is so tight he just pulled too much and the key would not turn. But he just had to pull the door 
a little bit. When you realise it you feel so stupid!

R. But that is the only time we have been contacted. People usually are very nice to tell us when they 
arrived, but then they usually don’t have any questions because it is easy. But also most people that arrive 
from the south they don’t realise that you don’t get food late in Scandinavia. I think that is the only thing, 
but they don’t ask me about it.

I. We saw that you have a lot of positive reviews, that you are a good host and that you have nice 
conversations with them.., is that something you take pride in?
R. yes yes, I think it’s very important to make people feel at home. I don’t show them around outside the 
apartment, unless they ask me but no one does, most people have a map and I show them and some have 
plans already. So they are like hi and buy!
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I. Can you recall any favourite guests you have had?
R. Every single Italian guest we have had, we love them. We have had some really really nice people from 
Italy. Everyone we have met has been nice, we had a couple from China and they were hilarious. They did 
not speak a word in English so that was pretty funny. Or the daughter could some but she brought her 
mother, and the mother she could not speak a word and it was so hilarious. But my wife is the funny one, 
she communicates without words, somehow she can manage so people understand each other. And this 
daughter took her mom on a trip every year. But not a word in English and she was so embarrassed. But 
my wife was very good with that. Like blablablabla..!! And it worked! And I sat there and thought it was 
very funny.

R. But Italians. They have this mentality like, screw it, live your life, eat your pasta, have fun. Some of the 
Italian guests have made dinner for us, we had the best carbonara I ever have had in my life. The last 
Italian, she only left yesterday, we did not see her at all, she was out all the time. But before that, two 
young couples. They were both from north of Italy, and our first guests were also from Italy- it was our 
first guest. They had biked all around Sjalland, and back in Copenhagen they were here fro 3 days, and they 
said that our asses are sore from all biking, so now we go walking. And they were like 65, and they were 
fantastic. Spoke very little English, but they were very very nice.
For some reason we just communicate really well with Italians. I don’t know what it is, it must be our 
interest in Italy.

I. So is the communication with the guests something important for you?
R. yes, it is. I am that kind of person that if I can’t read a person, I get very nervous. I am good at reading, 
usually. But if I can’t, then I have a hard time communicating. So I might have a hard time with Asian people, 
because I am not used to them. So it is very curious for me. Funny, to try to figure it out. But with Italians, 
or with most people actually, Germans as well, we have a lot of Germans, they are fine as well. Very easy. I 
have lived in Germany so I speak German. But for some reason it is so much life in Italians, I guess it is 
that. We have some similar interests. And they are the kind of people that really wants so sit down and 
talk. Not all the guests do and its fine. If you want to sit and eat your dinner alone it is no problem. But 
Italians sees to always be like Heeeey!!!!â€, and that is fun. And they always bring something nice (funny 
voice). Italian coffee, or stuff like that. Not all our guests bring stuff but they do. Last Spanish people, from 
Valencia, they brought us like chorizo, it was fantastic, and Serrano ham!! Yeeey!!!

I. How does that make you feel when they bring you something?
R. It is cool! It is very nice. Because we don’t ask for it, it is really nice when people do. Especially if it is 
something we really like. We had some Ukrainians who brought some chocolate and where like this is our 
favourite, and it was probably the worst chocolate I have ever had in my life. But it is sweet of them, it is 
nice. It is the thought that counts.

I. Do you know why they would bring a gift?
R. I don’t know. As I said, it is not something that we ask for. Because it is not like a hotel, there you give 
tips haha! I would rather have tips haha! No, it is really really nice when they bring something. It is, and I 
would not call it a cultural thing, because people from the same country have come and some have 
brought something and some have not. I think it is very individual, some people like to bring. We have 
some Italians coming soon who asked, Can we bring something?. And I just said,You don’t have to really, 
but if you ARE going to, maybe some really nice pasta just to remind us of Italy.

R. So it is really nice, but people really don’t have to. And some people we have dinner with or share a 
bottle of wine. But some people, or actually most people, they are out all days.

I. What would you say you prefer?
R. Well that depends on the people. Usually the people who stay longer, they end up of course staying 
here eating. They are the people we usually end up having dinner with at some point.
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I. You spoke a bit before about this couple from Chile who stayed for a long time, have you had any other 
bad experiences?
R. Not really, no. I mean it is nothing that has been broken or something like that. Or left untidy. Nobody 
has made me feel like fuck, I am never doing this again. And that has happened, I have read about this stuff. 
Where there have been parties and broken glasses and stuff like that. And that is one way we do this 
controlling, how we set the price. If you put the price down to 100dk per night, you will get riff ruff. 
Inevitably. So, have the price as it is now or maybe a little bit higher. And then if someone is really nice I 
will send them a deal, and I tell everybody that I really like that come back and I’ll give you 20 % off. 
Because we would really like to see people again. It has not happened yet, but we have not even been 
hosts for a year.

I. Have you ever have had contact with any of your guests after they have left?
R. Not really, no. The only facebook friend we had was an American couple who came and that was 
because they were on their honey moon, and after this they were going to Iceland. And this was in 
December, and they were going to drive around Iceland in December. I, I had serious conversation with 
them about that. And I made them kind of promise me to be friends on Facebook so I could follow their 
progress. I kind of felt a bit responsible for them (Robert is from Iceland) but they made it fine. In really 
cold weather and everything. But otherwise not really, but I have everybody contact. So I can always find 
them here in the archive. And I have said to, especially Italians, that if we go to like Toscana again we will 
come and see you in Pisa or something.

V. Would you actually do that?
R: Absolutely. Before we got the dog, we went to Toscana all the time. Same place every time. We love 
Italy.

I. Do you usually review your guests?
R. Always, always. I do, and 99% of the guests also review me. But I always do it. This is something Rebecka 
thought me, that it is extremely important that you always answer, always confirm and say hello and we 
look forward to hosting and all that, and never ever cancel from your end. Ask people to cancel if they 
can not make it. This has to do with statistics. It may not be important but I feel she knowns what she was 
talking about. This is why I always give review, always.

I. Do you answer review sometimes? I think we saw it.
R. Yes, some. Just depends on what kind of people they were. If they were very nice I usually say hi and 
thank you.

I. That you have people here and that they live in your personal space, how does that make you feel?
R. Well, obviously I am fine with it. In the beginning when I started to talk about Airbnb, my wife was a bit 
naaaah, but now she is like, it is no problem at all. But sometimes, like this Chinese girl started to using 
her brush, so that was a bit.. you know, it is a very personal thing to use. And she had long, black hair. And 
then you just have to go and be a bit, be a bit like I am your father, but in a very nice way be like Please 
stop do that.
Because people have a tendency to repeat things if you don’t stop them.

R. Otherwise it is fine. I mean, you have to WANT to do this. Because it IS your private space and it IS 
sharing. And for example the thing with the dog. I say very clearly that if you don’t like dogs or if you have 
allergies, don’t come. And, he gets more stars than we do. He is really popular! Especially from dog 
owners who miss their dag. We get a lot of bonus point from him.

I. Have you ever changed anything after a review?
R. I don’t remember anything suggesting anything. But I have changed the room a bit, but nothing big. Just 
some space and tables.
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I. What would you say is your biggest motive for being an Airbnb host?
R. In the beginning it was money. I was on sick leave, so we don’ have a lot of money. My wife works full 
time, but I have very little money. So it was an economic incentive, to begin with. We are still in the same 
situation, but it is actually, I would not say it is like heroin or anything, it is not like a drug, but it is still, you 
kind of start too when it has been two weeks and nobody has been here, which is great, but you start to 
think it would be nice to have someone here again. We are very social, my wife and I, so, it is fun. Usually. I 
think the whole human relation thing is nice. Also, it is nice to have someone living in the apartment when 
we are not in it. It does not make sense as well to have this big apartment and it is empty. It is good that 
somebody is here.

I. In what sense?
R: well, just someone is here and the light is on. This is a safe neighbourhood, it is not like that. But, it is 
nice to have a space occupied. When we bought this apartment we also got our summer house from our 
mother in law who died. We tried to sell the house, but we stayed in the house a lot because you have to 
stay in a house in order for it to get sold, people can feel it if these is nobody there. Empty house, or 
ghost house. That is how we started to be in that house, and it also important that someone is in this 
apartment and that it feels alive. And, but also we like people. It is fun. Is really nice money, and we take 
really good care, because we need to know about the tax limit. And my wife takes really good care, she is 
finance minister. We are going cross this limit this year.

I. Would you stop then?
R. No. We have no problem paying taxes. And it is not in America that if you cross the limit, you pay tax on 
the whole thing. Here, you only pay tax on the amount over the limit. So we can make 42 000 and then 
tax on what is above that. I think it is 36 %, which is fine. Those 42 000 is a lot of money, for rent. And we 
don’t have a lot of money since we took that house on Møn, we had to buy my sister out. So it is good 
money, we won't be reach of it. And we don’t want to rent out constantly. So it is fine as it is. And we will 
just continue until we don’t continue.

I. Do you think that you could continue if you would not need the money? Like if you would win on 
lottery tomorrow.
R. Well if I would win a lot of money I would I would fuck of to Italy haha.

I: What does it mean to be an Airbnb host? How would you describe yourself as a host? Or, what is 
important for you when being a host?
R. That became really philosophical haha. It is not important, actually. It is not like this is a changing of my 
life kind of important. It is, it is fun. It is more like a hobby. So it is not important in that way that if we no 
longer have to be Airbnb hosts, I don't know as you said if we would win a lot of money, I don't know 
what my motivation would be. Would we continue? Would we not continue? I think we would. Maybe not 
during the winter time. But you can't say it before you are in that situation. So I can't really tell you.

I. I can understand that. But for now, do you plan to continue?
R. Definitely yes. If I start school, then maybe we will change it a bit because I will need more privacy and 
more peace. We would definitely do it during the summer, and the holidays you know. So maybe we would 
somehow cut it to pieces. A bit more how we rent out. But also maybe it would be alright. Because most 
people are here just to sleep. And then it is just fine. But most people, especially from south of Europe, 
they have a different time rhythm. So they eat  dinner late, like 10 in the evening. And they get up late. So, 
maybe I would see how my rhythm would be. Because most people who come here are from the south of 
Europe.
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I. Would you recommend anyone else to become an Airbnb host?
R. I would of I could think of anybody. Many in our friend circle are not in the position to. They would like 
to or, but maybe they live where it is not allowed or the apartment is too small. Or, I have talked to a few, 
who just don't like the idea of having strangers. But I can defintly recommend it, for if nothing else is it 
just good extra money. You just have to want to do it, and you have to be ambitious. Because you don't 
want people to have a bad experience. Well I don't want them to.

I. Why is that important, that people don't have a bad experience?
R: Well it is like if you go travelling somewhere and it is Hitler opens the door, it is an extreme example, 
but it is so important when people are out of their comfort zone, which is what people do when they go 
travelling, that they feel like, I want people to feel like this is a save haven and they come in and they can 
sleep and it is quiet and it is a nice, so called watch dog, and that everything is easy and relaxed. And I 
don't go like gagagaga, don't put that there, so , people should feel that this is their base. And then they 
can go out and do all the risky stuff. When I go travelling, that is important for me. If I go travelling, and if I 
don't relax, then the vacation is kind of ruined.

I. So now, when you have been a host for a bit more than half of a year, what would you say is your overall 
impression of Airbnb?
R. I think it is brilliant. I heard about it many many years ago when it started, and this Irish buddy told me 
why don't you do it and it is easy, but I did not believe in him. Aps and stuff! But I followed it , and then 
when we got to Italy one time I had to get us accommodation and it was 3 days before we could get into 
hour house in Toscana. So I went in to Airbnb just to look, and I saw the prices and the locations and I felt 
like hey, this is brilliant. I feel sorry for some of the hotel, and the lobby hotels are winning in some cities, 
such as in Barcelona. But this is competition, and this is a more personal way of travelling. I mean I love 
hotels, but still something you pay 30%more for, for just a bed, and you don't use the hotels for anything 
else really. So I think it is great.

I. You said before that Airbnb give you some guidelines for price and stuff, but how is your relation with 
Airbnb? Can they affect you as a host?
R. I become five years old when someone tells me what to do. So all these suggestions come up like if you 
put your price down, then I just go nooooo. Unless it is in the middle of the winter then I can feel ok, 
maybe the price is a bit high. But, I actually had and interview with a girl from the Danish Airbnb, and I 
told her about, there are some things that are strange with Airbnb, like the difference with the app and 
the website, it is confusing. But otherwise, she told me that with all these things with the suggestions, it is 
just a standard now. Because some people don't know and they do want help. So she told me just ignore 
it, because it is you who is the boss. The only thing Airbnb does is to give the platform, and they take a 
very little fee for it. And I have never been in contact with them, for the help-desk or anything. So I have 
not really had any contact, I just registered and then Rebecka showed me all of these tricks and stuff, and 
then I kind of took over.

I. Is that anything else you want to say or add about Airbnb or your experiences.
R. No, not really. I have enjoyed this interview. And yes, we have the opportunity to to Airbnb, it is only the 
two of us. And we don't want a permanent renter here.

M: Why is that?
R. Again, I will still use this example of the couple from Chile. I don't want people to spread here. Feel that 
much at home. I like to meet new people, I think that is a very Icelandic thing, always a new thing, so I 
think that is good, new people-all the time. I enjoy that with the impressions, get this new things all the 
time. New people, new cultures. We are getting a 79 year old German doctor with his 9 year old 
daughter, coming here in may for instance. That is going to be very strange, but also very interesting. And, 
so what I mean. It is interesting for me. Maybe I should have become an anthropologist instead haha!
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Appendix 3 - Netnography Reviews 

Reviews of Mary-Jane

Reviews of Mary-Jane 

Name / date Reviews

Jonatan
April 2018

Have nothing bad to say! Everything was perfect!

Ryan
April 2018

Anders /Mary's place was spotlessly clean! every little deco in the 
room and the apartment was very Danish, and it definitely gave me a 
'Copenhagen feel' as I walked in. I mostly communicated with Mary. 
She was very responsive to Airbnb message every time I had any 
questions/concerns.

Nicholas
April 2018

It was a pleasure staying with Anders  and Mary. The location was 
perfect for Copenhagen, straight metro from the airport and within 
walking distances to many of the city's sights and attraction. Mary 
was super helpful and accommodating, making sure I was well 
orientated and was comfortable. Would definitely recommend!

Response from Anders :
Thank you very much for the positive review Nicholas! You are 
welcome back anytime!

Yann
April 2018

My 2nd stay at Anders 's & Mary Jane’s flat. My best Airbnb 
experience so far in Copenhagen. Very clean & tidy apartment, Mary 
Jane is very welcoming and it is super central. Strongly 
recommanded.

Brent
April 2018

Great location and great hosts!

Thank you Brent! Stay with us again anytime!
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Jeff
April 2018

Mary-Jane and Anders  live in a nice apartment that could not be 
more ideally situated for Copenhagen tourists. It is located a block 
from Nørreport station in an area full of cafes, where one wouldn't 
suspect anyone actually got to live. Mary-Jane was wonderfully 
understanding with my check-in time, allowing me an extra half-day 
to explore Copenhagen, and was generally extremely responsive. 
When I arrived, she showed me the place and then told me 
everything I could see within a several mile radius. The apartment 
was spotlessly clean, including the bathroom and I felt completely 
comfortable barefoot there. There are places to put one's things in 
the bathroom and converters for chargers, and the living room is 
lovely as well. And the kitchen has with coffee! And Mary-Jane and 
Anders  were both very pleasant to talk to as well. I loved staying 
with them and would stay with them again in a heartbeat.

Response from Anders :
Hi Jeff! Thank you so much for such a positive review. We both 
enjoyed talking with you and would have loved to chat some more. I 
am glad you enjoyed your stay and your time in Copenhagen. Let us 
know when you’d like to come back and best to you with your 
academic work.

Nicky
April 2018

This place is absolutely amazing - with great location (probably the 
best you could get) and clean/cozy room, and hospitable hosts!!! 
Really felt at home and the hosts were great in making sure my stay 
was comfortable and also that i knew how to get around with local 
tips. If you are traveling to Copenhagen, book this place! This is how 
Airbnb should be! 

Response from Anders :
Thank you so much Nicky. You were an excellent guest and we 
welcome you back anytime. Best wishes for what comes next to you. 
We are sure you will conquer any mountain you set your eyes on.

Sabine
April 2018

Very clean room with everything one needs! Super friendly host! 
Perfect location! Totally loved my stay!!

Response from Anders :
Thank you Sabine! We are glad the room is well equipped and we 
appreciated you very much as a guest. Come back anytime!

Stella
April 2018

Extremely clean apartment. Pleasant, quiet room facing the back. 
Great central location. Comfortable bed. Very friendly, 
uncomplicated, flexible hosts. Definitely to recommend!

Response from Anders :
Sabine was a great guest, super friendly, considerate and easy to host. 
We welcome her back anytime. She gets 10 stars from us.
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Andrea
April 2018

Any solo traveller would be lucky to stay with Mary-Jane and Anders 
. They are both lovely, generous people and made me feel very 
welcome in their home. The room is as it looks in the photos and is 
absolutely spotless, the location is amazing (I walked to all of the 
local attractions the entire weekend), I appreciated the small extra 
touches (towels, maps of the local area, electrical converters, hygge 
candles), and overall I had an amazing time in Copenhagen! I would 
not hesitate to stay with them again should I be lucky enough to 
return. Thank you for a great visit!

Response from Anders :
Thank yo so much for being such a great guest Andrea. We enjoyed 
talking with you and leAnders ng about what you were up to in 
Copenhagen. We welcome you back any time!

Jonathan
March 
2018

My stay was wonderful and the location was fantastic. Everything was 
as good as advertised

Response from Anders :
Thank you Jonathan, we enjoyed our conversations with you and 
wish you a great season in the beautiful Pacific Northwest.

Todd
March 
2018

The apartment was great and in a perfect location. Mary Jose and 
Anders  are wonderful hosts with great communication and lots of 
local knowledge. I would recommend that any visitors to 
Copenhagen stay here!

Response from Anders :
Thank you for a great review Todd! We recommend you as a guest 
and back to our place any time!

Dave
March 
2018

The apartment is in a fantastic location. Mary-Jane was super helpful 
and provided amazing hospitality. The bed is comfortable and the 
room had everything that you would need. The bathroom is very 
modern, spotless and has a wonderful shower. Highly recommended 
for a single traveler.

Response from Anders :
Thank you Dave. We loved having you and welcome you back 
anytime.

Yann
March 
2018

Mary José & Anders e are very nice hosts. Very warm and quiet. Their 
apartment couldn’t be more central but surprisingly quiet. It is nicely 
decorated, super clean & tidy, in line with the pictures. I already 
booked my next stay in Copenhagen at their place

Response from Anders :
Thank you so much Yann! See you very soon!
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Jonathan
March 
2018

Have nothing bad to say! Everything was perfect!

Ryan
February 
2018

Very lovely people who live in a great space. They were warm and 
very clear with their communications. I highly recommend them to 
anybody visiting Copenhagen.

Carolyn
February 
2018

Anders  & Mary Jose were great hosts. I like to say that Mary was my 
first unofficial tour guide. She gave me the ins and outs of the city 
and great places to go see while I was there. Their space is very 
clean and in a great location of the city - near the University so a lot 
of inexpensive coffee shops and stores to venture in. Thanks for 
having me and making my stay worth while. :)

Kimberly
January 
2018

Perfect location. Mary is very strict on cleanliness so the rooms are 
perfectly tidy. I had a comfortable stay.

Akshat
January 
2018

This place is really good. Marie and her hubby are lovely people. 
Marie is super Organised with everything. There is really is nothing 
to add. They also have an excellent library for those inclined towards 
books.

Lydia
January 
2018

Anders  and Mary Jose are lovely, thoughtful hosts whose serene 
private bedroom is perfect for the solo traveler. It features a 
comfortable bed, a large desk/work surface and plenty of space to 
hang clothes -- with lots of sturdy hangers to hang them on! The 
apartment is located in the heart of Copenhagen, within easy walking 
distance of major shopping, dining and sightseeing destinations.

Sarah
January 
2018

Amazing hyggely room and just as welcoming hosts! Perfect location 
in the heart of everything and super close to the train station making 
trip from and to the airport easy!

Response from Anders :
Thank you Sarah! We appreciate your review and also your 
suggestion!
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Aamer
January 
2018

The place was simply brilliant! The location is in the heart of 
Copenhagen, and central to many great attractions. Great 
restaurants and cafes all around. The room was really lovely, 
impeccably clean and thoughtfully furnished!  Anders  and Mary  had  
such an attention to detail and thought of everything, you can find 
many guides and booklets about the best attractions, a Danish 
phrasebook, towels, toiletries, charger adaptors and even an umbrella 
for the less prepared traveler. Also, they were really warm and 
respectful when I needed to sleep in. 
And the home is also very lovely, the living room is amazing! The 
best thing I must say was Anders  and Mary themselves, they are so 
gracious and warm; they really made me feel instantly welcomed! I 
wholeheartedly recommend the place to anyone!

Response from Anders :
Thank you Aamer, what a great review. We appreciate your attention 
to detail and how easy it was to have you in our home. Come back 
any time!

Jeff
January 
2018

Great location, great hosts.

Response from Anders :
Thank you very much for the review Jeff. We enjoyed chatting with 
you and knowing that you were enjoying your time out in the city to 
the max. Best to you with your studies and your future travel plans!

Elliott
January 
2018

Mary and Anders  are both very helpful when it comes to a first time 
visit to Copenhagen, and have obviously hosted many times before. I 
felt welcomed and comfortable the second I stepped in the door! 
Their apartment is located in the perfect location if you want to 
explore downtown Copenhagen with plenty of great cafes and 
restaurants nearby! I will definitely book them the next time I stay in 
Copenhagen:)

Response from Anders :
Thank you so much for the great review Elliot! It was a pleasure 
having you. We hope you are enjoying visiting your family!

Rj
December 
2017

This was definitely one of my favorite trips and favorite Airbnbs. The 
hosts were very kind and generous and the home was very cozy and 
clean. The location was great as well. I would definitely recommend!

Response from Anders :
We love to hear that! Thank you RJ! You were a great guest and we 
recommend you!
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Nicholas
December 
2017

The location cannot be beat. In fact, it's the Platonic ideal of 
locations in Copenhagen, steps from everything in the Inner City and 
a very short walk to Nørreport station, where you can catch trains 
to other areas of Zealand, such as Helsingør ... beaches or Louisiana 
museum. The room is super clean and comfy and quiet. The candles 
will be lit before you arrive. The room is facing a courtyard, so it's 
peaceful. I slept 10 hours in all and felt relaxed in the morning. The 
hosts are sweet and fun and attentive to all kinds of detail. Great 
choice if want to hit the town running 

Response from Anders :
Thank you so much for the great review Nicholas! We really enjoyed 
chatting and laughing with you. Two thumbs up for you!

Nassif
December 
2017

Amazing location, warm place and great neighbourhood! Perhaps the 
best part of it was Anders 's incredibly positive vibe and Mary´s over-
the-top thoughtfulness. They quickly make you feel like their place is 
a warm home-away-from-home and even offer you great tips to 
make the best out of the city.

Response from Anders :
Thank you so much for the review Nassif. You were an excellent 
guest, clean, polite, friendly and (Email hidden by Airbnb) eback 
anytime!

Jeremy
December 
2017

I had a fantastic stay at Mary-Jane and Anders ’s place. The room was 
very clean and tidy and had lots of nice touches and so did the rest 
of the apartment. It is situated in town and just a few mins walk to 
the train station - with easy access everything including the airport. 
Marie Anne and Anders  were very welcoming and we shared a great 
evening talking and putting the world to rights! It was a pleasure to 
stay in this room and I highly recommend it!

Response from Anders :
Thank you so much Jeremy! We really enjoyed having you stay with 
us and you are welcome back anytime. Best wishes for a warm, 
happy and joyous holiday season

Cécilia
December 
2017

Mary-Jane and Anders  are truly lovely people and really great hosts! 
Their apartment is ideally located, in the heart of the old 
Copenhagen, beautiful and cosy (recently renovated but with still the 
nice historical design), quiet, very clean and well-equipped. I really 
appreciated the fact they took time to welcome me in their home 
and point out the best places to visit, where to eat, what to do, 
making sure I had a memorable time in the city. I highly recommend 
this place to any solo traveller who likes to meet new interesting 
people. If I get the chance, I will definitely come back!
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Reviews of Dan

Reviews of Dan

Name / date Reviews

Victoria
April 2018

Dan was a helpful and engaged host from the moment we arrived. We really 
admired his apartment--such beautiful design!-- and had a great time staying at 
the apartment and playing with the Labrador, Emma. Apartment was very clean 
and surprisingly spacious, in a great location, and Dan was nice enough to be 
flexible with our arrival and departure times. Would definitely stay there again if 
we're back in town.

Kaitlin
April 2018

Great stay at Dan’ place! We felt like at home 🌻  We definitely recommended 
it!

Gerður
April 2018

This apartment was absolutely perfect for my 2 nights in Copenhagen. The 
location is fantastic; it´s just around the corner from Ströget and close to the 
metro that takes you directly to Kastrup airport, so arriving and departing 
couldn't have been easier. The apartment itself is spotlessly clean, beautifully 
decorated and has all the necessary amenities such as a washing machine and 
dryer, comfortable shower and kitchen with every utensils you need for cooking 
a meal at home. The bed was super comfy with lots of fluffy pillows which I like. 
Emma the dog was the reason I booked this apartment in the first place, she is 
adorable:-) Dan is a lovely host, extremely nice and helpful when I needed any 
recommendations or questions answered. I highly recommend this apartment 
and will be back myself in few months time, can´t wait!

Karen
April 2018

The apartment was amazing, with stunning decor and great facilities. The location 
was also ideal and within walking distance to everything we wanted to do and 
see. Dan was a great host and was around most of the time if we had any 
questions or even just to hang out. Emma the dog was also lovely addition, 
making the apartment feel really homely.

Mimie
April 2018

We absolutely loved our stay at Dan’ apartment. The photos don’t do it justice at 
all. Dan was a great communicator and super nice. We loved coming back and 
being greeted by his dog Emma as well! His place was magnificently clean, 
comfortable bed, and so well decorated. Would highly recommend to others!

Shaowen
April 2018

Dan home is warm and convient. And Emma is also cute girl( his dog). It only 
takes u 5min to walk to Dan home from metro. All restaurants around his home 
is delicious. And it is walkable to anywhere you want to go as a tourist. He is 
very quiet but very kind person. More handsome and cool than his photo shows, 
both himself and his room. Super recommend his home to everyone!

Maja
April 2018

Book this room. Book it now. We were in Copenhagen for only two nights and 
yet it felt like coming back home each time when we opened the door. The room 
is amazing with comfortable bed, but you will be awed with design and 
architecture of the apartment to which you also have access. The host Dan and 
his adorable dog Emma are making sure you are fully satisfied and co-life was 
very easy going and natural. Yes, you really need to have this experience because 
the host, the apartment and room are spectacular and the place is right in the 
centre, close to absolutely everything you need. Thank you Dan!
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Grant
March 2018

Great apartment in a fantastic location! Would recommend.

Imogen
March 2018

The pictures don't do it justice! It is so much more beautiful than we imagined :) 
the apartment is so clean and stylish. His dog Emma was adorable and quiet and 
everything is within a walking distance...very central! No faults and we would 
happily stay again next time we visit Copenhagen. For all the vegans out there 
use the 'happy cow' app as Dan's apartment is very close to some lovely 
restaurants. Thank you! Xxx

Thomas
March 2018

Excellent!

Eric
March  2018

Dan' flat is very cosy and clean :) I really recommend this Airbnb for that ;) And 
it's very well located in center of København ! Thank you Dan ;) you are a really 
nice host :)

Sophie
March  2018

Really hygge appartment. Very clean appartment Perfect location Great guest and 
sweet dog Recommended

Marco Antonino
February 2018

Dan' place is just amazing. The house itself is extremely nice and Dan is a great 
host. All of that plus an amazing location made our weekend in Copenhagen 
simply great.

Thies
February 2018

Very nice & authentic appartment in a very central location. Good value for 
money. Dan is a very nice and uncomplicated person. Won't hesitate to book 
another stay at his place in the future!

Leanne
February 2018

We enjoyed our stay with Dan, he was a very accommodating host and we had 
access to all necessary amenities. The apartment has lots of thoughtful touches 
and Dan’ friendly dog Emma makes the stay even more pleasant! The apartment 
is in an ideal location for sight seeing as everywhere is accesible on foot. Would 
happily stay again. Many thanks.

AnnaMaria
February 2018

Stunning apartment with perfect Scandinavian design. Everything is spotless and 
comfortable. Dan and Emma the dog are wonderful and friendly hosts.

Kexin
January 2018

Very good places and in the city centre. The apartment is clean and close to 
tourist attractions.

Danielle
December 2017

Wonderful apartment in an incredible location! The place was clean, spacious and 
incredibly well decorated. Dan was very friendly and accommodating to our 
needs and his pup Emma is a very sweet dog (doesn't bark at all). Location is 
perfect walking distance to all of the main attractions of Copenhagen and the 
apartment was a great value!

Lea
December 2017

Great host, super nice and ready to give advise and tipps whenever needed :) 
vvery comfortable and beautiful appartement and very central! Definitely 
recommendable!

Cathrin
December 2017

Would recommend to everyone visiting Copenhagen that they stay with Dan in 
this superb location and beautiful apartment. Thanks!!
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Vlady
November 2017

Dan's place is amazing. The location of his apartment is extremely central. You 
can't beat this. It i s literally 2 minutes from the main street and within walking 
distance to most of the touristic places. The apartment is really nice and clean. If 
you want to visit Copenhagen, I can really say that this is the best place that you 
can stay at.

Chawanporn
November 2017

Really lovely and comfortable place to stay. Near the public transportation and 
tourist attraction. Absolutely recommended:)

Iris
November 2017

Fantastic place, clean, beautiful, central and with a great host! Dan was attentive 
and looked after us just great! His lovely dog Emma is also very sociable. Totally 
recommend this place, we would go back! Value for money, perfect!

Esther
November 2017

Dan has been a very polite, Open and accomodating Person. We had always the 
possibility to ask him Everything. Also the room we slept in was arranged lovely. 
Also there was a dog, which we didnt know before. But since we are both dog-
lovers, there was no problem. She loved to play and while Dan was working, she 
was with him. The Flat was located perfectly, we could reach Everything by Foot. 
Thank you for the nice Stay!

Maria
November 2017

Lovely room in very central Copenhagen. Nice area with plenty of bars, shops 
and amenities. Walking distance to main landmarks and a great place to stay. 
Definitely recommending!

Igor
November 2017

Excellent arrangement, the clean, spacious and cozy apartment in the center of 
Copenhagen. Dan very hospitable owner was ready to answer with pleasure any 
our question. Considering the small price for Copenhagen, on a ratio the price 
and quality of the best option in this city I think simply not to find!

Jan
November 2017

Nice apartment in the city center, clean and cozy. Dan is a great host that 
answers fast and helps you if you need anything. I would definetely recommend!

Fatima
November 2017

Great location, great place. Dan is really willing to help when needed.
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Reviews of Gustav 

Reviews of Gustav

Name / date Reviews

Marina
February 2015

I strongly recommend this accommodation to everyone who is either visiting or 
planning to stay in Copenhagen. Gustav is a fantastic host, very friendly, 
fascinating to talk to and happy to help out and direct you to get to know your 
surroundings and Danish ways and culture. The room and the house are 
absolutely lovely, bright, warm, clean, quiet… with excellent Wi-Fi connection 
and a hammock to relax! The kitchen is cosy and handy, it has all that you need 
to cook the perfect dish at the end of the day… Gustav himself knows well this 
department! So do not hesitate to ask him to recommend a good place to dine 
out…Location is perfect…very well communicated, loads of bars and retro 
cafes, plenty supermarkets and several cycling shops where you can either rent a 
bike or buy your first/second hand one if you planning to stay for a while longer. 
Thanks so much Gustav! It is has been an amazing experience to stay around!

Dara
May 2015

Gustav is a great host. He is prompt and courteous. His apartment is super clean. 
The room I stayed gets beautiful sunlight in the morning. I really loved staying at 
his place. I can't recommend this place enough. Super deal for the price. Stay 
there!

Sina
April 2018

Everything was fine and we would come back. Especially the stroll through 
Nørrebro at first evening was amazing!

Hans Kristian
August 2015

Response from Gustav:
Hi Zuzana. I am very happy that you enjoyed your time here. It was really 
interesting to see your work. I will let you know how my Heartfullness 
meditation goes. Thanks for the tip! :-)

Zuzana
November 2017

SIMPLY GREAT I had a great time staying at Gustavs place. He genuinely enjoys 
being a host and makes you feel welcomed from the very beginning. I spent 5 
days at Gustav's place and I can honestly say that the stay/atmosphere/location/
cleanliness/service deserve nothing less than 5*. On the top of all that, there's a 
supercomfortable hammock in the room, which I loved to hang out in. Highly 
recommended.

Rachel
April 2018

Gustav's place is clean, well equipped and in an excellent location for exploring 
central Copenhagen. He was really easy to communicate with - I had no 
problems getting there from the airport using his instructions and we kept in 
touch over the weekend easily! The room is bright, spotless and with lots of 
useful items (chargers, hairdryer, maps, guidebooks). Gustav recommended some 
great places to run and there are some great streets nearby for delicious 
brunches, coffee and the all important cinnamon buns. I was lucky enough to 
have beautiful weather all weekend and the apartment has a balcony you can sit 
out on to eat breakfast or have a coffee. I didn't use the kitchen but Gustav 
offered me space in the fridge and the kitchen was well equipped. The bathroom 
is small but extremely clean. All in all a great location for a weekend exploring an 
amazing city!
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Kyiah
April 2018

Gustav and Sara were excellent hosts, everything was clean, accessible, and easy. 
They were so happy to help with anything and share their knowledge about the 
city with me. I had a fabulous time in Copenhagen and would absolutely stay 
with them again! Thanks for having me :)

Chris
April 2018

Gustav‘s place was excellent- I highly recommend it

Hiro
April 2018

This is my first experience staying at Airbnb but Gustav is really amazing host. He 
always replied to me fast and adviced how to get the apartment, local 
restaurants, bars and other information that I wanted to know before arriving in 
Copenhagen. He took me a local tour and showed beautiful places such as 
center of the city, a park close to the apartment and local shops etc. Thanks a 
lot!

John
March 2018

Great hosts, really good communication, and nice little flat in a cool part of town

Victoria
March 2018

It was a great experience, Gustav and Sara are lovely and they gave us great 
recommendations. It was really clean and we felt welcomed. The area is very 
cool close to great shops and restaurants.

Luke
March 2018

My time in Gustav’s space was one I’ll never forget. I fell in love with 
Copenhagen and the Norberro neighborhood over the course of 6 days. Gustav 
was extremely helpful and communicative. Additionally, Sara was there in person 
to guide me every step of the way. She even cooked me a meal to go! I’m beyond 
grateful for the hospitality of this amazing Airbnb.

Allison
February 2018

Gustav has a great apartment in a vibrant neighborhood just outside the city. The 
Metro and bus stops are very close and it was easy to use transportation. The 
apartment is clean and comfortable and we would definitely stay again!

Guéry
February 2018

I stayed at Gustav Airbnb for 2 weeks. Gustav has always been available to 
answer my questions before my stay and to give me all the information I needed. 
He was not at home during my stay but Sara has been an amazing host ! As I was 
looking for an apartment to stay in Copenhagen for 2 years, she helped me with 
my researches, gave me advices. She gave me a big tour of the neighborhood - it's 
a really living neighborhood with nice places to enjoy a coffee or a meal. About 
the room: it's quite big, the bed is really comfortable. I was able to use part of 
the fridge and the kitchen to cook. Everything was like home ! Do not be afraid 
about the small bathroom. I'm quite tall and it wasn't a problem at all. I highly 
recommend to stay in this place: very nice and welcoming people + a 
confortable room to stay ! Gerog and Sara again: THANK YOU !

Anton
January 2018

The place is in a great location. Really simplified my perception of the city. Clean 
place and great hospitality. If this is your first time in Copenhagen, I highly 
recommend you choose this place if it's available (:

Response from Gustav:
Hi Anton. Great that you got so much out of your short stay at the apartment. I 
really enjoyed the craft beer tasting with you. I hope you are putting to good use, 
what you learned at the workshops. ;-)
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Eric
January 2018

I loved Gustav's personal recommendations around the flat. He definitely made 
our Copenhagen experience one of the best!

Response from Gustav:
So glad that I made your trip excellent and that you got to try some really great 
new nordic organic food. :-)

Elyn
January 2018

Really enjoyed my stay at Gustav's apartment, which locates in a hippie 
neighbourhood with amazing restaurants, bars and designer's shops, exactly what 
I wanted. Gustav's a very nice host, and give great tips for places to go and eat (I 
tried few of his suggested dining places and loved all). I will definitely stay at 
Gustav's place again when I visit Copenhagen.

Barbara
December 2017

This is a killer spot y’all let me tell you why. First off, the neighborhood is totally 
on point. It is much, much closer to all of the touristy places than I originally 
expected from just looking at the map. But since this is Norrebro, I got to spend 
time in all of these coffee shops, cafes, and restaurants alongside Danish locals. I 
love that I stayed here in an actual neighborhood instead of near the tourist 
attractions. But let me be clear- the host is really what makes this spot special. 
Gustav gave me a [substantial] tour of the block and helped me navigate the 
laundry. The room is huge, quiet, and cozy. He really went out of his way, on 
multiple occasions, to make me feel totally at home. Bravo! Highly 
recommended!

Response from Gustav:
Yes, Nørrebro sure is a very cool and different area from the rest of the city. I 
totally agree with you - I prefer it over the touristy center. Like you said, it is also 
just located a short walk from the center, so it is no big deal getting there by 
foot. I am always happy to help - glad to hear you had an amazing stay and a cozy 
Christmas in Copenhagen. You are always welcome to visit again! :-) 

Julia
December 2017

Gustav‘s place was clean, calming, and fully equipped with all the amenities you 
could possibly need. He and his wife gave great recommendations, whether It be 
for local dinner spots or places to explore during the day. 11/10 I would 
recommend these hosts!

Response from Gustav:
Great that you liked the local area and visited some of the top local spots. I hope 
you and you brother got home without any issues with all of those suitcases. I 
am happy I was here to help you get them up the stairs, when you arrived. :-) 
Thank you so much for all the great stuff you left for us!
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Akiva
December 2017

Gustav and Sara are great hosts! Arrived in the evening off a plane and they led 
me on a tour of the area. I ended up seeing a lot of Nørrbro in my short stay, 
and when I got tired could just head to my room with a comfy bed and a 
Chromecast for watching Netflix to relax.

Response from Gustav:
I have to say that it was great that someone actually used the Chromecast and 
smartTV in the room! I can imagine that it helped a bit with the hangovers from 
the first night - so great that you got to hang out with some lively 
Copenhageners! Awesome that you took advantage of our offer and tried out 
the 100 year old bathhouse/sauna to relax. A different little peace of old local 
area culture.

Maiya
December 2017

Wonderful host!!! Gustav allowed me to check in much earlier and check out 
late without any hesitation (much appreciated). He was very quick responding to 
my messages and provided all of the guidance that was perfect for my needs. His 
girlfriend Sara showed me around the area and educated me on some of the 
Denmark’s history facts (she is so lovely!). The location is great, close to shops, 
kebabs, bars, Xmas markets, organic stores, etc. Their flat is very clean and cosy. 
No problems with the shower at all. Highly recommend to those who want a 
friendly, respectful, caring host that will provide you the best “host service” and 

introduction to Copenhagen city and its hidden secrets 😊 . Many many thanks 
to Gustav and Sara. Maiya

Response from Gustav:
Really good that you went for Copenhagen over Malmö to stay. Copenhagen 
have so much more to offer. So good that you tried both our local liquor and 
open sandwiches, at the new place I recommended. He is the king of open 
sandwiches in Copenhagen. :-)
December 2017

Jonny
November 2017

Great neighborhood. Walkable, bus-able, bike-able, food, drink, shops. Ugh...I 
loved this location. Clean and quite. Gustav and his lady are the best hosts one 
could ask for. Words can not express my feelings for Copenhagen. I traveled all 
over Europe and Denmark takes the cake!

Sophie
November 2017

Gustav and Sara were very fun and helpful. I really enjoyed my stay! I would 
recommend staying with them.

Lisa
November 2017

We stayed at Gustav & Sara’s place for 4 days. We had a nice time there. Gustav 
gave us a nice guided tour through the neirbourhood, which was really great to 
get to know the cute shops and breakfastplaces. They were very helpfull to us, 
even when at 4 AM the neighbours were having a party they got them to switch 
off the music. The room was set up for 2 people. But maybe more suitable for 
only 1 person as well as the bathroom which is a bit small to get ready for the 
day. But we managed ! The place was really clean! And we have had 4 pleasant 
days in Copenhagen! Thank you for the stay Gustav!

Fairouz
November 2017

A great place to stay. Wonderful hosts and a spotless room with everything you 
need. Love the hammock and the little fireplace. Would definitely stay here again 
the next time I am in Copenhagen!
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Ujjwal
October 2017

One of the best Airbnb experience. Gustav took me around the neighborhood 
and show me the spots. Really great location and overall superb stay.

Luke
October 2017

What a great host and experience. Gustave and Sara provided tips, treats, and a 
great time in Copenhagen! They were flexible and easy going, and very 
knowledgeable about the city and neighbourhood. The little extras in the room 
were very considerate and made all the difference when I arrived. The bathroom 
is tiny but works fine; I had no problems with it.

Herdís
October 2017

Gustav is a great host! My mom and I stayed at his place for a week recently 
while on a trip to Copenhagen and we were very pleased with the experience. 
The room was comfortable and the location excellent, and Gustav and his 
girlfriend Sara were perfect hosts. They gave us lots of inside tips about places to 
see and visit, as well as being very thoughtful around the house and nice to 
communicate with. All in all a great experience which I warmly recommend.

Tong Si
October 2017

Apartment was extremely well-located and clean. Minimalist living but well 
equipped home. We were able to move around mainly by walking, and had the 
option to take the bus / metro since it is located right by a bus stop. Best of all, 
Gustav and his partner, Sara, are both wonderful hosts - trying to provide us 
with information about the culture of the city, best places to eat, local spots to 
hit! Thank you for the great experience in Copenhagen! (:

Response from Gustav:
I was such a pleasure hosting you! I just love that you were not afraid of the rain 
and went to Manfreds to try New Nordic Food in the rubber boots we 
supplied! LOL! Danes say that there is no such thing as bad weather, if you wear 
the right clothes. Good thing I warned you beforehand, so you brought 
jackets. :-) I hope you had an awesome time in Amsterdam as well and followed 
some of the small tips we gave you. Come back anytime and don't sell that 
Bitcoin! ;-)

Megan
October 2017

It was an absolute pleasure staying at Gustav's apartment! Not only was the 
space clean and extra amenities provided (coffee, umbrellas, water), but Gustav 
was a delight to engage with. He and his girlfriend provided excellent 
recommendations in the neighborhood, were flexible with our flight delays, were 
truly gracious and kind. I would recommend this stay to anyone visiting 
Copenhagen.

Response from Gustav:
We had a great time hosting you and your mom. Great that you got to see they 
beautiful little city castle in the park. Good that you got around so much to see 
Louisiana in the north and even had time for at day trip to Sweden. So easy with 
the bridge, right? Thank you so much for the beer and snack at BRUS. That was a 
fun night hanging out with you. :-)
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Doro
October 2017

Nice and friendly people,great advises,good location approx 20min on foot to 
the city center. We were very thankful to rent the bikes of Gustav&Sara and have 
the most places visited on bicycles. We were very surprised by the size of the 
bathroom. It is very small and there is no separation between the sink/shower 
and the toilet. In our opinion it should be visible in the description of the 
apartment,as well as its size. From our side, 3 stars (ok) because of the shower 
conditions and size of the flat in general. Anyhow, we say thank you for the 
hospitality!

Response from Gustav:
I am very glad that you had a great stay and had a great time exploring 
Copenhagen on our bikes. Don't worry about the flat tire - we fixed it easily. I 
am so sorry that you missed that the bathroom is small. It is clearly described in 
the first text about the room/apartment and has a whole section describing it 
under "other things to notice". It is also described under the picture of the 
bathroom. I followed your advice and added sizes in square meters in the first 
description of the apartment/room. Thank you for your feedback. It is important 
to me that my guests know exactly what to expect. These sizes are however 
very common in the more central and oldest parts of Copenhagen due to the 
fact that those apartments were not originally equipped with a shower or toilet 
like described in the section on the bathroom. I am so glad that you let me take 
you for the local tour and followed my recommendations. I am so glad that you 
gave us top review on everything else than the size of the bathroom, as that is 
the only thing I cannot change. So glad you had a great stay! Hope you had a safe 
drive back to Bremen.

Ying
September 2017

This is my first time using Airbnb. Gustav and his girlfriend, Sara, are very nice 
host. Room is nice as seen in the picture, the bed is so comfortable and he 
provides you everything! They took me for a nice neighborhood tour which is 
great tips for lots of good places to eat and chill. I took his advice to buy city 
pass and used map he provided in a room for 2 full days city. He checked on me 
to make sure that I have a good day which is nice ^^ I really enjoyed my visit to 
Copenhagen.

Howard
September 2017

Great people, excellent location, would definetky re- visit.

Response from Gustav:
Thank you so much for dinner during our local tour. That was so nice of you. We 
were more than happy to cook the traditional Danish dinner for you. We really 
had a great hanging out with you and your girlfriend. We were glad that you liked 
the 24-hour gym we recommended. Thank you for all the interesting 
conversations and the yo-yo. ;-)
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Alex
September 2017

A nice spacious room in a traditional apartment block that's only a minutes walk 
from the 5c bus stop which will take you to the town centre in about 10 
minutes. Really friendly hosts and very helpful. Would happily stay at the 
apartment again.

Response from Gustav:
I am so glad that you had an awesome stay and prefers Copenhagen over 
Stockholm. :-) Copenhagen is for sure the best city in Scandinavia. We had an 
amazing time with you at the whiskey festival. It was a lot of fun! Congratulations 
on your great time in the walking marathon! Good effort! :-)

Pj
September 2017

This was easily the best Airbnb stay I've ever experienced, and it went far above 
and beyond my expectations. From the moment I arrived, Gustav took me 
around the fantastic neighborhood of Norrebro and showed me all of the cool 
local spots. The room was spacious, comfortable, and everything was provided 
(towels, maps, guides, adapters, umbrellas, candies, porto, etc.) Gustav and his 
charming girlfriend Sara were even nice enough to cook me an amazing dinner 
one night and treat me to some Aquavit and Sammiaki licorice. All in all, a terrific 
stay. I recommend it 1000%.

We enjoyed so much your company and the private dinner with you. It is always 
fun to see what people think of traditional Danish food. Trying some of the more 
different things like the salty licorice and the local aquavit is a must when visiting, 
so we were glad that you were up for experimenting with us. It was a lot of fun! 
Glad we could help you with your day trip to Sweden as well - You covered a lot 
in those 3 days! Awesome! :-)

Malcolm
September 2017

Gustav's place is in the heart of Norrebro and is walking distance from 
Copenhagen's best restaurants, bars and cafe's. His knowledge on the local area 
was amazing and had great recommendations and helpful advice. Definitely 
worth it for the location

Response from Gustav:
I am so glad that you liked my recommendations and tour of the local area. That 
saves times and saves you from bad experiences and common tourist traps. I am 
so happy that I could help make your visit an even greater one. The local area is 
really awesome and some people miss it completely.

Matthias
September 2017

Gustav and his girlfriend were fantastic and generous hosts. Love is in every 
detail. I felt immediately home in Kopenhagen.

Response from Gustav:
Thank you for your review and for telling me about the tech festival. I had some 
interesting sessions there. Copenhagen has so many awesome events! It was 
really interesting hearing about your coworking space in Berlin. When I come by, 
I will drop by for a visit for sure. :-

Lauren
August 2017

Gustav was really easy to communicate with, provided a bunch of things like 
maps, towels, toiletries, hair dryer. He left us space in the fridge for our own 
groceries. He and his girlfriend took us out to a really neat speak easy bar and 
always asked how our day was at the end of the day. Wonderful place, wonderful 
hosts 10/10
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Jolyanne
August 2017

Gustav's appartement was perfect for my friend and I. Very clean, in a good 
neighborhood! Everything is exactly the same as the pictures and description on 
the profile. And to add to the appartement that was precisely what we expected, 
Gustav is an incredible host! He sincerelly cares about his guests! He did many 
suggestions for good restaurants, nice things to do, nice bars to go, etc. and it 
happens that all those suggestions were right on!! It was a really good Airbnb 
experience for us both! Without any doubts, Julie et I recommend Gustav's 
appartement for your stay in Copenhagen. Thanks again Gustav ans Sara for your 
hospitality and everything you did for us! xxx Jolyanne and Julie

Jen
August 201

Gustav's place is exactly as described. I loved going back to a room at the end of 
a long day of walking that had a hammock to chill in! Gustav was always checking 
in and making sure I had everything I needed. The room has everything you can 
possibly think of from towels, umbrellas, a converter plug, and guide books. He 
(and Sara) are excellent hosts!! I'd highly recommend their place as it's very 
central but also quiet. It's close to some amazing restaurants, coffee, and shops 
too.

Monica
August 2017

A great location for exploring Copenhagen. Outside the touristy town center 
but still convenient to town, in a great hip neighborhood. Gustav is extremely 
hospitable and easy going and the room is large and comfortable.

Sarah
August 2017

Gustav and his girlfriend are super nice and very helpful. They helped us to find a 
bissycle to rent for our daughter and they gave a exelent restaurant tips. The 
apartment is not very big but is super clean and in my opinion it couldn't be 
better locadet! The perfect stay to experience the hip part of Copenhagen!

Rob
August 2017

Gustav and Sara were welcoming and friendly throughout our stay, they showed 
us the local area, gave us tips throughout, and provided us a perfectly clean room 
and great service, flexible on check in and out. They also had bikes for rental also 
which was really handy and cheaper than anywhere else. Thanks for a lovely stay.

Dennis
August 2017

Gustav and Sara are truly the greatest hosts you could wish for! They warmly 
welcomed us into their cozy home and were always there for us with help, useful 
tips about places to go out or just a friendly chat. Their place is in a seriously hip 
area of Copenhagen with a lot of cool fashionable bars, cafés and shops right at 
the door. Our room was clean, comfortable, tastefully furnished and decorated 
with many details that are sure to make a guest feel at home: Some of the things 
we especially appreciated were a hammock, 2 pairs of keys, a minibar with water 
& tea & Gustav's self-brewed beer, books about Copenhagen, lists with 
recommendations, everyday tools (umbrellas, lighter, ear plugs) and lovingly 
folded towels shaped like swans that showed the care that went into their 
preparations. All in all, I can warmly recommend a stay with Gustav, who made us 
wish we'd planned for a longer stay!
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Neal
July 2017

Defffff Highly Recommendation to stay in Gustav place! He is been such a great 
host and so nice & friendly to hlep me get to enjoy Copenhagen! If u wanna feel 
the warm welcome then it's here is a really good place to stay - u can walking 15 
mins to city center and most sightings place also in walking way there are so 
many place to see about Copenhagen! Also Thx Sara for the Amazing welcoming 
Dinner # Xiexie #! Also he and his girlfriend showing me around the 
neighborhood good bar & restaurant! Give great advice to go everyday! So if u 
come to Copenhagen deff Gustav place will warm u and worth to Shanghai

Sam
July 2017

We've had such a great time in Copenhagen! Gustav and Sara sure did set the 
bar for being a good host really high. Before we arrived we got a lot of tips from 
Gustav. Almost every day during our trip he send us some tips on where to go 
to or what to do in and around the city. When we arrived, Sara gave us a tour 
around the neighborhood and even cooked us dinner. They also let us use their 
bikes. There's a busstop close to the apartment, so it's easy to get fast to the city 
centre. The apartment itself is located in an interesting area. There are lots of 
nice places to eat or go out for a drink or just wander around for a bit. I'd 
definitely recommend to stay with Gustav and Sara, especially if you've never 
been to Copenhagen. Their apartment is nice and clean and thanks to their 
hospitality you feel at home right away. Thanks a lot for having us!

Sinead
July 2017

It will be difficult to find a host as friendly, welcoming, and thoughtful as Gustav! 
He has set a high bar for what it means to be a host...he and his partner Sara 
spent a whole day taking me around Copenhagen, allowing me to see and 
experience things I would have never known about, if left to my own devices. I 
truly appreciated their generosity with their time and knowledge to ensure I had 
a wonderful trip and I explored the best of the city - too much to take in this 
time, so I will definitely be back! I cannot recommend Gustav enough to fellow 
travelers. Thank you for an excellent stay!

Paige
June 2017

Gustav was so helpful and friendly when we arrived- he gave us a wonderful tour 
of the neighborhood and shared lots of tips for our stay in Copenhagen. We 
would recommend Gustav highly as a host. Simple, clean room in a lively city!

Andrew
June 2017

I got cheap flights and it wasn't until I started looking at hotels that I realised 
how expensive they are in Copenhagen. So, I booked my first Airbnb with Gustav. 
I was a little nervous about it but I shouldn't have been - Gustav is a fantastic 
host. He messaged me before my stay to check if there was anything I needed, 
then he was there to greet me when I arrived. He even took me on a tour 
around the local area and bought me a beer - what more can you ask for! I 
messaged Gustav a few times while I was out exploring, asking for advice on 
where to eat, where to shop. He always replied within a few minutes and had 
lots of great advice and tips. The apartment is around 30 minutes walk away from 
the middle of town but only 5-10 minutes on the excellent go bikes. This was 
another great tip from Gustav and it let me see about 10 times what I would 
have done on foot. The area is trendy with lots of young people about and food/
drink is cheaper than the middle of town. The room was spacious and Gustav 
provided everything I needed, he also welcomed me to use his kitchen if needed. 
If you are thinking about staying with Gustav, DO IT! Gustav is a great guy with a 
great apartment and it's a good base to explore Copenhagen from. Half the price 
of a hotel and double the experience. Thank you Gustav!
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Trevor
June 2017

Gustav is super friendly and really helpful in pointing us in the right directions. 
He made suggestions as to ongoing events and great places for food and crafty, 
trendy shops. The place is small, but it has everything you need. Even a spot in 
the fridge to store some groceries. I can only recommend Gustav as a host. They 
neighbourhood is hip and you can reach anywhere in town by bicycle. Many 
Thanks!!

Lauren
June 2017

Gustav was an excellent host. His home was clean, welcoming, and he was full of 
recommendations for things to do around Copenhagen. I appreciate him 
showing me around the neighborhood and consistently sharing idea for ways to 
make my experience better. Thanks!

⼦子軒
June 2017

Gustav is the best host I've ever met. He is like a friend with you, not only a 
host.He gave a lot of information about this area,also the whole 
Copenhagen.You will must enjoy your stay here

Pat
June 2017

This was the best Airbnb experience I had. The room was clean, Scandi-designed 
with a hammock, and located in a cool area of the city. But what makes this 
room special is the hosts. Gustav and Sara. went out of their way to make me 
feel welcome. As soon as I got there, Gustav gave me a walking tour of the 
neighborhood. Sara had a day off and gave me, along with a group of her 
colleagues, a day tour of Copenhagen - explaining the history of the places. She 
later told me that the hosts like to spend their days off showing their Airbnb 
guest around (when possible). Sara even cooked for us! I came to Copenhagen 
not knowing anyone and left with 2 local friends. Thanks Gustav and Sara!

Taylor
May 2017

Great, spacious room, very comfortable. Close to a lot of different small 
restaurants but a bit of a walk to the popular sights so don't plan to stop back to 
grab something or drop something off in the room throughout the day

Bryan
May 2017

This apartment is a nice place to stay and is in a fantastic location. Gustav is an 
excellent host who showed me so many fantastic things in Copenhagen. You 
should stay at Gustav's apt!

Scott
May 2017

I'd definitely recommend Gustave's place for anyone wanting to visit 
Copenhagen! It was my first Air BnB experience and I couldn't have asked for a 
better first time experience or host! I think Gustave's reviews speaks volumes, 
but my personal experience is that Gustave was great with communication, he 
went the extra mile to make sure our stay was a great one! When we arrived he 
took us on a mini tour around the district and told us what places where great 
to eat and drink at, he'd even send us recommended tours and things to do in 
his own time at night before the next day. He's a great host and his place is cozy 
and matches up to the description and photos.

Larissa
May 2017

We had a wonderful 4 day stay at Gustav’s apartment. The room was clean and 
very cozy. Gustav took really good care of us and supported us with lots of great 
infos about bars, restaurants, events and things to look at around Copenhagen. 
He even took us for a 20 minute walk to show us the best places to go to 
around his place. Very useful and a lot of fun! We even rent his 2 bikes so we 
could explore the city just great. Thank you Gustav for the pleasant stay!

Ariane
April 2017

Gustav and Shirli were wonderful hosts, and the apartment is perfectly located - 
would definitely recommend!
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Camille
April 2017

Room is what you expect it to be. Nothing fancy but clean and close to a main 
road. Gustav is VERY helpful. He will give you specific directions on how to do 
things and tips on where to go. He even has videos on youtube for instructions.

Garo
April 2017

Gustav's place was EXACTLY as described and as you see in the pictures. Had a 
private room with a queen size bed, dresser, hammock (Website hidden by 
Airbnb) seen in pictures. There is an awesome guide on everything in the area in 
the room. Gustav was there to greet me at check in, showed me around the 
apartment, then once his girlfriend came home they gave me a tour around the 
neighborhood as well as other areas that I had asked about. We even grabbed a 
beer for the tour! ( You are allowed to drink and walk in Copenhagen :-). As for 
the bathroom, yes it is small however I am a big 330 pound man and was 
comfortable with what it had to offer. Once you book this place you tube videos 
are provided and they basically answer every question you may have. Sara even 
made an amazing thai dinner for us one evening. Both Gustav and Sara are 
amazing hosts and I would highly recommend staying here. This was my first 
Airbnb apartment sharing experience and it was Terrific!

Christina
April 2017

Without overdoing - Sara and Gustav are perfect hosts. My husband and I stayed 
for 3 nights at their super cool located and cute and lovely arranged flat. There 
was no second we didn´t felt comfortable, both of them made us having a 
perfect time in Copenhagen. We only find lovely words for the place and 
especially for Sara and Gustav - super open-minded and keen hosts. Thank you 
so much! We really really recommend this great place to any taveler for short or 
longer stays - alone, with partner or with a friend. The evironment offers 
anything you like: Cool cafés and bars, shopping possibilities, grocery stores and a 
parc. You will reach the city center in just 20 minutes max by walking, if anything 
you will get great advices by Sara and Gustav. Unfortunately we didn´t had the 
time to discover and be shown the city by them. So hopefully the next time! 
Danke and muchas gracias, Nacho and Tina.
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Miri
March 2017

This Airbnb was so much more than I expected from an Airbnb-stay! It was just 
perfect. Gustav and his girlfriend Sara are really the kindest and they're such 
wonderful hosts. First: The communication. In advantage of my trip Gustav 
answered all my questions and sent me recommendations what to see and 
where to eat, even although he was travelling at that time and had bad internet 
connection. He and Sara even made a video guide about the place and about 
how to get there from the airport and what to see in the neighbourhood. When 
we were there (I travelled with my one year old daughter), Sara was so nice. She 
thought about literally everything: For example she had some snacks for kids 
there and she even asked her friends for recommendations about what to do in 
Copenhagen with children. She's a great cook and in the first evening she invited 
us to the most delicious home made dinner. On our second day there she spent 
a whole day with us, showing us around and telling us interesting facts about the 
city. She is a fun person, so it was great hanging out with her. Last but clearly not 
least she even made a hat for my kid. Don't know what to say, just thank you 
Sara! The room also was really beautiful. It was clean and had a hammock and a 
cozy bed, so what more could you want? The kitchen that you can use while 
staying there is well equiped and the neighbourhood is just amazing. As some 
before me already said: The bathroom-shower-combination is just tiny but it's an 
old house and the shower is absolutely fine for getting clean. Also there's a 
public bathhouse near the place. I stayed in a few different Airbnbs but this was 
by far the best. So if you find it free at the time you want to go to Copenhagen 
don't wait, book it!

Kiron
February 2017

My girlfriend and I really enjoyed staying here, the flat was great and convenient 
in a great fun area. As others have pointed out the bathroom is small but should 
not detract from the great apartment as a whole (just beware of it). Best part of 
the Airbnb without a doubt was Gustav and his girlfriend! Even though we didn't 
meet as they were away, we couldn't feel more welcome with his friendly emails, 
videos and tips. It will be hard to find a more helpful Airbnb host than this!

Kellyn
February 2017

I highly recommend Gustav's apartment. Before I left, I did some research as to 
which area of town I wanted to stay in, and Norrebro seemed like the perfect 
place. It's young and hip, but multicultural with lots of different options for food 
and places to eat and drink. At first I was concerned that his apartment was too 
far away from the city center, but Gustav's apartment is near to a bus stop which 
easily takes you to Norreport station which is a big hub that takes you to 
anywhere you want to go in the city. Copenhagen is VERY easy to get around (I 
was a bit nervous about this before my trip). As for the apartment itself, it is 
clean, cosy, and very comfortable. Airbnb score! I couldn't have been happier 
with the find. However, all of that aside, the real treasure is Gustav himself. He 
went above and beyond to make sure I had an amazing stay. It's obvious he loves 
being a host. I was unable to meet him, as he was on vacation when I was on 
mine in Copenhagen, but he still contacted me while I was there to make sure I 
was alright and that everything was working out okay. He and I kept in contact 
before my trip and he offered tons of suggestions of things to do. Most helpful of 
all, he created a YouTube channel of videos for his guests. Most helpful were 
videos instructing how to get to his apartment from the airport, how to enter 
the apartment, and how to use his shower (which is a bit different that what 
you're used to). Look no further. You've found your home in Copenhagen.
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Tristan
February 2017

Perfect for a weekend in Copenhagen. Big room in a small flat - bathroom has to 
be seen to be believed (miniscule!). Gustav was the consummate host, helpful at 
every stage and great company on a couple of nights out. Showed me around a 
number of the local bars - great if you want to get into the local Danish craft 
beer seen aside from the obvious (Mikkeller, Brus etc). Definitely recommend 
and I look forward to visiting again.

Sienna
February 2017

Gustav and Sara were the ideal and thoughtful hosts, they made check-in and 
communication process easy. Gustav showed me around the neighbourhood on 
the first night and Sara took me out to drink and ate some cheesy toast, both 
which I really appreciate a lot! The apartment was clean (spotless), warm and 
cosy. The room is equipped with a hammock for comfort and relaxing stays, 
there is also a guidebook and maps available if required. The area is pretty much 
central to where all kinds of life unfold. Gustav is always looking for ways to 
improve the Airbnb experience for others so keep an eye out on his helpful 
video around Copenhagen soon!

Eloise
January 2017

Gustav and his girlfriend Sara were absolutely lovely, we couldn't have asked for a 
better host during our short but exciting stay in Copenhagen. We arrived in the 
afternoon and Gustav took the time to show us round the great spots of the 
area, he shared dinner with us at a great kebab house and took us out for beers 
on our first evening! It was such a friendly and kind way to show us the city, it 
helped us to feel at ease when going off on our adventures for the next couple 
of days. The room was cosy and warm, and had a hammock! The area of the flat 
was amazing, some of the best restaurants, shops and cafes were on the same 
block. We couldn't recommend Gustav and Sara's flat highly enough, and looking 
forward to our next stay!

Quinn
January 2017

I couldn't have asked for better hosts -- Gustav and Sara were phenomenal. They 
showed me around their neighborhood, told me interesting facts about the city 
and area, took me out for dinner and drinks a few times, and all in all made my 
first stay in Copenhagen unforgettable. The room itself is perfect and very 
comfortable; they even put out snacks and drinks to welcome you (that aloe 
vera drink is legit, somehow need to get more!). Even though I didn't use the 
kitchen extensively, it is well-equipped and has everything you would need. As 
others have noted, the bathroom/shower combo is a bit interesting, but that 
should not deter you whatsoever from staying in this flat. I am hoping to visit 
Copenhagen again this summer and will definitely return back to Gustav and 
Sara's flat. Thanks again! :D

Ioannis
January 2017

Gustav is an amazing host you loves to help you. The guidance he offered was 
absolutely helpful and his discretion was genial.

Ivette
December 2016

Gustav and Sara were by far the best hosts I've had since I started traveling 
throughout Europe. Both are extremely friendly and helpful. They were able to 
answer all of my questions. Although I didn't actually meet Gustav, he stayed in 
contact with me my whole trip and was basically my tour guide :) I spent 
Christmas here and I absolutely loved it!
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Jake
December 2016

Gustav and Sara are the best hosts we've experiencd on Airbnb! The 
communication was easy and clear and Gustav suggested some places to visit 
before we'd arrived. On the first night Gustav gave us a really great tour of the 
neibourhood (diverse and alive) and took us to an amazing jazz bar. They were 
both really nice when me and my girlfriend were ill for a few days and offered to 
bring us breckfast! And to top of all their kindness on the last night Sara cooked 
us the best Thai i've ever had! Too add to great hosts, their place is also very 
clean, near supermarkets, good restuarants, meyers bageri ad bars etc. Easy to 
travel into the centre with the great public transport in Copenhagen. If you're 
looking for a place to explore Copenhagen i strongly reccomed their place! 
Thank you Gustav and Sara :)

Yung
December 2016

Gustave and Sara are wonderful and friendly guys! They gave me a lot of 
informations and took me a walk around Copenhagen city. The room was clean 
and cozy, except for the bathroom was a little bit small but it's still okay. 
Everything you need were prepared here. Once I have a chance to go back to 
this city again, I will visit this room again! Again, Gustave and Sara are really really 
nice person. If you have not much understanding about this city, come here and 
they will give you a wonderful guide!

Ellis
December 2016

Gustav and Sara were the best hosts we could have asked for during our trip to 
Copenhagen. The apartment is clean and well decorated and the room has 
everything you would need for a short or even longer stay. The hosts were really 
welcoming and we even went out for a meal and drinks on the first night 
together and had a great time. We couldn't have asked for a better first 
impression of Danish people! They gave us some helpful advice on planning our 
short stay to make sure we saw everything worth seeing and skipped out 
everything not. Another huge plus was that they kindly rented us their bikes for 
a cheaper price than could be found at a bike rental store, which was an 
excellent way to see the city and get from place to place. Our only regret was 
that we didn't get to spend more time with the hosts.

Michaël
November 2016

Gustav and his girlfriend were the best of hosts I could have wished for. Their 
apartment was for me perfectly located, close to public transport to go to the 
centre but also in the very nice neighborhood of Nørrebro with excellent food 
and drink options. Gustav had a nice list of recommendations which made it so 
much easier. His girlfriend also gave me tour of the city and definitely saw some 
places I would never have seen otherwise. All together this experience was 
absolutely perfect.

Marco
November 2016

The apartment is very cosy and clean and the location is perfect for get around 
the city, Gustav and his girlfriend are very helpful and kind!

Tarik
November 2016

The host is very nice and ready to help. His girlfriend even gave me money unit I 
was able to change currency. He is very hospitable and friendly.

Houssem
November 2016

Our stay was good at Gustav's appartment. The location is not far from the city 
center and there are buses very often that take you to the downtown. The 
apartment was clean and tidy despite the tiny bathroom. Our hosts gave us many 
tips about the neighborhood and took us for a walk in the area. We recommend.
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Friederike
November 2016

It´s been a great stay at Gustavs home in Copenhagen Norrebro. He´s been a 
fantastic host giving me helpful advices before my trip to CPH, warmly 
welcoming me at his place and making the stay really great and me feeling so 
comfortable and like being at home. He totally cared that i feel well, and i did! 
The room is very nice, cosy and quiet. I liked the apartments style he and his 
girlfriend created with a nice combination most colors in white and black. It´s 
perfectly clean and the kitchen well-provieded with everything one may need. 
The neighborhood is relaxed and has many lovely places with cafés, restaurants, 
little shops and places to see. Also supermarkets and just anything you gonna 
need you find very close. You can walk to the city center, it´s really not that far, 
or the bus station is very near. I had a fantastic journey, and I thank Gustav very 
much for staying at his place. TAK! Thanks a lot! My first time in CPH it´s been 
wonderful, i surely will come back

Ramy
October 2016

Gustav's place was exactly what I was looking for in terms of location & value. 
The room was cozy, and included a full hammock that was perfect to read a 
book in and nap. The bed was comfy and I got the best sleep there in weeks. The 
bathroom, as others have mentioned, was small, by American standards, but very 
functional and reflects the cultural heritage of these Danish flats. Definitely not a 
deterrent for a stay here, in my view. As for the hosts, Gustav and Sara, they 
were extremely helpful, and welcomed me into their home and their city with 
warmth. We shared many meals together and I felt so at ease with their good 
nature and openness. Expect them to be knowledgeable about Copenhagen and 
accommodating to your particular needs and level of interaction. One of my best 
Airbnb experiences. I recommend them & their place highly.

Ryan
October 2016

There could simply not be a better host than Gustav and his girlfriend Sara. On 
my first night there, Gustav took me to all of his favorite places and gave me a 
true locals tour. He was accommodating but gave me friend and I the space we 
needed while always offering some awesome suggestions (and directions). Air 
B&B was invented for people like Gustav.

Adam
October 2016

Gustav and Sara were prime Airbnb hosts. Immediately upon arrival I was shown 
my room and kitchen and then Sara took me out and showed me the 
neighborhood...we end up on bikes the rest of the night seeing numerous 
locations in Copenhagen. Gustav joined us later and we bounced around to a 
couple more places. After the first day I didn't see the hosts but that was just 
fine. I had easy access to the apartment and the surround neighborhood, plus 
based on my previous night with the hosts I had a number of places that I felt 
familiar enough to explore on my own. Great trip and great city, Gustav's place 
gets an A+++

Karl
October 2016

Gustav was a great host. Showed us properly around when we arrived and 
invited us out for a drink during our stay. The bedroom was spacious - but a 
rather small bathroom. Exciting area of Copenhagen!

Rachel
October 2016

Staying with Gustav was exactly what we needed! Perfect central location on a 
quiet safe street with great restaurants and many bus stops nearby. Gustav and 
his girlfriend were wonderful hosts with many suggestions for us and showed us 
around the neighborhood. Room is good for 1-2 people, just enough to sleep 
and leave our bags to explore the city.
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Terry
September 2016

Gustav and his girlfriend Sara are the best hosts you could ever hope to find. 
They were helpful and kind in every way. They have a lovely home in a quiet, 
peaceful neighbourhood which is close to downtown and just one bus ride from 
the airport. I had a wonderful stay with them - it wad like visiting and going out 
with old friends. Thank you both.

Karma
September 2016

BEST. Airbnb HOST. EVER. Sara and Gustav are so easygoing and at the same 
time so helpful- after I arrived I said it would be so nice to have a wastebasket in 
the room, and Gustav basically went straight out and got one. The room was 
superclean, there were drawers and plenty of space to put my clothes and my 
food. The bed is the best I've slept in in Copenhagen (I have a $1000 mattress at 
home, I am fussy). The shower/toilet is tiny but very clean and looks new- and 
I'm not in Copenhagen to hang out in the shower, I have better things to do 
here...

Hyewon
September 2016

It was my first Airbnb and I had geat time here. The room was very clean and 
lovely. Gustav and his girlfirend really greeted me. Near house there are lots of 
hip place . And i could easily reach centeral. I really recommend Gustav's house.

Rachael
September 2016

Gustav was a great host, really friendly and showed me some great parts of his 
neighborhood. Check in was simple, and the room spacious, clean and in a great 
location. Both Gustav and his girlfriend were lovely and I'd definitely recommend 
a stay with them. Only downside would be the small bathroom.

Penelope
September 2016

Gustave was a great host - communication and arrival all went smoothly and he 
took the time to show me around the neighbourhood - one of the coolest 
central spots I have found so far in Copenhagen, with lots of cafes, bars, 
restaurants etc. The room was clean, comfortable and pleasant and it was an 
advantage being able to store and prepare food in the kitchen. I would definitely 
recommend this to anyone looking for a short-term rental, either on vacation or 
for new arrivals in the city.

Hannah
September 2015

Gustav was a welcoming and wonderful host. The room is as described, and the 
apartment is in the heart of Nørrebro. Would definitely stay again!

Martin
June 2015

Gustav was the perfect host, charming, friendly, engaging, inspiring. We had many 
great chats, and Gustav was wonderful at showing me around the 
neighbourhood on my first night, and then encouraging me to see the best of the 
city sights during the following days. The apartment room is quiet, facing an inner 
courtyard where there are trees. Excellent coffee and supermarket close by, a 
laundromat on the same street, and a craft beer bar about 250m walk. Gustav 
has a well-equipped kitchen, and I can certainly say I tried some tasty treats. 
Gustav, thank you for being such a kind and generous host, you are truly 
inspiring. I wish you all the best on your adventures!
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Olivia
June 2015

I cannot stress this enough – Gustav is the perfect host. The apartment itself was 
exactly as described and in a fantastic location. It was clean, warm, welcoming 
and above all comfortable. Gustav is lively, friendly and very easy to get along 
with. I feel so lucky to have spent time in his neighbourhood and to have shared 
a delicious meal cooked by his talented girlfriend. There are bike rental facilities 
around the city, but Gustav has his own which he will allow you to rent for a 
small fee. It's a necessity for blending in with the locals and personally I found it a 
very convenient and economical way of getting around. Almost nothing is more 
than 15 minutes away by bike. The 'shower' is a unique experience, but definitely 
not a deal breaker. The kitchen is well-equipped and Gustav cleared shelves for 
me in the fridge and the pantry so I didn't have to worry about squeezing my 
stuff in. Don't hesitate to contact Gustav, you won't regret a thing. :-)

Marco
June 2015

Very recommendable! Clean&spacious room iperfectly located. Gustav was an 
excellent host. He also had many insider tips (like michelin star cuisine for 
cheap) Also if you want a great night out go with Gustav and his GF!

Gregg
May 2015

Gustav is a great host with an awesome apartment! The room was super clean 
and modern in a vibrant, interesting area. He went out of his way to show me 
some cool spots and even lent me his bike. Highly recommended.

Patrick
May 2015

Gustav was an excellent host. The room was as described. It was a very 
comfortable stay. Couldn't fault a thing.

Nicolò
May 2015

Gustav is a great host! I felt as home. He is really kind, nice and willing. The room 
is bright and comfortable. If I come back in Copenhagen, I know where to stay!

Jeoffrey
March 2015

Gustav is a warmful host ! He makes you confortable and could advise for some 
good places in the neighborhood for drink or eat ! Mostly, cocktail skill has been 
much appreciated ;) The flat and the room are very clean, idealy situated in 
Norrebro, near from city center and very accessible to transportation ! I highly 
recommend this place ! 

Gina Marie
March 2015

It was great to stay at Gustav's place! It was really cozy and Gustav is a friendly 
and very very nice host! I could ask him about everything and felt welcomed in 
his home!!

Francesco
November 2014

Gustav is very nice and helpful. He has very good recommendations about the 
city and is happy to show you around. He is very interesting to talk to and is 
happy to make social life but respects your personal space. The room is very 
nice, big and comfortable. The kitchen has everything you need and the flat is in a 
fantastic location. I definitely recommend Gustav's flat for long and short stays!

Tim
August 2014

Gustav is a great host, showed me around and gave good pointers on the city. 
The room is great and central to everything, you can walk into the city in no 
time or get a bus right out front too. Large amount of shops around and 
laundromat on the corner, would stay again if I come back!

Response from Gustav:
Cool meeting you Tim. Come back anytime
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Reviews of Pontus  

Reviews of Amanda  

Bogna
March 2018

Beautiful, modern, extremely clean appartment in coolest area with highly 
hospitable and welcoming hosts! Both Sara and Gustav were very caring and 
responsive, offering helpful advice. They really took an effort to make me feel 
comfortable by catering to a special requirement allergy-vice and also by placing 
some tea in my room because they knew I would enjoy it. About the Nørrebro 
area (as I find that to be the most tricky feature to make assumptions 
beforehand): Cool boutique-style small shops with cute stuff from (local) makers; 
modern interesting eateries with diverse and high quality food; sweet cafes, bars, 
bakeries; right at Copenhagen's heartbeat where a lots of young people live. If 
you enjoy staying away from the boring high street mass consumption chains this 
is the place to be! Still, from "Stefansgade" bus stop at Nørrebrogade, 200m away 
from the appartment, you can be at Indre By (City Center with main shopping 
street) in no time. With the bus running all day and night even at weird nightly 
hours you never have to wait more than 20min. Biking will take you there and 
everywhere else comfortably as well, in say 20 min or so. 

Reviews of Pontus 

Name / date Reviews

Helena  
September 2017

Perfect location. Great place to stay for single travelers. I was impressed with the 
house it was super clean. Bed was comfy! Supermarket close by and great place 
to cook. I felt right at home. 

Jared
September 2017

Apartment is well equipped and extremely nicely furnished, it's well located with 
numerous bus stops and metro close by and Pontus  and his room mates are all 
kind. Would definitely recommend!

Juraj
August 2017 

Nice and cosy apartment, great bed, very close to public transportation. Pontus 
agreed with earlier check in. :)

Reviews of Amanda 

Name / date Reviews

Fredrik  
February  
2018

Excellent host, great area and very clean and cozy apartment. Perfect for a 
couple! :)  
 
I really enjoyed my stay in Cph loving here! 

Kolbrun 
December 
2017

Amanda was really nice and gave us a lot of tips about the neighbourhood. And 
everything was clean and nice in the apartment. We loved it. Thank you. 
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Reviews of Frida  

Belle  
October 
2017 

We loved Amanda’s place. It was nice and tidy and Amanda provided a whole 
document with advice of what to do in Copenhagen, as well as how to get 
around in the local area. I would really recommend it, especially for those coming 
to CPH the first time. 

Maria  
October  
2017 

This apartment was really cozy, in a great district, with lots of supermarkets, 
shops, small restaurants, cafes and the beautiful garden nearby.  
Always fast and very kind communication with Amanda.  
I only felt a bit uneasy to leave the keys in her neighbour’s postbox. I’d preferred 
to give back the keys personally to a trustperson of hers, having the opportunity 
to show that everything in the apartment was in order as it was before our stay. 

Vladimir  
September 2017

We spent 3 days in Amanda’s apartment which is located in a great area in 
Copenhagen which is about 30 min of nice walk or 10 min by subway to the city 
center. The apartment in comfortable size located on 3rd floor, but all the rest is 
well below standard of the most Air B&B we stayed at. We did not meet the 
host, while our sporadic communications were tense and rather unfriendly, 
resulting in difficulties to orient ourselves and proper use of TV, appliances and 
the rest. The worst part was that the host kept all their clothes and personal 
stuff overcrowded around so we have to keep all ours in suitcases. It looked like 
they just “step out” for a moment leaving everything behind untacked and totally 
cluttered everywhere, making us all the time rather uncomfortable with feeling 
as living with some very messy and not clean strangers. 

Reviews of Frida 

Name / date Reviews

Metin
June 2014

We had a nice time in copenhagen! Frida has been at the at when we arrived and 
was very nice contact. Everything you need is nearby the at and you can get into 
the city very fast.

Graeme 
May 2014

First of all Frida was always very responsive, and although we got confused in a 
new city her directions were pretty straight forward. She met us and showed us 
around and answered all our questions with a smile. Unfortunately, although 
stated clearly in her listing, there is no internet or Wi Fi. She told us that her 
listing reected that and thats why it was a little cheaper than others. We were 
confused as we would have passed on her place as we really relied on being 
wired to explore a new city and plan the future of our trip. Not having any Wi Fi 
was a real problem for us as Copenhagen is not as wired as other big cities. That 
being said Frida's flat was as described, cosy but well laid out, comfortable bed, 
secure building and close to an active neighborhood and easy access to the city 
center. A couple of complaints. Frida's flat is above the entrance foyer of the 
building and there is a lot of noise from people coming in and out. Also although 
tidy I think it could have been a little cleaner and the towels and such maybe a 
little newer. Otherwise a decent place to stay while visiting Copenhagen.
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Reviews of Chris  

Annika
August 2015

I can only confirm the other positive reviews. The location of the flat is great 
(nice neighbourhood, convinience store near-by as well as tram stations) and 
Frida was a nice and uncomplicated host. We enjoyed our stay here.

Luca
May 2015

The place was fine, comfortable and it is easy to move around the city with the 
bus and metro stops just outside. Frida, the owner, is kind and helpful.

Erica
March 2014

We loved the location! The metro stop was literally across the street. This was 
great because the train was only about 10-15 minutes away from the airport. A 
very easy commute. Also it was easy to walk to the "downtown" area by taking 
Amagerbrogade. We also rented bikes for 24 hours and that was the highlight of 
our trip. Very easy to bike around in Copenhagen. A small head's up- this 
apartment is on the top floor requiring several flights of stairs. We loved the 
exercise but it may be a problem for some- those with physical limitations or 
kids. Thanks Frida for opening your home to us!

Reviews of Chris 

Name / date Reviews

Enrico 
September 2017

Chris is a really great host. He made my stay enjoyable through impeccable 
timing, courtesy and great discussions. He is very smart and helpful with 
comments and suggestions on what to do in Copenhagen. He also arranged 
easily when it came to leaving our baggages for some more time after we 
checked out. The place is nicely located for visiting the city. Hope to see you 
again soon!

Yokiko 
August 2017

Chris was so welcoming and accommodating. Letting us check in early and leave 
our luggage til the afternoon. The flat was clean, spacious and he was very 
generous with his time and explained how to get to things etc. Highly 
recommended.

Damai  
August 2017

Chris was a wonderful host, very helpful during our stay. The apartment is in one 
of the best areas in Copenhagen with cafes, restaurants and bars near by. The 
city centre and other areas such as Norrebro are easily accessible from Chris's 
place on the train or by bike. Definitely recommend this place to others visiting 
Copenhagen!

Dolores 
August 2017

Our apartment in Copenhagen was very stylish and spacious. We shared the 
three bedroom apartment with a couple from Netherlands and a student from 
Germany. It was easy and everyone was compatible. l liked the rules they were 
clear and provided guidelines to enjoy this space. We met our host near the end 
of our visit, it was great to meet and chat. The location was great and we had fun 
walking around, there are electric bikes and transport is very close
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Caroline 
July 2017

Chris is a good host. He was there to welcome us. Showed us around and gave 
some tips of the neighbourhood. Calling him during our stay was no problem. 
Our experiance is that everything you need for food is around this Airbnb, 
supermarkets, coffeecorners, citybike at the end of the street on both ends. 
Comfortable apartment with a luxurious touch. We would do it again. The bed 
was good. It was our first experience with Airbnb and we would do it again.

Margaret 
July 2017

Chris's apartment was perfect for our stay for our son's wedding. We were a 
family of five and he was very gracious to let us use the additional space in the 
apartment to accommodate all of us and provide an extra bed. The apartment 
was lovely, light and very comfortable and exactly as shown in the listing. It is 
located in such a wonderful neighborhood and being on the ground floor was a 
real bonus with my elderly mother joining us. The neighborhood is surprisingly 
quiet even though it is in the heart of Vesterbro. We would love to stay here 
again!

Emily 
July 2017

I was late for arrival then scheduled. Chris was very kind to call and make sure I 
was safe and ok. Chris also kindly enough to provide electric plug converter as I 
forgot to pack it with me. Location is superb! Only 5 mins walk to Dybbolsbro . I 
didn't explore much of the surrounding areas as Chris's place is only one stop 
away from Copenhagen Central Station.

Laura 
July 2017

Great overall. Chris was very kind to let us check in very early in the day which 
was greatly appreciated. The space was as shown in the photos. The communal 
areas could use a deep clean but other than that, fantastic.

Moses 
June 2017

Had a great time at Chris's place. It's located in a great neighborhood and there's 
a lot of bars, cafés, restaurants and kiosks around. It was a great place to stay to 
experience Copenhagen as a local and it's extremely close to all the touristy 
stuff. The metro is only 5mins away and so are the rental bikes. Chris was a great 
host, very accommodating. We loved everything about our stay. Thank you Chris! 
We will definitely be back again

Diandra 
June 2017

Overall, we had a great stay at Chris's. The location is great in a trendy 
neighborhood with lots of restaurants and bars around and the apartment itself 
is airy and comfortable, Chris was also very accommodating and easy to 
communicate with!

Jochen 
June 2017

Nice flat!!!

Jared 
June 2017

Chris's property is incredible! Light, airy, beautifully kept and in a great location, 
it's a brilliant place to make oneself at home while in Copenhagen. Chris was 
responsive and made it very easy for us to settle in, and the property itself has 
everything you need to be comfortable and enjoy your trip. We'd definitely stay 
there again

Christian
July 2016

Chris was a great sport, even though I was arriving two hour late due to a flight 
delay. The place was perfect and just as described. His place is very central in 
Copenhagen and is only a stone throw away from the trendy "Kødbyen".
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Reviews of Ron  

Vu
August 2016

clean and tidy place. friendly host

Isabelle
July 2016

The apartment looks like the pictures, well-organised and stylish! Raffaela the 
manager was punctual even though we check in early in the morning! Chris was 
very friendly and answered fastly! He even let us check in earlier as normal :)! 
When we arrived the bathroom was dirty. We found hairs on the floor and in 
the wash basin. In the shower the drain was blocked so that we flooded the 
whole bathroom while showering. After a message to Chris, Raffaela cleaned the 
apartment and fixed the shower problem. In the warderobe were still the towels 
(guessing from the guests before) that was also a pitty. The location was okey. It 
takes about 15 minutes to the trainstation and about 25 minutes to the city 
centre. But i think they started to build a metrostation nearby. We enjoyed our 
stay in copenhagen it is a wonderful spot.

Adrian
July 2016

Chris was very helpful. The flat is in an excellent location and a pleasant walk 
from the central station. Flat was great inside, though I didn't spend long in there. 
The room was clean, light, big, and airy. The bed was very comfortable and I 
would recommend staying here to anyone looking to stay in CPH. There are 
some very cool places to eat and drink a 2-3 minute walk away also.

Reviews of Ron 

Name / date Reviews

Nova
October 2017

We enjoyed our stay at Ron's apartment. He was not there during our stay but 
the check in process was very smooth. We also had the entire apartment for 
ourselves, which was great. We also like the fact that it is located in a nice and 
quiet neighborhood, yet close to main attractions in the Copenhagen city :-)

Paula
May 2018

Rons apartment is very nice and clean, close to the city center. Lisa and Ron are 
very friendly and Buster is very sweet! We had a great time in Copenhague and 
would definitely recommend it.

Jabeer
April 2018

Nice appartment and a very nice couple living there. Everything was perfect.

Declan
April 2018

Had a fantastic time. The place was great and Ron and Lisa were lovely hosts.

Amanda
March 2018

My boyfriend and I had a lovely time with Ron and Lisa (and Buster!). Everything 
was very clean and they let us have full use of their kitchen. The dog, Buster, was 
adorable! The train station was only a 10 minute walk away from the apartment, 
and there was a grocery store just down the street. Ron and Lisa are wonderful 
and had a lot of great tips for seeing the area and getting around.

Martina
February 2018

Ron and Lisa (and Buster!) are the best hosts we could find! They're very kind, 
funny and talkative, but always giving you your privacy. The house is wonderful 
and cozy, in a beautiful area well connected to every destination. We really felt at 
home, if we'll go again to Cph we'll stay for sure again here!
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Cristina
February 2018

Ron and Lisa are the best hosts. As soon as we arrived they welcomed me and 
boyfriend very kindly. They are a lovely couple very cheerful and quiet. They gave 
us good tips to explore the Copenhagen. When it was possible we shared some 
conversation with them. The apartment is very well located close to 
supermarkets, shops and restaurants. They also have endless kitchen utensils, 
books and lots of art. It was the best first experience in this city. PS: we will miss 
Buster a lot :) lots of love to everyone!

Dmitrii
January 2018

My wife and I spent the winter holidays in this beautiful place. Ron and Lisa are 
excellent hosts. Of course, in Copenhagen the main thing is big windows and a 
wooden floor). But their house has everything you need: home appliances, very 
comfortable sofa, musical instruments, CD collection, balcony and so on. In the 
kitchen you can cook anything. Among other things, it takes half an hour to get 
to the center, and with the bicycle everything is close. Near the house there is a 
supermarket, bus stops, Nordhavn station in eight minutes. Separately we thank 
Buster for the fact that he was always happy with us. PS Near the house there is 
an Italian pizzeria, in which they make a discount to Russians;)

Ambra
December 2017

Ron and Lisa are just the best hosts we could have hoped for. They’re funny, 
helpfull, excellent guides and cooks!! Buster is the star of the house, he will 
welcome you as part of the family. Definetely, we will come back if we have the 
chance.

Joseph
December 2017

Th Airbnb was clean and comfortable and in a great location. We walked to 
downtown Copenhagen daily while we were here (about 20-30 minutes) and 
were able to explore most of the city in a few days. Ron and Lisa and Buster (the 
dog) were wonderful hosts, and gave us all the information we needed to 
explore the city and the surrounding area. We would love to return to 
Copenhagen in the future and would definitely stay at Casa Grenågade again.

Valérie
November 2017

The apartment was very nice, cosy and clean. The location is great as it is pretty 
close from the center and you are in a quiet area. Ron and Lisa were away for 
the weekend so we were the only one and the apartment. All communications 
was good, we were arriving a little late in Copenhague and they manage to make 
us get the keys very easily. I definitely recommend !

Kiren
November 2017

Well kept apartment, great location and good value for money

Rebecca
October 2017

Perfect host and communicate effectively. You can ask them for help if you have 
any questions abt copehagen. They are artist and the house is very beautiful, cozy 
and well decorated. For the Location, it's not far from little mermaid, you can 
walk there for about 30 minutes.convenient! Recommend!

Sophie
October 2017

Beautiful apartment, very comfortable and absolutely lovely people
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Alba
October 2017
Mark

Overall it was a rather good stay and the communication was very smooth. Very 
glad. Recommended!

September 2017 Very accommodating host very nice flat very close to everything cph has to offer

Ann
September 2017

Ron's flat is perfect place to stay in Copenhagen. Comfortable, clean and light. 
Bus stop and city centre are near.

Carina
September 2017

The appartement is very close to metro and city center. Supermarkets are 
nearby. Ron and Lisa have a very cosy home. Both were attentive, we had nice 
talks and they helped us out with good tips where to go and what to eat. ;) We 
were invited to use everything from the kitchen and Lisa also baked us fresh 
breakfast buns! Buster was a very friendly and calm dog. We had a great time and 
will definitely ask for the room the next time we visit Copenhagen!

Sam
September 2017

Had a great stay with Ron and his wife. Listing exactly as described including the 
friendly lovable buster the dog.

Christiane
September 2017

Nice place, near to Triangel, easy to reach from the Airport. Dog very friendly. 
Rent a bike very close to the apartment (on the other side of the street), very 
useful! We had a good time in Copenhagen but beware of pickpockets in the city

Carlotta
August 2017

The house is very clean, is near the city center, the quartier is so quiet! Ron is a 
great host, He help us in everything!

기현
August 2017

Highly recommend to stay here. It is not far from city center. The room is very 
clean and well equipped.

Moritz
August 2017

The apartment is in a very good location, in only few minutes you can reach the 
centre of copenhagen by bike. It was very clean and the place is also beautiful! 
The communication was easy and Ron was very helpful, we got tips where we 
could eat or what we could do. If i go to Copenhagen again i'd definitley choose 
to stay there! We had an extremly beautiful citytrip, thanks to beautiful 
copenhagen and thanks to helpful, very friendly hosts

Laureen
August 2017

The accommodation was very nice and clean. It is located right next to a bus 
stop - even though you don't really need to use public transportation in 
Copenhagen, because you can get everywhere by foot (or you can rent a bike). 
There are also some supermarkets and shops right across the street. And some 
parking slots too, even though you will have to pay for them (or you get lucky 
and be there on the weekend - because then it is free ;) ). Ron and Lisa are both 
very friendly and most importantly: helpful! They arrived home at the last 
evening of our stay, and we spent some hours talking and drinking beer together 

🍻  They let us use their computer and even looked some things up for us too. 
And their little dog is really cute and he absolutely loves people! To sum it up, we 
really loved the place and the hosts! Can't wait to visit them again!

Marci
July 2017

The apartment is very nice, it is located in a nice part of Copenhagen. Ron and 
Lisa weren't there at the time of our stay but they were really friendly and 
always ready to help us in anything when we needed it. We had a really good 
time here, so we can recommend it! :)
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Cody
July 2017

The place was a great place to stay for our first time in Denmark and we would 
stay again. It was a very nice and clean house, close to restaurants and the cruise 
port.

Response from Ron:
Think you Cody! Welcome back any time:)
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